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[Background notes to the Thomas Baines diaries 30
th

 January 1856 to 3
rd

 April 1857 based on:  

-  Thomas Baines and the North Australian Expedition by Russell Braddon, Collins and the Royal 
Geographical Society 1986.  Mitchell Library – F759.2/B  162/1  (contains many reproductions of 
Baines drawings and paintings)  

-  Additional notes on the  North Australian Expedition under A. C. Gregory by Thomas Baines, RGS 
papers,  Mitchell Library 980/PA6  

-  Journals of Australian Exploration by A & F Gregory,  Mitchell Library 994.102/1; and the website  
Project Gutenberg Australia.  

-  The Life and Works of Thomas Baines by Jane Carruthers & Marion Arnold, Fernwood Press 1995,  
Reference Library NQ 968.04092 B162.4     

  

John Thomas Baines was born in 1820 in King’s Lynn, Norfolk, son of a master mariner.   

He had a talent for drawing and developed an enthusiasm for travel.  At the age of 22 he sailed to 
South Africa where he worked at various trades and eventually became a “marine and portrait 
painter”.  He was able to indulge his passion for exploration and travelled widely in southern Africa 
taking part in three extensive journeys into the interior.  

Returning to England in 1853 he published a volume of his paintings and worked on a map of 
inland Africa at the Royal Geographical Society in London. Here he was invited to take part in an 
expedition proposed by the British Government and under the patronage of the RGS, and financed 
by Government and the Committee of Merchants of the City of London, to explore the country 
around the Victoria River in north-west Australia and then to travel east around to Moreton Bay.  
Apart from seeking opportunities for further settlement, there was always the possibility finding 
gold. (None was found)  

Baines sailed for Sydney together with the expedition’s geologist, Mr J. Wilson arriving in May 
1855.  

There they met Augustus Gregory who was to lead the expedition.  Gregory, whose family, had 
emigrated to Western Australia from England in 1829 when he was 11 years old, now held the 
position of Assistant Surveyor to the Western Australian Government. He had already led an 
expedition north of Perth and would later lead other expeditions and become (along with his 
brother Francis) one of Australia’s pioneer explorers. He was later knighted.  

The 18 members of the party were, in addition to Baines:  

Augustus Gregory       -   leader  
Henry Gregory            -   his brother  
Joseph Elsey              -   surgeon  
Dr Ferdinand Mueller  -  botanist  
James Flood               -  collector & preserver  
J Wilson                      -  geologist  
Bowman                      -  farrier  
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G. Phibbs                  -  overseer  

In addition there were 9 stockmen including Fahey, Dean, Melville and Macdonald  

  

The plan was for the expedition members to sail in the schooner “Tom Tough” from Sydney 
accompanied by the barque “Monarch”, to Moreton Bay where the “Monarch” would take on 200 
sheep and 50 horses with feed etc.  

They would then proceed to the entrance of Victoria River in the Joseph Bonaparte Gulf in what is 
now the Northern Territory. They sailed from Sydney on 15 July 1855. Captain Gourlay of the “Tom 
Tough” was accompanied by his wife, three young children and a maid.  

The ships arrived at anchorage at the mouth of the Victoria River on 18 Sept 1855.  They started 
landing the horses with some difficulty and lost five and one more later. The “Monarch” had 
problems with groundings which later proved to have caused considerable damage and after 
discharging its cargo it departed for Singapore.  

Tom Tough sailed up river leaving Gregory on the 24 Sept with a small party to travel overland 
from Treachery Bay over the Macadam Range.  They joined they joined the rest of the party some 
60 miles up river on 22 October to find the ship grounded and severely damaged. Some of the 
provisions on board were damaged, many of the sheep had died and the rest were barely fit to eat.  

Baines was official artist and storekeeper, in fact, as his journal shows, he became the most active 
member of the expedition when Gregory and his party was absent.  Although not a natural leader, 
he was placed in a position of authority by Gregory in his absence.  According to his journal, apart 
from supervising the stores, he doled out rations to the men, conducted Sunday services, dosed 
sick men, organised the watches and protection of the camp, recorded celestial sightings and 
temperature and metrological information, rode out in search of strayed horses, made sketch 
maps, made a vegetable garden and much more. In addition he made drawings of the landscape, 
animals, birds and insects, some of which he later used to produce some fine oil paintings; and 
from 30th January 1856, kept a journal.  

Gregory and members of his party explored the area around the mouth of the river and on 3
rd

 
January 1856 commenced the major exploration of the area. Accompanied by Baines they began 

the journey up the Victoria River. On the 29
th

 January they reached a spot near Mt Sanford and the 

junction of the Victoria, about 17
0 

S, where Gregory left Baines to establish and take charge of 
Depot Camp.    

This copy of Thomas Baines journal begins from this date.  

Gregory’s party continued up the Victoria River and traced the course of Sturt’s Creek 300 miles 
from its source south east through desert country to the outflow into, what is now, Lake Gregory. 

They reached latitude 20
0
 S about 400 miles from the coast and due south of Halls Creek.  

They returned to Depot Camp on 28 March 1856 then explored tributaries to the east of Depot 
Camp, this time with Baines, and returned to the main camp down river on 9 May.  They found that 
Tom Tough had been repaired although it was still leaking. The sheep had stayed at the main camp 
but now only 29 were left.  

Because of spoilage it was felt that there were insufficient provisions to maintain  Gregory’s party 
for their trip to Moreton Bay, so it was decided that Tom Tough with Baines in charge, should sail 
to Timor to pick up further provisions and meet Gregory and his party Albert River in the Gulf of 
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Carpentaria  

Gregory left on 21 June. There were 7 in his party with 7 saddle horses and 20 pack horses. They 
reached Albert River on 31 August and departed for Moreton Bay (Brisbane) the next day, reaching 
there on 16 December.  

In the meantime, Baines and the remainder of the party cleared the camp and spent the next 
month moving supplies to the schooner and stocking up with water for the trip to Coepang in 
Timor.  They set sail on 17 July facing a difficult passage down river navigating the shoals and rocks.  

There were continuing problems with some members of the party. Wilson refused to accompany 
Gregory on the return trip. The stockmen were not always ready to accept orders from Baines, 
there were problems with Dawson and McDonald challenging his authority.  

They reached Coepang on July 21
st

  to take on supplies but the vessel was in poor condition and 
following pressure from the crew and expedition members and despite protests by Baines, 
inspection by the local authorities declared the ship unsafe for the voyage to Albert River and 
Sydney. However it was said to be safe to sail to Sourabaya in Java where repairs could be carried 

out.  They sailed on 9
th

  and arrived on the 17
th

 August  

After wasting time attempting to repair the Tom Tough it was found to be unseaworthy and Baines 

and his party departed Sourabaya 30
th

 August in the charted brigantine “Messenger” in an attempt 
to meet Gregory and the expedition party at Albert River.  They now several weeks behind 
schedule.  

Passage through the Java Sea was painfully slow due to adverse wind conditions and after spending 
time in Deilli (Dilli), Baines decided that he could make better time by taking the long boat and 
sailing or rowing ahead of the Messenger with the intention of being able to tell Gregory that 
provisions were on their way.   

When somewhere in the area of Cape Croker, on 23
rd

 of October, Baines, Graham (the mate), and 
Phibbs set off with still a long journey ahead. It proved to be a bad decision as they found great 
difficulty in negotiating the rocks and reefs safely and the bad weather forced them to frequently 
shelter in-shore. They did not reach the Albert River until November 19 where they found the 
Messenger already there.   

Gregory’s party had reached the Albert at the end of August and had long since departed for 

Moreton Bay which they reached on the 15
th

 December.  

The Messenger left Albert River on 28
th

 November for Timor, to take on supplies, arriving at 

Coepang on 18
th

 December  

They stayed until the 27th December when they departed for Sydney, deciding to sail southwest 
around the West Australian coast and across the Bight, presumably to avoid the hazards of the 
Great Barrier Reef, although Baines does not mention this in the journal.  

They put in briefly at Albury on 3
rd

 March and then continued on to finally berth in Sydney Cove on 

2
nd

 April 1857 where Baines met with Gregory and so completed his obligations to the expedition.  

The journal ends at this point.  

Thomas Baines returned to England and was elected a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society for 
his services to geography. He spent much of the next 18 years in southern Africa accompanying 
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expeditions to the Zambezi valley, Namibia, Botswana and Zimbabwe which included briefly joining 
one of David Livingstone’s expeditions, while continuing to produce a large quantity of paintings 
and sketches.    

He is remembered in South Africa through the many paintings housed there in museums and 
archives. He died in Durban of dysentery, aged 55, in 1875]  

  

[Page 1]  

Mr Baines  

30
th

 Jan.  

28
th

 March  

1856.  

  

[Page 2]  

Journal of the Detachment of the  

North Australian Expedition  

remaining at Depot Creek  

Lat.        Lon.    

                                                    

On Wednesday the 30
th

 Jany. 1853 (1856)  Having completed the equipment of the exploring  party 
consisting of Mr A Gregory and brother, Dr. Muller and  Dean I accompanied them on the first days 
journey to the South East and halted on a creek to which I received directions to bring the 
remainder of the party being left at liberty to choose the most convenient spot for a camp – and to 
avail myself of Bowman’s experience in selecting the best pasture for the horses –  

  

Thursday Jany 31
st

   I returned replaced and arranged the stores that had been disturbed by 
opening the bags on Tuesday and found that they formed loads for 18 horses leaving five with 
which to mount the remainder of the party that is to say T Baines, in charge, J Flood Junior officer, 
G Phibbs Overseer, Bowman   

  

 [Page 3]  

and J. Fahey, two pack saddles were carried on the packs of the strongest horses and a light load 
was reserved for Gypsey the mare that had been bled the morning before.  

At Bowmans request I diverged to the West Eastward across the plain and struck the Creek from a 
mile to a mile and a half below Mr Gregory’s bathing place, where I off saddled under the shade of 
a small three large white barked Gum trees, with the river on the S & E a smaller gully on the S & W 
two stoney hills on the NE and NW respectively all of them so near as to be within fair range of our 
rifles but apparently not so close as to subject us to annoyance from any missile known to be 
possessed by the natives, a large pool of water extended below the camp.   In the afternoon I 
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walked up the river nearly to the gorge from which it seemed to flow but did not find that we could  

  

 [Page 4]  

1855 (1856)  

change our position with advantage, in returning I crossed the tracks of Mr Gregory’s party slightly 
washed apparently by the mornings rain – and leaving toward the creek perhaps half a mile above 
our camp –  

Friday Feby 1
st   

 I had intended to build a log hut of pandanus, but finding it scarce cut down a 
Eucalyptus intending to select forks from its branches, most of them however were broken by its 
fall and transferring it to the cook I went to the hills in our rear and though they were very scantily 
timbered found smaller trees sufficient for our purpose, we set up the frame work of our 
storehouse 15 feet in length by 10 in breadth and sloping from the ground to the ridge pole before 
noon and afterward Fahey whose experience of native life had taught him all the expedients 
adopted by the natives climbed a tree by means of a rope encircling it and his body and chipped off 
bark enough  

  

  [Page 5]  

to cover about one fourth of the required distance,  In the evening Bowman whose duty it was to 
look after the horses shot two white cockatoos which proved a seasonable addition to our salt pork 
and damper.  

Saturday 2
nd

 Feby,  continued working on the house, Mr Flood and Fahey went in search of bark 
which was very scarce and difficult to find of sufficiently good quality while Phibbs and I finished 
the frame work of the store and set up another of smaller dimensions for the three men say 12 
feet by 8 inside measure.  In the afternoon we put up all the bark which covered more than two 
thirds of the house, and in the evening I weighed out a full weeks ration to the party of Flour tea 
and rice diminishing the sugar by one twelfth on account of loss of weight in drying and absorption 
by the bags and giving out the   

 

 [Page 6]  

1855 (1856)  

pork by pieces nominally of four pounds each but reduced by taking out the bone and melting off 
the fat by the hot oven to little more than half that weight.  

At the close of the day I informed the men if any of them wishes to join in morning service I should 
be happy to read it with them, at the same time leaving those who did not perfectly free to abstain 
from doing so.  

Mr Phibbs and Fahey expressed their gratification and promised to attend –  

Sunday Feby 3
rd  

Our house having nearly been roofed we covered the rest with blankets and now 
it as a church  Mr Phibbs reading the responses,  Bowman being necessarily absent after the horses 
and Mr Flood declining to attend –   

In the afternoon some of the men wished to have their rations separately which I could not divide 
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for them having no balance marked to ounces I gave them leave however to divide the whole on 
condition that all agreed to do   

 [contd. on page 9]  

  [Page 7]  

Thermometer in camp at Depot Creek  

Feby.  

  4  5  6  7  8  10  11  12  1  2  3  4  5  6  Wind  Remarks  

3
rd

   78                98      97    SE  Light 
clouds  

4      77    85    96    98        82      Thunder 
showers  

5  76    77  81    94  96        79    82      light 
showers 
afternoon  

6  75  76      70      89            86  SE  previous 
night 
cloudy     

                                  am       pm  

7    75    81      91    96    92      94  WNW    WNW 

8
th

 76    77    81    94  96            90    E  E  

9
th

       68  72  81    84              E  E  E  

10
th

 70  70  72    75  79  85  86          82    E  E    

11    70      82  86  89    97    90        79  E  E  

12    72    81  82    92  93  90    90  82     80  E  E  

13  72                92    93        97 W  E  E  

14      72    83  90    96  95      94   88  86 W  E  calm  

15      83  89          96      95   87  E  E  E  

16  75  75  75          94  95    95  94   89  E  E  E  

17    76    79  82  88  90    89    90  90   84  E  E  E  

18    75  76      88  90    91  94  93  92   86  E  E  E  

19      78    86    90    94      93   84  E  E  E  

20                  71          73    SW    

21  73    74      83        91  92  83 82  79    E    

 
  [Page 8]  
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Metrological Remarks Feby 1855 [1856]  

Sunday 3
rd   

Light airs  SE few white clouds  

Monday 4    Fine,  Passing thunder showers  3&4 pm  

Tuesday 5   Light showers in afternoon  

Wednesday 6  Morning fine few clouds, river rose 6 inches  

Thursday 7   NNW Strong breeze 8am  3pm afternoon clouds, river fell three   

inches  

Friday 8
th  

E strong breeze at noon while detached cumuli in a clear sky, rather overcast at sunset   

Saturday 9
th

   E heavy continuous rain from 4 till 7 am light      above  below                                                                           

       shower and    overcast till noon at midnight heavy squall     ft ins   ft ins  

       and rain the clouds rose [indecipherable] since sunset       river above its level                                                                 

 Sunday 10
th

      E Strong breeze sky overcast, afternoon calm, light clouds                                                                              

Monday 11
th

    E Strong breeze at noon and pm, evening calm and clear                                                                                       

Tuesday 12
th    

E Light breeze noon and pm clouds passing        

         over evening fine and calm                                                   

Wednesday  13
th  

W/E  Morning light airs from west heavy              

dew, rest of the day Easterly breeze & fine weather  level  

Thursday 14
th  

W/E  light airs from W am. do. E pm cloudy 
  
 

evening overcast  

Friday 15   E  strong breeze at 3 pm. lightning at sunset                  

          NE clouds coming up from E         level  

Saturday 16   light airs am. strong breezes 8pm and   

lightning to the East  

Sunday 17   E.  moderate breezes detached broken cumuli           

          passing to the westward all day  evening fine                    

Monday 18
th

  E  strong breezes heavy clouds passing all   

morning – pm and evening fine  

Tuesday 19    E  light breezes morning & passing clouds.                             

          noon fine   2 or 3 pm a few drops of rain evening                               

tolerably clear. lightening – very heavy clouds 10pm  

Wednesday 20   morning fine  the clouds had passed west   

          until arrested by the ranges up the creek where at 10pm  
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          it rained heavily and      a SW breeze spread over the   

          whole plain  -  evening fine                                 River 6pm    

Thursday 21  E  fine with passing clouds. a little rain at 3 or           

4 pm appearance of rain to the SW further up the creek       1     8  

        (in right margin – River above or below the level at which  

         we found it in feet & inches)  

 

 [Page 9]  

but not otherwise   

Monday Feby 4
th

 1856  

with the help of Mr Phibbs and Fahey I finished the house and in the afternoon commenced taking 
in the stores an operation which I was obliged to hurry over without completing my account of 
them in consequence of a passing thunder shower between 3 and 4pm,  While bringing in my own 
blankets I invited Mr Flood to occupy a share of the vacant space but he preferred erecting a small 
frame covered with blankets between the houses  

Tuesday Feby 5
th

 1856  

Continued arranging and taking account of the stores Mr Flood commenced covering his gunyah 
with bark but to this I objected on account of the risk of fire which might involve the loss of the 
provisions and consequently of the whole party he remarked ironically that it was a very serious 
objection  

 

 [Page 10]  

but removed it to a greater distance  

In the afternoon I put up a bed stead and table and such other conveniences as I could 
manufacture  -  during my watch from 10 till 12 fetched in a couple of Eucalyptus poles for the 
fence  

Wednesday Feby 6
th

 1855 [1856]  

Phibbs and Fahey finished the second hut with tea tree bark, the latter climbed a tree to search for 
a Kingfishers nest but found only a hole full of ants on which the bird had probably been feeding, I 
made a candlestick out of a broken pannikin and a pair of scales with two tin dishes using 16 to the 
lb balls for weights, set the men to make ration bags for themselves  

Thursday Feby 7
th

 1856  

Planted Indian corn, and water melon in the angle between the creek and river having previously 
planted pumpkin [indecipherable] poles for the fence  

  [Page 11]  

and with the assistance of Mr Phibbs and Fahey completed a fork and rail enclosure.  Mr Flood 
cutting  a few forks for us     Owing to the deficiency of non inflammable wood I could not make a 
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crook fence with safety and the distance at which we had to seek for straight poles was so great 
that I could not well carry it to the extent named in my instructions, this seemed of less moment as 
the natural boundaries of the place form a good line of demarcation and [indecipherable] spear 
grass screens can be put up [indecipherable] angles if blacks are known to be in the vicinity  

Friday Feby 8 1856  

Morning cleaning the ants from the sugar bag etc, took out some tartaric acid and soda and gave a 
small portion to the men, also some mustard, most of us subject to sickness at stomach and 
inability to retain our food   gave Bowman and Fahey a dose of quinine the other day,  Afternoon 
made a sketch of  

  [Page 12]  

1856       the camp and coloured it though greatly annoyed by the flies in consequence of which my 
left eye is much swollen, and Mr Fahey is nearly closed up.  parts of the fence being insufficiently 
forked came down, set Phibbs and Fahey to set it up again  -  After 8 pm Bowman being still absent 
I went to the hill and fired a shot and a second with a double charge of powder in answer to which I 
heard two gunshots and a reverberation at some distance South East, on his return he said he had 
tracked some of the horses to the next creek where beyond a pool with grassy banks was a tree 

with the expedition mark this appears to be our noonday halt on Thursday 24
th

 of last month, and 
Polly the horse I had ridden had probably led the truants squadron.  

Saturday 9
th

 Feby 1856  

The prevailing winds seem to be from E or ESE and West, but the former most frequently and in 
greater strength this morning it rained heavily from [indecipherable] light showers which had every 
appearance of being general continued [indecipherable] noon cut trenches round our houses and  

  [Page 13]   

stopped such leeks as were most apparent   

In afternoon I served out the ensuing weeks rations using the new scales with which the men 
seemed satisfied as I shewed them that 16 bullets weighed a pound on the other balance.   At their 
own request I gave each his provisions separately as they thought the division had not been fairly 
made by themselves, I weighed the small stores as tea and sugar in gross and then divided it taking 
my own ration last that it might not be thought I had any advantage –  

Taking Faheys gun I walked down the creek which shewed a large pool 20 or 25 yds wide for three 
quarters of a mile fringed with pandanus gum and tea tree after this [indecipherable] rocks came 
down on the NW side narrowing the channel and forcing it over to the SE till they stretched across 

at the drift I suppose we passed on 24
th

 Jany    I returned across the plain but saw only one white 
cockatoo and some black ones far out of gunshot, at midnight a heavy  

  [Page 14]  

squall from the E with rain partially unroofed my dwelling.  Mr Flood who was on watch called me 
and I replaced the sheets of bark passing ropes round the hut and spread blankets over the pack 
saddles which beside our ration bags were the only stores exposed  

Sunday 10
th

 1856  

Walked some distance up the creek found that duchess and her foal had gone up to the sandstone 
but had turned back  saw several black cockatoos and found on my return the rats had found out 
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some of the pumpkin seeds should they destroy them it will be a great loss to us from the scarcity 
of [indecipherable] or any other vegetables to keep us in health   

Bowman who had been out brought in Taffy and her foal and three other horses, hobbled Taffy but 
was obliged to let her loose lest she should hurt herself he had shot two white cockatoos which 
were divided among the party  

At morning service Fahey was obliged  

  [Page 15]  

to go out from sickness and at dinner time I saw him notching some of the trees within the fence 
which he said he was obliged to climb as nothing else would do him good, presently he began 
lopping the branches but as there was plenty of firewood at a short distance I desired him not to 
diminish the already scanty shadow and gave him a dose of camomile and jalap for bed time  

Bowman brought in ten horses which he had followed by  a circuitous route of ten miles though he 
guessed the real distance at five, he complained of sickness gave him a Seidlitz draught and a dose 
of quinine to take before his next meal  

Monday Feby 11 1856  

Having found a quantity of seeds while looking for Epsom salts for Bowman yesterday evening I 
made a spade with a piece of hard wood and dug a strip of ground along the inside of   

  [Page 16]  

our fence along which I planted peas, turnips and other radish and celery, Mr Phibbs and Fahey 
repaired the damage done to the house on Saturday night laying poles to keep the sheets of bark 
down and I sketched a male and female mantis 6 or 7 inches long, the former of a dull greyish 
brown, and almost wingless the latter of a brilliant green with transparent wings tinted at the 
insertion with crimson, the green faded in attempting to preserve the insect  

Tuesday Feby 12 1856  

Continued digging and planting till I had gone half the round the fence, No 1 bed blue peas celery 
turnip and common radish, No 2 blue peas Windsor beans carrots 3 peas cabbage to left for 
planting out water & rock melon and vegetable marrow round the hut  

Found the watch 46 minutes too slow by equal altitudes taken by measuring the shadow of an 
inclining stick on either side of a plumb line before and after noon  

Fahey having seen me sitting on the  

  [Page 17]  

ground before my hut fetched in some stakes and a piece of rifled gum and made me a little settle 
beside the door, partly for my convenience and partly as a remedy against the sickness he was 
subjected to gave him a Seidlitz powder as the medicine (ie the jalap) had not operated on him  

Bowman brought in all the horses and took a shoe off Jolly, He complained that the rice made him 
ill and, as I thought a little light food would do me no harm I promised to take it from him instead 
of flour, giving him my damper instead of one that he had made with rice and flour and which I 
found very palatable, we put a little soda in the bread now which much improved it, and make pan 
cakes with flour and water and a little soda, when our pork ration is fat enough to fry with it  

In the evening I went up the river and shot an olive brown snake with a smooth skin about three 
feet long as it was ascending a tree, it seemed to be venomous  
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  [Page 18]  

Wednesday Feby 18 1856  

Cooked my snake and shared it with Fahey, prepared to go out and fell so sick that I was obliged to 
hurry from camp as fast as possible, saw a small rock Kangaroo and in about 2 miles SE by S crossed 
the river and reached the place where I had taken leave of Mr Gregory,  Marked two or three trees 
with bearing and distance of our camp thus - NE by N 2 Miles * - and others with an arrow pointing 
the required way, walked up the river to the gorge 1 mile W by S ascended the hill on the S side 
and found it formed by a stratum    of sandstone rising at an angle of about 35 or so from E to W its 
length being NNW and SSE and its eastern face 150 feet high and so steep that I dropped a stone 
nearly to the bottom beyond this was a valley about a mile across or more and another range 
parallel to the first  the river in two branches from the WSW and SW joining about one third across 
and flowing beneath my feet through thick trees  -  on my return I fired at some black cockatoos 
but could not get near enough, I shot one out of a pair of birds perched  

       *  I dare say the distance is not above one and one and a half  

but I went by a rather longer way than the direct line –  

  

 [Page 19]  

on the highest limb of a tall tree it had a brown beak like that of a goat sucker its body was green 
its throat blue touched with lake and its wings and tail blue more or less deep with one large white 
spot in each, attempted to sketch it but became nearly blind and was obliged to leave off   
preserved the skin and found the flesh very good  In evening my sickness increased I was obliged to 
put away my pork uneaten and at night a pain across by chest prevented my sleeping  

[Sketch map of part of Victoria River]  

Thursday Feby 14 1856  

Too ill to do much took out sago from store instead of pork, Bowman shot three black cockatoos of 
which I partook sparingly  

Friday Feby 15 1856  

Cut poles and some forks for the horse Kraal found a male mantis winged and 7 inches long pinned 
him out as the hot water had  

  [Page 20]  

I shaped one of the former and the ants had eaten the other ---------    

At ten oclock when my watch was called I was sitting at my door about to put on my boots and arm 
myself when I saw the ghostlike form of a wild dog enter the enclosure and [indecipherable] under 
the tree within ten or twelve feet of me,  I called to Fahey who was going off duty for his gun but 
though the creature did not start at the sound of my voice he vanished at the first movement and 
was out of sight before I could reach the weapon. I got a shot at him as he was scratching at a rats 
burrow about 12 but without effect.  In form he seemed like a jackal or more like the hunting 
hyena of the Cape but smaller and in colour as nearly as I could tell by the clouded moon almost 
white  

We have been expecting rain for several nights but though clouds have always risen at sunset 
nothing has come of them  
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  [Page 21]  

Saturday Feby 16 1856  

As soon as breakfast was over all hands went to work upon the horse Kraal, Fahey and myself 
carried up the poles while Bowman, Phibbs & Mr Flood brought forks for us, and in the course of 
the morning we had a stout fence erected enclosing a space forty or fifth feet square with a line of 
trees between it and the hill so that if necessary we could defend it without much danger to 
ourselves  

Sunday Feby 17 1856  

As the rain we had so long expected did not fall I watered the different patches I had sowed and 
found that perhaps nearly half the pumpkins had come up and some of the radishes –  

Fahey was blind from the “fly blight” and too ill from camp sickness to attend morning service 
which Mr Phibbs & I read together.  At dinner I made trial of the core or heart of the pandanus cut 
from the centre of  

  [Page 22]  

the stem just at the root of the leaves and boiled for about 3 hours it was rather insipid but 
something like turnip and if better boiled might I dare say be mashed with pepper or such 
condiments as we possess and become of great value to us while waiting for the pumpkin.  

Bowman brought in  a young black cockatoo but had missed the run of the horses not having seen 
one but his own steed all day  

Monday Feby 18 1856  

Watered the plants found several more pumpkins above ground and fenced them with small sticks 
cut three or four head of pandanus and found it very good when treated as proposed yesterday.  

Mr Phibbs caught about a dozen small fish some of which seem nearly similar to a trout. Bowman 
who had been out all night brought in nine horses and took the shoes off such as required it.  

  [Page 23]  

Tuesday Feby 19 1856  

Mr Phibbs and Fahey caught several fish among which were a catfish a foot long and a lizard that 
Fahey had chased and caught up a tall tea tree, this last furnished me with a good sketch, a 
tolerable skin and an excellent dinner, Bowman brought in eight or ten horses and took the shoes 
off Prince, Chloe, and another.  Found two of my pumpkin plants destroyed by some kind of beetle   

Wednesday Feby 20
th 

1856  

Went out with Bowman to see the runs of the different “mobs” of horses, and in going out marked 
a tree line to the spot where we had left the exploring party, we had found all but three of the 
horses when we remarked that the heavy clouds that had passed us by the night before had 
gathered over the ranges to the SW where it was raining heavily. A change in the wind soon 
brought them towards us the plain became boggy the dry creeks filled and by the time we had  

  [Page 24]  

found the other three horses were so deep and strong that Bathurst was nearly rolled over in one 
of them.   Our camping ground had been swamped by a flood from the hills but those who 
remained had deepened the trench around the houses and let it off.  At two the river had risen 18 
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inches and by six was about three feet above it running level  

Thursday Feby 21 1856  

Tolerably fine with a slight shower in the afternoon, people employed in consuming rations, 7 pm a 
rat assisting therein, hit him with a hammer and caused him to vanish instantly.  Moved the raisins 
to another fork  

Friday Feby 22 1856  

Bowman brought in two rare cockatoos and a native companion which after I had sketched it made 
an excellent pot of soup for all hands, he reported that Duchess was getting bad eyes and asked for 
a head stall and fringe to take out to her tomorrow  

  [Page 25]  

Thermometer in camp at Depot Creek 1856  

[Not transcribed] 

  [Page 26]  

Meteorological Remarks Feby 1856  

Friday 22
nd  

   Fine with passing clouds. rather heavy to SW  

Saturday 23
rd  

Fine, light airs SW and S  few broken clouds  night clear  

Sunday  24
th   

Moderate dew gentle breeze SSW few clouds till 10 am after  which quite clear & 
calm  

Monday  25   Heavy dew, few light clouds mostly cirri in clear sky light airs am calm pm dew  

Tuesday  26  Heavy dew light cirri in blue sky gentle breeze am 3 to 4 pm strong breeze from SE & E  

Wednesday 27  Fine – light showers to southward of the camp  

Thursday       Fine clear  a few light showers  

Friday  29      Fine clear sky  grass encouraged to burn in patches    

  

March  

Saturday March 1
st   

Fine and clear  

Sunday  2
nd

  Clear few detached cumuli to South  

Monday  3
rd

   fine, [indecipherable] while broken cumuli all rain light breezes from East  

Tuesday  4
th   

Fine, rather overcast before noon pm clear  

Wednesday 5  Dew, Fine few detached cloud, pm rain to the SE & E working round north  

Thursday  6   Fine light clouds from SE moderate breeze  

Friday  7        Fine, detached clouds, strong breeze evening calm & clear  
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 [Page 27]  

Saturday Feby 23 1856  

Served rations as usual, found that the rats had gnawed a bag containing rice but had only 
damaged the outer canvas, took out all the stores and laid a double platform of pandanus on that 
already there, so as to raise the bags 14 or 16 inches from the ground, NB. have already tried sugar 
of lead damper and find them rather fond of it.  

Sunday  Feby 24
th

   1856     

Omitted the customary service in consequence of sickness in my congregation    

Bowman shot the mate of the native companion he had killed on Friday, it was if anything rather 
smaller than the first  

Monday Feby 24
th

  1856  

put additional rails to the Kraal as the horses got out underneath those already laid, cut a pole 
marked it with feet and set it up as a tide gauge or fluviometer  

  

 [Page 28]  

A large yellow legged hawk, attracted by the remains of cockatoo came near the camp shot him 
and made a sketch, Bowman returned late unable to find six of the horses, had discovered a spring 
and native well and saw the fresh tracks of a black fellow the other day, ordered the morning 
watch to stand till five oclock, and call me before going off duty –  

Tuesday Feby 26 1855  [1856]  

Took Phibb’s rifle and walked out upon the plain but could not get a shot except at a pigeon which 
escaped after falling behind a rock took the following bearings,  Camp S by E ¾ mile, end of 
sandstone range SSE, gorge of the southern branch S by E ¼ E. Gorge of Depot Creek SSW,  Range 
extending to the Northward of West, point of Hill where the united rivers flow on the northern side 
it NE  -  Range of table hills SE ¾ E, Range of broken hills  SE ¾ S to SE by S ½ S  -  Walked west till I 
came to the small creek which  

  

 [Page 29]  

comes from NW then sweeping round the hills to the E joins the river in front of our camp  

Wednesday Feby 27  1856  

Cut up a gum log to make a rat trap which considering that my saw was but 4 inches longer than 
the plank was    I considered in    achievement, set it at night and caught one before 9 o clock.     
Bowman returned unable to find the horses, prepared to go out with him as soon as the moon 
should rise  -- hobbled Taffy  Duchess Prince Romeo Mayflower and another or two  

As soon as the moon was well up we left camp taking a S by E course across the plain stopping now 
and then to listen for the bell and halted in about two hours near a bush which at sunrise proved to 
be a dead tree covered with beautiful azure convolvuli  

Thursday Feby 28
th

 1856  

Started at sunrise passed the southern gorge near which the sandstone cropped out in   
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  [Page 30]  

long line running NNW & SSE an indication as Bowman (who had been at the diggings) of a 
goldfield which he had no doubt existed on the other or western side of the range where he had 
observed more decided marks of an auriferous country.  We now turned SE towards a detached 
range of small table and conical hills and had apparently crossed the water shed when we found 
tracks going out between the two, and rejoining in our [indecipherable] toward a creek rising in the 
SE range and flowing SW or exactly contrary to those we had just left and took our breakfast.   We 
saw Mr Gregory’s tracks going out SE and crossing the next creek found his camp fire on the SE side 
near a water hole now nearly dry with a small spitzkop or cone near the SW end of the range 
bearing about NNW, our own horses had evidently been there also when there was more water as 
one had been almost foundered on the soft mud but they had wandered in  

  

 [Page 31]  

so many directions that it took us hours to unravel the maze in the scant mile between the creek 
and the spitzkop we had left behind, at length we crossed the creek and were going slowly SSE 
when a dark object at a distance caught Bowman’s eye, a bush it could not be nor could I think it an 
isolated rock but no swishing of the tail or tossing of the head was there to indicate the presence of 
an animated creature capable of being annoyed by flies.  A short time decided this point, three of 
our horses stood like statues beneath a shady tree in a country which but for the swarm we had 
brought with us was free from those winged torments.  We caught two and putting hobbles on 
those we had ridden threw back the veils and scanning the distance with unflinching gaze rode to 
the SW and crossing the western range just below where the creek broke through, halted under a 
red cliff with native  

  

 [Page 32]  

drawings in chalk not worth copying and made coffee without removing our saddles we found 
fresh traces of blacks but not of horses and turning up the creek past Mr Gregory’s camp found a 
track which led us North East till dark when the spitzkop bore NW by N ¾ mile, we now resolved to 
take the three horses to water and bring them to the tree we had marked that we might know 
where to resume our search at sunrise, but in nearing the spot on which on which we had left them 
they were of course missing, we followed the creek down for a considerable distance in hope of 
finding them at some of the [indecipherable] but failing this came back guided by the stars and 
camped without fire or water as near as possible to the place where we had left them having been 
in the saddle almost without interruption from sunrise till past eleven  

  

 [Page 33]  

Friday Feby 29 1856  

at sunrise we found our starting point and followed hobble tracks nearly down to Mr Gregory’s 
camp but the ground was now so cut up in all directions that further search proved fruitless – a 
doubtful track led us down the creek and while straining our eyes  upon the ground Bowman who 
was a little in advance exclaimed “look out, here’s a black fellow!” and in truth hardly ten yards 
from us paralysed for a moment by astonishment stood an athletic savage who with his spear and 
woomera in hand had been following the tracks we made in passing up the creek, as we neared 
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him however he turned and with his gaze intently fixed upon us and his spear wavering as if he 
knew not whether to launch it at us or not he ran at full speed up the bank and for a hundred yards 
or more over the plain the loose soil and large stones of which combined with the effect of fright  

  

 [Page 34]  

completely breathed him, for another moment he hesitated and his spear waved indeterminately 
but no sooner had we mounted the little rise than he was off again like an arrow and in  a few 
minutes was lost to our view, he seemed to be a well made though not gigantic man, perfectly 
naked and without paint, his hair was thick and curly but I had not time to observe his features 
closely nor could I see that he was in any way disfigured by scars his spear seemed to be of reed 
ten feet long and the throwing slick about thirty inches – and in his left hand was a bundle of sticks 
or reeds four or five feet in length.  

We now turned to the spot where we had left the horses in no little anxiety to recover them before 
the blacks of whom both men and women we saw past traces should fall in with them in hobbles 
and destroy them, and after  

  

 [Page 35]  

carefully circling the place struck away to the North East losing the track before we had proceeded 
far, we found a little water in a pool at the head of the creek and made  pot of coffee sharing mine 
between us as Bowman had lost his tea and sugar and consumed the rest of his ration.  We now 
swept round to the Northward of the Spitzkop and when about a mile SW of it saw the horses on 
the S Eastern side a branch  the creek of which that on which Mr Gregory had camped and we had 
breakfasted was a branch  

The country to the SW was now the only ground untried and keeping on the within the circle that is 
on SE side we passed the spot where the head it entered the range and after running half a mile to 
the south came out again on the eastern side, and were following Mr Gregory’s tracks to the SE 
when we saw tracks in the dry  

  

 [Page 36]  

bed and in one of them a tuft of grass up rooted but not yet withered, the fortune of the day was 
now no longer doubtful but the capricious windings of the track rendered it as likely as not that we 
might spend the rest of it in searching for animals within probably a few hundred yards of us when 
Bowman after firing at a cockatoo fancied he heard the tinkling of a bell, a little father and all 
doubt upon this point was removed, and guided by the sound we rode South till we saw the 
truants sleek and in good condition standing in indolent enjoyment among the trees.  They bolted 
at sight of us but a smart gallop of a few miles brought them alongside the others where although 
Bowman displayed most admirable skill on foot and horseback we failed to catch them nor was it 
till after  

  

 [Page 37]  

many fruitless attempts that we found a turn of the creek in which we could snare and hobble 
them    We made our supper off half rations eked out with a couple of bronze winged pigeons 
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Bowman had shot earlier on  

Saturday 1
st

 March  

Starting as soon after sunrise as we could conveniently catch the horses we returned toward the 
camp our precious charge becoming more and more unwilling to proceed as we re entered the 
country of the flies,  I fired from the saddle at a Kangaroo and Bowman chased another but his 
horse stumbled and both escaped   crested pigeons rose in flocks and turkeys or rather bustards 
were not scarce but we could not see them in the long grass which was now dry enough to burn in 
small patches  

  [Page 38]  

nor dare we leave the horses long enough to follow them to the spot where we marked them 
down, hawks sailed over us all day catching in their talons the grasshoppers we disturbed and 
eating them on the wing  

We reached camp about eleven having ridden about twenty miles from our farthest point and 
perhaps four times that distance taking into account all the windings we had made since we set 
out.  Took out tea and sugar enough to make us a good pot each and flour sufficient for our dinner  

Sunday March 2
nd

 

Bowman brought home one of the colts with his foot worn through and much swollen,  put on a 
shoe with brittle nails, and insufficient tools which encroaching rather upon our morning we had 
our service in the afternoon  

  [Page 39]  

Monday March 3
rd

 

set the watch during the night by the Meridian passage of A and V Crucis and found the time thus 
obtained agreed well enough with that taken by equal altitudes the day before   

Walked up the creek to Mr Gregory’s camp but could not get a shot even at a hawk, and came 
home wearied out the day being oppressively hot thermometer standing above 102.   The rat trap 
has been reasonably successful, and the captives prove delicious eating the gum logs also contain 
grubs over which Flood and Fahey have many a contest  

Tuesday March 4
th

 1856  

Gave Bowman new hobbles for the horses as the old ones came off and were lost from their 
restlessness, made a plan of the country we had searched and a sketch of the only scene worth 
taking  took stock of the pork found it 12 pieces short of the quantity requisite up to the end of 
May  

  [Page 40]  

*Sketch map of Baines and Bowman’s journeys in search of the lost horses showing the routes 
taken and landmarks]  

  [Page 41]  

Wednesday March 5 1856  

Went up the little creek to the NW found Duchess Mayflower Cockrobin  Major & others in 
hobbles,  left Romeo took Mayflower & went south on the plain across the river, found one colt 
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lame and Monkey drove them home after sunset being unable to find Gypsy, Jolly, and several 
more, saw a kind of loose wall and roof built beside a mass of rocks and grass strewn in it but no 
sign of its having been inhabited or to shew what use it had been put to.  

Thursday March 6  

Found Gypsy and Abraham on the plain SE of the camp saw a slender tail protruding from a hollow 
tree, took hold and broke away the rotten  

  [Page 42]  

wood till I secured a middling sized lizard.   

Found Taffy & foal Prince & c, Bowman went to look for Miss Kent while I watched them, he 
returned without success and we drove home eleven and the foal and dressed their sores with 
alum.  Miss Kent being the only one away –  

Friday March 7 1856  

Shot a pair of small birds, sketched and skinned them, several flocks of pigeons passed over the 
camp too quickly to get a shot at them, Bowman ill gave him double dose of Jalap, my store of this 
medicine being now expended  --  

Saturday March 8 1856  

Bowman still ill, gave him ginger & sugar in hot water – the only good thing I had – went up the 
creek found several horses caught Abraham and rode to the plain South of the Creek, saw  

  [Page 43]  

Jolly and another in hobbles but while looking for Miss Kent - lost them, found the mare and gave 
chase but my horse needing an immense amount of spur to get him going and a strong purchase to 
turn him when under way had much trouble in catching her to take off her hobble before riding her 
home where I arrived between two and three tolerably stiff – she was covered about the legs with 
large sores which we dressed with Alum and when she licked that off, with ashes –  

Broke the chain of my watch in winding it for the night, Mr Flood’s has only the stump of an hour 
hand and should that fail we shall have no means of knowing when to relieve the sentry except by 
the stars  

Sunday March 9
th

 1856  

Morning service as usual Phibbs & Fahey attending  Bowman brought in nine  

[continued on page 46]  
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 [Page 44]  

Thermometer in Camp at Depot Creek 1856  

  

             Wind am  Wind 
m  

Wind 
pm  

River 
above  

River 
below  

                  ft   ins  ft  ins  

March  3  9  12  3  6        l    

9  77  89  98  100  94  SW.E 
NE.NW 

  NW  level    

10  78  90  96  94  88  NW               2  

11  75  86  94    85  E.O               3  

12  72    95  98  88  E  E  E      

13  72  89  96  94  86  E  E  E.O      

14  69  79  94  98  90  E  E  E.O           4  

15  70      98  89  E  E  E      

16      90  98    E  E  E      

17  74  09  94  96  92  E  E  E      

18    92  96  96  90  E  E  E      

19  65      96  88  NE.E  E  E      

20  70   90  95  98  93  E  E  E           5  

21  68  88  94  98  90  E  E  E      

22  68  90  95  98    O.E  E        

23  75    96  98  90  E  E  E      

24  70    92      S.E  SE        

25  66    98  96  90  O.E  SE        

26  67    96  92      E        

27  74    96  98  92  E  E  E      

28  72    100  99    NW  NE  E        

 
  [Page 45]  

Meteorological Remarks  March 1856  

March 8
th

 broke the chain of my watch and am no longer able to keep an hourly register  

March  9  4am squalls all round the compass partaking of the nature of a revolving storm which 
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could be heard among the trees at a distance when it was calm in camp  -  pm heavy clouds NW  

March 10  fine.  A slight shower at 2pm – evening overcast  

March 11 fine. few clouds light variable winds evening calm  

March 12  Slight Dew. am overcast light breezes all day rain to the north      evening clear & calm 
many brilliant meteors  

          13  Morning overcast   3pm squall from E. small heavy clouds to SW                 evening clear & 
calm  

           14  [indecipherable] cumuli passing all day strong breeze at 3pm  evening  clear & calm  

          15  slight dew at distance from camp few clouds  

          16 Moderate breezes clear sky passing very heavy clouds from SE at night clouds with 
lightening and little thunder but passed to the westward without rain  

          17  clear moderate breeze  - evening gentle air few thin clouds – cirri and strata.  

          19  fine,  moderate breezes – evening light air and thin clouds overspreading the E. and north  

19
th

 Fine, thin strata and cirri  light airs   

20
th

  Fine, Moderate breezes evening clear and calm 10pm clouded with passing showers  

21
st

  Fine with passing clouds and occasional breezes saw rain to the west and rainbow to E at 
sunset  

22    blue sky with clouds, a little rain  

23    Fine, light cirri gentle breezes evening clear  

24    Clear few cirri  and clouds hanging round the horizon the remains of yesterday’s smoke  

26    rather clouded but the sun very powerful at times  

27    Fine – few clouds light airs.  whirlwinds from the East at three pm  evening fine   

28    [indecipherable]  breeze, and whirlwinds taking up the ashes of the burnt grass  

   [Page 46]  

horses and dressed their sores with alum ointment and one on Bob with a piece of lunar caustic I 
had brought for snake bites, Bowman told me as I had remarked the day before that the Blacks 
were burning the country and had been following the horse tracks within a short   

distance say a mile of the camp –  

Monday March 10
th

 1856  

Having detected an error of one figure which made a trifling difference of a hundred pounds in my 
calculation of the amount of Pork in hand I called Mr Phibbs and, counted out the pieces again  the 
result was 90 pieces or 360 lb  the quantity required for the party up to the end of May being 509 
shewing a deficiency of 149 lbs or about 2 in 7  - In consequence of this I informed the men that we 
should have to go upon 5 nominal pounds per week each instead of 7  

As the blacks appear to be coming in   
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 [Page 47]  

to this part of the country I spoke to the watch touching the propriety of having their fire arms in 
good order and lent Fahey a revolver warning him to be careful of it as should any accident happen 
to it blame might be attached to me for doing so,  I shewed him how to load  and he made a very 
good shot hitting a mark not larger than my hand at about 40 yards  

In the evening I shot a hawk and found that the aversion I had hitherto entertained toward these 
birds on account of their strong smell did not apply to the North Australian variety which proved 
excellent eating Bowman brought in three horses which escaped several times from the stockyard  
Abraham having a trick of lowering his head so as to make an inclined plane of his neck and 
shoulders by which to lift the rail and throw it off the forks   

Tuesday March 11 1856  

Sketched a jay which Fahey had shot some  

  [Page 48]  

days ago and now found dried by the sun in an excellent position,  copied the various sketches I 
had made of different portions of the country into one map and found them agree very well 
together,  Bowman brought in most of the horses during the day and dressed such as required it, 
replaced the lost hobble straps or broken chains. the country is burning in patches to the South 
East  

Wednesday  March 12 1856  

Walked past Mr Gregory’s Camp to the Gorge of Depot Creek where I shot 5 white cockatoos I had 
intended to go farther but finding my burthen rather heavy returned and divided it among the 
party.  

The Grasshoppers have destroyed my peas and melons, my radishes are stunted and my pumpkin 
no farther advanced than they were three weeks ago  

Thursday  March 13 1856  

Stayed at home finishing my sketches  

  [Page 49]  

Bowman brought in 18 horses and put alum on their sores and replaced the warn out hobbles they 
fed now mostly up the NW creek and plain on that side the camp – Mr Phibbs saw a young alligator 
two feet or thirty inches long with a fish in its mouth and caught a water tortoise 9 inches long 
which after I had saved the shell made a nice after supper pot of soup for us  

Friday March 14 1856  

Covered my powder flask with canvas, repaired my shot flask.  remainder of the day sketching  
Fahey made a pair of new hobble straps very neatly, rather think there is a grey snake about 30 
inches long among the stores as I saw one in the trench the other day -  if so no rats will go near 
them and I shall lose a breakfast occasionally  

Saturday March 15 1856  

By 10 am Mr Gregory is absent 45 days or half the time for which the exploring party is provided  -  
walked up the   
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 [Page 50]  

creek on the Northern side and found an old camp of natives among the hills nearly opposite Mr 
Gregory’s, fully a dozen fires had been made, beside their sleeping places while in another part 
others had been lighted for cooking, and holes prepared as usual with heated stones and a lining of 
tea tree bark, the bones of Kangaroo lay about and I found a broken spear head and shaft of reed 
the pieces of which when joined were nearly eight feet long, pieces of agate that have been used 
as knives were scattered about and near one of the fires were the fragments of a wooden vessel 
rounded at the end which when I brought them to camp Fahey saw was for holding water and 
made out of the wood of the Erythrina Vespertilio.  I went through the gorge but could get nothing 
except a green parrot, cockatoos being very hard to kill, and seeing smoke down the creek about a 
mile from the  

  [Page 51]  

beyond the camp came straight home  

In the afternoon Fahey called my attention to a fire rising on the south side of the creek below the 
camp and as it rapidly approached we could see a number of blacks running with fire brands and 
carrying on the line as if with the intention of encircling us with flame I armed myself and as 
Bowman and Mr Flood came in immediately after with four horses would have given chase to them 
but they appeared already to have turned away and it was of importance that the safety of the 
other horses should be seen to and no less that the camp should not be left unguarded, Mr Phibbs 
volunteered to go with Bowman on the former duty, and having secured a couple of horses and 
tied them in the Kraal, I crossed the creek and taking cover of the trees as I went approached near 
enough to see that  

  [Page 52]  

they had left the fire and that the grass was not yet dry enough to burn without the continuous 
application of the brands  In the evening Bowman and Phibbs returned, they had seen no horses 
but finding the blacks renewing their attempts to carry a line of fire round us had shouted to them 
to desist and on their rattling their spears and yelling in defiance had charged and fired on them 
compelling them though they lighted the grass as they retreated to drop their brands and take 
shelter in the Southern creek  -  It will be remembered that I have on the a former occasion 
avoided unnecessary firing on the natives, but on this when so open an act of hostility was being 
committed I think the men acted rightly in dispersing the enemy by any means in their power they 
estimated the number they saw at about fifty which I dare say was not  

  [Page 53]  

a great way over the mark and Bowman thinks that he wounded one as he dropped his torch of tea 
tree bark immediately after the shot  

Sunday March 16 1856  

Started at daylight with Bowman to look for the horses found three on the northern plain and saw 
smoke still hanging among the trees down the creek, the other horses had crossed and we found 
them on the southern side in such a position that had not the fire been checked they must either 
have been burned or driven in hobbles within the power of the blacks who would thus have cut off 
not only our hope of success on any future journey but our means of returning at the close of the 
present.  I put a rifle bullet through a hawk which enabled me to save part of my pork ration, and 
saw that the blacks were burning the country for four or five miles to the South East and in the 
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afternoon perhaps eight miles to the south by East  

  [Page 54]  

This necessary work occupying all the morning we were obliged to defer our service till the 
afternoon –  

Monday March 17
th

 1856  

Went out upon the Southern plain and found nine horses while Bow which I brought in while 
Bowman rode in search of more and in the course of the day drove in I believe the whole, as the 
hobbles wear out fast and are lost, and it is not prudent to let the horses stray far I cut out several 
pair of Straps and took one in hand to stitch giving another to Fahey – This being Saint Patrick’s day 
and two at least of my force Irish I took out 1¼ lb raisins and a little ginger and nutmeg as the only 
means I had of giving them a remembrance of the day.  Sketched Phibbs & Bowman engaging the 
black fellows during their attempts to burn us out  

  [Page 55]  

[Blank page] 

  [Page 56]  

Tuesday March 18 1856  

At two I called Mr Flood whose watch follows mine, and seeing him unarmed requested him as I 
had done on two previous occasions to wear his pistol He asked how I knew that he did not do so, I 
said that he had already told me that he did not wear it, and spoke with great impropriety which I 
told him I should feel under the necessity of reporting,  I requested him to fetch his pistol and let 
me see him wear it and he answered that until he heard an order given that every one should wear 
his pistol  he should not put it on before my eyes, that night.  I told him that I should waste no 
more words upon the subject but should make an entry of what had passed and report it to Mr 
Gregory.  

I asked Mr Flood during the morning whether he wished to see this entry  

  [Page 57  

or whether he had any remark to make and he said none whatever.  I have already informed him in 
what manner Mr Gregory has directed any complaint to be made, and it can hardly be necessary to 
say that I do not intend to gratify him by giving the general order he speaks of when should I 
perceive any one remiss in his duty I can speak to him individually  

   [Page 58]  

[Blank page] 
  [Page 59]  

Tuesday March 18
th

 1856  

Stayed at home making hobble straps of which with the assistance of Mr Phibbs and Fahey I 
completed five pair during the day – Bowman brought in some of the horses but the rest not being 
hobbled had strayed he had seen smoke rising opposite Mr Gregory’s camp and I warned him not 
to expose himself to any danger by going alone when I was ready at any time to accompany him or 
to send one of the party, he wished however to have the hobbles ready by the time the horses 
were brought in and I stayed to finish them between twelve and one and also after sunset I went 
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up the hill where I had a view of the country but could see no smoke so that whatever fire they 
have attempted to raise must have gone out  

  [Page 60]  

Wednesday March 19
th

 1856  

Went out soon after sunrise to look for horses and reconnoitred the country saw no smoke in any 
direction nor any sign of our sable friends  the grass however is becoming so dry that should they 
again attempt to fire it the flames will spread more rapidly every day.  Found six or seven horses 
which I took home while Bowman went to look for more,  I returned to his assistance but could not 
meet with him and finding in different places eleven of the horses for which we had been searching 
I brought them home and found that many of them had already been fetched in by Bowman and in 
the short intervening time had strayed beyond Mr Gregory’s camp, near where I cut the following 
inscription on a tree -  NE by N 1 mile.  follow the marked tree line.  

Mr Phibbs & Fahey made a pair of hobbles each and I half a pair – beside putting a rifle bullet 
through a hawk and furnishing myself with a first rate supper  

  [Page 61]  

Thursday March 20
th

 1856  

Finished a pair of hobbles, sketched  coloured my sketch of the gorge,  horses feeding not far from 
the camp all day.  many of them came down to water at a pool ¼ of a mile above us – Fahey killed a 
black snake which was very good and the eggs delicious – Bowman nearly killed himself by climbing 
a tree the branch of which broke and caught him in the breast as he fell leaving a painful bruise and 
scratches  

Good Friday March 21 1856  

Celebrated the day by making crossed buns which would hardly have passed muster at home for 
breakfast.  Mr Phibbs Flood and Bowman were out and shot four cockatoos,  The horses still 
feeding not far from the camp  

Saturday March 22
nd

 1856  

went on the hills to reconnoitre saw no smoke but Bowman who came in  

  [Page 62]  

an hour later had seen fires rising simultaneously all round the horses   

I saddled Miss Kent the only one at hand and giving Phibbs charge to defend the camp went out 
with Bowman we changed horses as soon as we came to the herd and seeing fresh smoke toward 
the hills rode as fast as we could to cut the savages off but too much time had been already  lost 
and they had already sheltered themselves we brought the horses down to the Creek and hobbled 
them but could not find either Gypsy or Mary  the flames had spread for miles to the Southward 
but were dying out in the direction of the camp  -  

Easter Day March 23
rd

 1856  

Saddled up at sunrise to patrol the country and look for Gypsy and Mary,  found all the other 
horses, went up Lookout hill (the white stone hill before mentioned) and saw the remains of 
yesterday’s  
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 [Page 63]  

fire burning in patches crossed the Southern branch and found tracks of the two mares and black 
fellows at the water holes  

Saw smoke rising behind us and rode to get between it and the hills fresh columns still rising nearer 
to the horses rode round one isolated hill and heard fire on the top, gave Bowman my horse to 
hold and climbed it went all round the top but could see none of the blacks who had set fire to a 
fallen tree and escaped fresh smoke still rising toward the hills and at last in a gully in the range as 
the blacks made their way through it, on searching the spot we found the rock shelving down at 45 
degrees to a deep pool which will hold water for months the natives had been lying about it and 
plucked  a bird there -  a breeze sprung up from the East and from the top I could see  

  [Page 64]  

the smoke rising more densely but the wind carried it from the horses as we had prevented them 
carrying a line round them  -  whirlwinds passing over the burnt grass raised pillars of ashes which 
sometimes deceived us, but we could see the other fires far to the East and south so that it was 
evident we were surrounded by savages bent on our destruction.  I hoped once that our sojourn on 
this creek would pass without collision with the aboriginal inhabitants but even had I a right to 
trifle with my own life I dare not risk those of the party under my command, as well as of the 
explorers whose safety depends so much on our maintaining our position, and no course seems 
open to me but to attack and drive away the savages if I can fall in with them  

In returning we took the hobbles  

  [Page 65]  

off the horses to give them a chance for their lives and kept Gypsy and Mary near camp for use 
tomorrow, the fire appeared as we passed it to be dying out and very nearly extinguished.  

This day we omitted the usual service in the evening Mr Phibbs brought in a pair of parrots with 
black shoulders blue on the back red on the wings and bluish or yellowish green – Made a rough 
sketch to be finished some other time and preserved the skins  

Monday March 24
th

 1856  

Went out at sunrise caught Gypsy and Mary saw all the horses and turned back all those that were 
inclined to stray, off saddled on the Southern Creek, where Bowman shot two herons or egrets 
which I skinned and while doing so saw smoke up the creek we saddled up and followed to the hills 
the fire coming down close to us, and the blacks standing on the hill south of the gorge as  

  [Page 66]  

they retreated. we halted on a waterhole with blue lilies and I went on a hill to look out but saw 
none and had just returned when Bowman saw them rushing across the creek, in number about 
twenty – we followed up and saw them in groups of three to five all along the hill 300 yards from 
us with the deep southern gorge between I fired and think my second shot went very near one as 
he dipped and when I aimed at another who was shouting and brandishing his spears he took cover 
of the rocks, we made a circuit to the south through the grass they had set on fire and got up the 
table land and at the back of the hill but they were gone as we could not put our horses to speed in 
such a country we returned past Mr Gregory’s camp and at night saw from our own the light of the 
burning plain to the southward, we we could see that they had been painting themselves which 
Fahey says is a sign of war –  
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I must again say that I feel most deeply the responsibility under which I lie but their decided 
hostility gives me no opportunity of opening a friendly communication and I trust the necessity of 
preserving the property of the expedition and our own lives will justify me –  

I would take Fahey with me but neither he nor I can manage the horses as Bowman can and if I do I 
shall have no one of any experience to defend the camp.  beside the tribal variations of language 
are so great that he doubts his ability to understand them  

Tuesday March 25 1856  

Rode out at sunrise, Bowman shot a turkey but when almost near enough to pick it up it rose again 
and though we galloped in pursuit it escaped us  several of the horses had crossed the southern 
creek, we drove them back to the run and off saddled.  Bowman had proposed to camp at the 
upper water hole but this I did not think advisable, as  

  [Page 68]  

I wished if possible to show the natives that our object was not to molest them but to defend 
ourselves – we saw no blacks nor any smoke, but in places they burned three weeks ago found the 
grass six or eight inches high.  

Wednesday March 26  

Rode out as before, let go Gypsy and Mary took fresh horses and were all day in the saddle turning 
back such as strayed but saw no blacks. Put a new clapper in a bell and fresh hung another which 
was nearly lost  

Thursday March 27 1856  

Found most of the horses in the creek below Mr Gregory’s camp, came home about noon, spent 
the afternoon in finishing my sketch of the mutual [indecipherable] on the Southern creek  

Friday March 28 1856  

Found most of the horses on the run, Taffy and Miss Kent had strayed beyond the southern  

  [Page 69]  

creek but returned for water where Cock Robin and pilot joined them, we saw fires beyond the hills 
to the South, and East the latter extending to the Northward and being to windward of the camp 
we returned lest the blacks should be meditating another descent upon it, in the afternoon we 
rode out again and saw that they were carrying a line of fire round us at six to seven miles distant.  
Having satisfied ourselves that there was no immediate danger we rode back to camp and in a few 
minutes more were surprised by the welcome though as yet unexpected return of Mr Gregory and 
the exploring party  

T. Baines.  

  [Page 70]   

[Gregory’s  exploration party departed 3 January 1856+  

Account of the stores for the use of a party of 9 officers and men of the North Australian 
expedition from camp on the Victoria river toward the interior                                                                                 
Lat      Long  
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                      A. C. Gregory             Commander  

  

Pack  H. C. Gregory  Pack    

No.1  Shot   Sextant     13  Flour  Tea 

      2  Flour  instruments  clothing    G Phibbs  

      3  Flour  clothing     14  Flour water hobbles 
buckets   

      4  Flour  Stationary,  Drugs, girths     15  Flour  Soap  

        T Baines      22  Sugar sago coffee tools  

      5  Flour nails straps  tobacco oil knives      17  Horse shoes cooking 
utensils 

      6  Flour  Sago  Ammunition    Dean  

      7  Flour, personal equipment      18  Canvas twine sugar rope 
tea   

        Riding Saddle 100 lbs Rice     19  Flour sugar coffee pork  

  Dr F Muller    Riding saddle 90 lb rice 

      8  Flour  cord  spurs  etc    R. Bowman  

      9  Flour (personal and        
20  

tents and rope  

     
10  

Flour (botanical equipment   3 packs pork 

  J Flood    J Fahey  

11  Flour  boots, Kit       
21  

Flour Salt 2 packs pork  

     
12     

Flour  Ammunition etc          Riding saddle  
100lbs flour  
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Provisions in hand at starting  Jany 3
rd

 1856  

  Flour 
lbs 
1470  

Rice 
lbs  
200  

Sago 
lbs 
44  

Sugar 
lbs 280  

Tea   

36  

coffee 
lbs 28  

Tobac  

co lbs 
21  

Soap 
51  

Pork 
1200  

  

Issue  775 87 15.8 139.8 19.5 22.2 20 27.8 868   

Remaining  695  113  28.8  130.8  18.11  5.14  1  23.8  332    

Returned  106 14 9 1.8 3.8 4.4     132 March 
29  

In hand  801 127 37.8 152 22.3 10.2 1 23.3 464 March 
29  

Issue  423  73.8  21  67.71/2  11.91/2  9.5     12  380  May 

9
th

 

Remains  378  46.8  16.8  84.81/2  10.91/2   -  11  1  11.8  84    

Returned 
to store  

320 38.12 12.10  63 14.121/2  1.11 1 11.8 60   

Deficit  58 5.12 3.14 21.81/2         24   

Surplus          4.3  1          
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 [Page 72]  

Ration return of the Party  

1856    Flour  Rice  Sago  Sugar  Tea  Coffee  Tobacco  Soap  Pork  

Jany    lbs  lbs  lbs oz  lbs oz  lbs oz   lbs oz  lb  lbs oz  lbs  

  3
rd

 30      20    10    2  44  

  8
th

 100    1     8            32  

  11                1    

  12      1            63  

  16        17   8        2    

  19                  63  

  20  50  4      1     12          

  22  63      11  3          

  26                  51  

  28  300  50  10  44  8    ¼  6  8  12  360  

Feby  2
nd

 25  5    5         12    12  3  35  

Feby  9
th

 28 ¾  5    6  1    
11/2  

      34 
¼  

  16
th

 30  4  2      8  6  1    
11/2  

    2       8  31  

  23
rd

 30  5    6         14          7      35  

March  1
st

 31  5    6  1    
11/2  

    2        
8  

35  

  2  30  4          8  6             2      3         35  

  15  30      6           7  1      5    2        
8  

25  

  22  28  5    6    2      3      25  

    775  87  15     
8  

139 8    19  
51/2  

22    2  20  27      
8  

368  

 
  

  [Page 73]    

[Note - date out of sequence. This is an account of the  exploration party under Gregory, which 

included Baines, and which departed on 3
rd

 January]  

Jany 4
th 

 the bag of flour 30lbs in weight for daily use being expended two bags of 50 lb each were 
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delivered to the men to serve the party from the 9
th

 to the 20
th

 Jany,  No 19 bag which originally 
contained 20 [indecipherable] pieces of pork was emptied to receive one of the flour bags 11 
pieces had been used and of the remaining  9 one was served that evening to the men and 8 were 
distributed among the other bags   The two bags flour were taken from one of the riding saddle 
packs  

the 32lb of pork marked as used on the evening of the 8
th

 were used from Wednesday 9
th

 to 

Saturday 12
th

 

at the rate of 2 pieces per man  

Jany 16
th

  Delivered for use 17½ lb sugar for 10 days from noon of the 16
th

 to noon of the 25
th

 
inclusive at the rate of 3oz per diem for each man.  Grease the hobbles and straps with the fat that 
came from our pork.  

Jany 17
th

  Took out two canisters pepper for ourselves and the men but reserved theirs till another 

day as they had been discontented at a necessary reduction of 1/9
th

 of a lb flour per diem which 
Mr Gregory had directed me to make for 4 days in consequence of the last bag of flour not running 
out to its full weight, as well as at the diminution of the pork by the sun melting the fat from it  

  

 [Page 74]  

Jany 20
th

   served flour tea & rice to last from 21
st

 to Saturday 26 or [indecipherable] the sugar 
being sufficient for that time   Two bags pork being much reduced in weight from use and the heat 
of the sun  counted the pieces 25 in number and distributed them among the other bags, NB the 
horses have become so fond of salt pork that nothing can keep them from the packs several pieces 
have been taken out and the salt licked from them and the other day a bag was torn open while 
proceeding on our journey I repaired the damage at once but cannot tell yet whether any had been 
lost.  

The rations marked on the 22
nd

 were weighed to be delivered on the evening of Saturday the 26
th

 

to last for one week that is to Saturday the 2
nd

 February as I expected to be absent on a 
reconnoitring party in the interval, the sugar having lost weight by drying  Mr Gregory directed a 
reduction of one twelfth on the daily ration.  

Feby 2
nd

  Some irregularity having taken place in the distribution of the ration and being unable to 
obtain from the issuer either a distinct statement of the quantity served  

  

 [Page 75]  

out or the time to which it should last, I thought it best to issue the whole myself and equalise the 
various items so that though weighed on Saturday their consumption should commence after 
breakfast on Saturday morning the time to which it appears most of them should last  -  but found 
that in doing so I have given myself and Mr Flood 1¼ lb too much flour and 10oz too much pork our 
rations of those provisions not being yet expended  

Yesterday being 1
st

 of the month I gave the men their soap for 15 days and having made an equal 
division of the tobacco gave them their choice to leave it in my hands and draw monthly or to take  
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it at once with the understanding that it was to last four months and economise themselves they 
chose the latter and I gave them it each share weighing in consequence of the dry weather only 
three and a half pounds instead of four  

  

 [Page 76]  

Sunday Feby 3
d
 1855 [1856]  

Some of the men wished to have their sugar and tea separately in consequence of the issue of rice, 
I cannot do this for them having no balance marked in ounces but gave them leave to divide it 
among themselves, on condition only that all were perfectly agreed to do so  

Monday Feby 4
th

 

Received into store –  

T Baines                                                                  G Phibbs  

4 pair saddle bags                                                  4 pair saddle bags   

No 7.8.9.10                                                             No 14 15 16 17 22  

4 pack saddles                                                        4 pack saddles  

1 Riding saddle                                                       1 Riding saddle  

4 pr hobbles                                                            4 halters  1 bridle  

Bridles   halter                                                         4 pr hobbles                                                  

J Flood                                                                     Bowman  

3 pair saddle bags                                                   4 pr saddle bags  

11. 12.  13                                                                No 18. 20. & 2 pair pork  

3 pack saddles                                                         4 halters  

2 bridles  3 halters                                                    5 pr hobbles  

2 ½ pr hobbles  

  

 [Page 77]  

J Fahey                                            Arrangement of bags with estimated                

3 pr saddle bags                              weight of their contents not being  

no 19. 21 and pork                           able to weigh more than 24 lbs at once  

3 pack saddles    

3 halters  1 bridle  
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No  Flour  lbs rice  sugar  coffee  tea  sago  Pork  

8  200              

7  100              

10  180              

21  120  40            

15  80              

14                

11  150              

13  50    50          

18      40  20        

18          12      

6 bags              350  

 
  [Page 78]  

Saturday Feby 9
th

 1856, Opened a 50 lb flour bag from which I took 6 lb to complete the ration of 
the ensuing week the empted bag contained about one lb of damp flour  encrusted on its sides, the 
bag with the remaining sugar weighed 18 pounds which deducting 2 lb for weight of the two bags 
when new gives 16 lbs according to my reckoning there ought to be 17 lbs still in it  

At the request of the men I gave each his provisions separately as some of them thought the 
division not fairly made when done among themselves, weighed out the tea and sugar in gross and 
then divided it taking my own ration last the scales trim well with a slight weight and the men 
appear satisfied as I shewed them the weight of the bullets first upon the spring balance, deducted 

1
1/4

 lb flour and 10 oz pork from Mr Flood’s and my own ration so that all might fall due at the 
same time ie Sunday between breakfast and dinner.  

Saturday Feby 16 1856  after taking next weeks ration took out the remainder of the sugar and 
divided it for the next two weeks the time for which it ought to last, I found that  

  [Page 79]  

in consequence of the drying and the weight of molasses absorbed by the bags I could get but 8½ 

lb instead of 11½   The account of the bags of flour stands thus – Opened Feby 8
th

. Taken out     6 lb  

                      6
th

        do          30 lb  

               Remaining      net     14 

                                                50  

  

Saturday Feby 23
d  

Took coffee for myself instead of tea.  Opened a bag of flour which had been 
previously in use but by some oversight about the time of the detachment of  the exploring party 
had been put away with the full ones.  took out sufficient for  to make up the weeks ration of 30 lbs 
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and left in it 15 lbs  

Opened a 30 lb bag and weighed it found it contain 15, 19, 14 ½ lbs equal to 48 ½ lbs the 
gunpowder taking 1 ½ lbs off the weight,  deducted enough from the first two bags to make the 
last up to 16 lbs the required quantity  

Saturday March 1
st

 1856  

Mr Flood served the men in camp before my return, found my own ration of flour  

  [Page 80]  

as I expected short by 1 ½ lb, my own and Bowmans provision being exhausted and the next weeks 
ration not due I took from store enough to make us a god pot of tea and half pound johnny cake 
each  

Tuesday March 4
th

 1856  

Took stock of the pork and found 97 ½ pieces which x 4 gives 390 nominal pounds that is 9 ¾  12 ½ 
pieces or 39 49 nominal pounds short of the quantity required to supply the party to the end of 
May  

97 ½ x 4               390 lbs   

5 men 52 days     260  

9 men 31 days     279  

Total requisite      539  

deduct in hand     390  

Deficiency in lbs 4/ 49 lbs  

or pieces                12 ½  

  

I do not however think it advisable to make the trifling reduction necessary at present but rather to 
include it in whatever I find myself obliged to deduct should Mr Gregory not return at the 
appointed time.  

  [Page 81]  

Saturday March 8
th

, Served rations as usual detected an error in my figures of Tuesday last which 
rendered it necessary to go over the calculations again  

Monday March 10
th

 

With the help of Mr Phibbs I counted the pieces of pork which as many were broken it was difficult 
to do exactly but by estimating the fragments as well as we could we made out 90 pieces which x 4 
gives 360 nominal pounds, The total required by the party up to the end of May being 509 lbs – 
shewing a deficiency of 149 lbs or about 2 in 7    I informed the party that we should have to go 
upon 5 nominal pounds or 1 ¼ piece per week instead of 7 lbs or 1 ¾ piece per week for each man  
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Account of pork, to serve from 16 March to 31
st

 May inclusive  

pieces  90             March    31                 May            31 days    

    4             Deduct  15                 men              9        

360 lbs                     16                 for 9 men  279 lbs to end of May    

                              April      30                 for 5 men  230 lbs to end April  

                              Days     46                 total          509 lbs required to end of May  

                number of men      5                 Deduct      360 lbs in hand  

           required for 5 men  230 lbs           Deficit       149 / 509 /3.  62 over  

                to end of April                                                     447            

                Or about 2 in 7 Deficiency                                    62  

The weekly issue therefore will be 5 lbs instead of 7 per man or 25 lbs          instead of 35 for the 
party        

  

The cause of this deficiency seems to be that a part of the pork prepared for the expedition and 
which originally was about equal to that of the flour or about 1470 lbs, was left in the main camp 
and only 1200 lbs brought with us while both have been issued in equal ratio  

Of the latter 818 lbs to serve up to the 15
th

 of this month have been issued and 360 remains in 
hand making a total of 1178 lbs which deducted from   
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1200 shews a deficiency of 22 lbs which I cannot account for except by supposing that 5 ½ pieces 
have been lost from the bags torn by the horses or that some mistake has occurred before the 
issue of rations was placed unreservedly in my hands.  

Saturday March 15,  The remainder of the last bag of flour weighing 4 lbs, I opened another and 
found its contents 47 ½ lbs or 2 ½ lbs short of 50 its proper quantity, I was able therefore to give 
but 27 ½ lbs for the weeks ration instead of thirty, this deficiency I suppose is owing to the packing 
of the powder in the bags which will barely hold 50 lbs of flour, to the loss of weight by drying and 
to the quantity of moist flour which adheres to the bags, I have hitherto made no deduction from 
the mens rations but have allowed the deficiency from my own share, should the rest of the bags 
however run short in the same  
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manner I shall be obliged to make a proportionate deduction from each as it falls rather heavily 
upon one ---  

Saturday March 22
nd

  opened a bag of flour which had been gnawed by rats and proved two 
pounds short of weight, I took four pounds from it to make up the weeks ration to twenty eight 
and deducted nearly half a pound from each of the party -  from this time therefore I shall enter 
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the actual quantity issued remarking when necessary on the deficiency instead of considering it as 
before equivalent to the proper quantity or 30 lbs  

Saturday March 29
th

   Mr Gregory and the exploring party returned yesterday and I received from 
Dr Mueller the surplus provisions in the quantities entered in the table of rations at the beginning 
of the book.  The account is made up previous to the issue of rations for the ensuing week.  Mr 
Gregory authorised the issue of the full ration of pork that is to say one nominal pound to each 
man per day  
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Ration Return of the Party  

1856    Flour  Rice  Sago  Sugar  Tea  Coffee  Soap  Pork  

March  29  59  10    12 .12  3 .15  .9    67  

April  1  36  18.    9.9 ½  3.8 3  .8    56  

  5  30         3.  2.  6  1.8 ½    2  .8  35  

  12  30    5  6  1.8 ½      36  

  19  49  13  4 .8  11.4  1.8 ½  1.12  4 .8  56  

  26  51  12.8  6. 8  11.  1.8 ½  1.12    63  

May  3  60  17  3  10.14  1.8 ½  1.12  5  63  

  9  8              4  

  *  428  78.8  21  67.71/2  1191/2  9 .5  12  380  

 
*  100 lbs of flour were left concealed at cache hill on the Victoria River  
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left by Mr Gregory at Main Camp Victoria River  

1856  

T. Baines  
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Camp Victoria River  

June 21
st

 1856  

  

About ten this morning Mr Gregory with the exploring party consisting of three officers and three 
men beside himself, and thirty four horses left camp for the Albert River having instructed me to 
embark the remainder of the party on board the “Tom Tough” and after procuring such supplies as 
were necessary at Coepang in the Island of Timor to meet him at the Albert   

Shortly after his departure I informed the men briefly that, having been left in charge I trusted they 
would work with a good will for the benefit of the expedition, and for my part I would do my best 
to see them well treated  
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and provided for.  That during my absence they would receive directions from Mr Flood, and in 
case of natives coming near the camp they were not to “cooe” nor call to them from a distance, 
but should they approach uninvited they must while preserving a friendly demeanour give the 
blacks no advantage nor opportunity of surrounding them.  

In the afternoon I put two casks of maize and one of fresh water for the schooner, with other 
stores into the long boat and gig but found the former leaking so much, and the maize so 
deteriorated that it appeared hardly worth the transport, I therefore gave directions that the sheep 
should be allowed to feed upon it while I was away, and ordered the watch to keep the boat   
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baled during the night.  

Sunday June 22,  The service on which I was ordered being too urgent to admit of unnecessary 
delay, I left the jetty at five o clock and finding  a fine breeze from Sandy Island ran down with the 
ebb and against the flood to “Breakfast point, a steep bank just above the channel cutting off the 
island near the Dome, when the tide being too strong we went ashore till slack water.  

By pulling and sailing alternately we had nearly reached the vessel during the night, but the tides 
being at the lowest and the moon rising late we grounded on the shallows below Mr Gregory’s well 
and the flood meeting us were obliged to moor the boats to the mangroves on the south side  
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Monday June 23
d  

The ebb tide enabled us to reach the schooner about 2 am. She was riding within 
a cables length of the North Shore, above shoal reach and not far from the rocks where she had 
first grounded on the opposite side.  

After delivering Mr Gregory’s instructions to Captain Gourlay, I turned in till sunrise when I directed 
Mr Humphery to clear the gig and put two casks into her and about half past nine leaving Mr 
Phibbs to show and take account of the cargo we had brought down I went with the mate (Mr 
Ryan) and Fred Adams seaman to Mr Gregory’s well, which we reached just in time to find the 
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water oozing from beneath the rock before the tide covered it   

We waited till past sunset before it was again uncovered we made a fire to give us light and dug 
out the hole, but  
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it was not till near low water that we found the spring strong enough to be of service to us  

We filled 36 gallons and fearing to stay too late came away just in time to have water for the gig 
across the shallows  

I had intended to start for camp at night but feeling too much fatigued to act with the requisite 
vigilance deferred doing so till next day  

Tuesday 24
th   

I took the dingy with Mr Ryan and Showel and went over with the ebb to the creek 
near which the vessel was first stranded  

We found water in abundance much nearer the beach than formerly but slightly brackish till we 
came to the original pool under the large gouty stem tree which as the course of the creek formed 
an acute angle with  
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that of the river was hardly more distant from the landing place, the only objection being the 
necessity of rolling casks for half a mile over dry yielding soil with hard stumps of half burnt grass.  

We returned with the first of the flood and the boats being ready reached the Creek at Kangaroo 
point before the tide turned, we moored inside and when the flood made, rose chilled and damp 
from the heavy dew that had fallen, we breakfasted at Sandy Island and reached Camp about two 

on two on the afternoon of the 25
th

 pulling all the way as the wind was contrary  

Mr Flood had prepared a number of casks by marking the staves and other parts and tying them in 
bundles had broken up the two large cases in the same manner and dismounted the forge and  
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vice, and with the other two cases and surplus provisions we loaded the boats heavily.  

Mr Wilson who had been out three days in the direction of the River named after me returned at 
night and presented me with a piece of Jasper from one of the branches he had seen plenty of 
Kangaroo but no natives  

On Thursday 26
th

 I found that the morning watch had not been kept and in consequence four hours 
water had accumulated in the long boat which was full up to the thwarts but the lower tier being 
only staves and planks sustained no injury.  

I had the delinquent sent to me and having told him that I could not leave the camp without some 
assurance that it would be properly watched  
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 [Page 95]  

warned him that if such  a thing happened again I should report it and the commander certainly 
would not pass it over.  

We reached Breakfast point at the bottom of “Humby Reach” so called by our men because the 
wind invariably baffled us in some part of it, and thinking it imprudent to pass the shallows in the 

dark remained till morning of Friday 27
th

 when we crossed to the bank on which the “Tom Tough” 
was laid for repairs of her bottom and put up the head board I had made in memory of John Finlay 
the carpenter who had died there, cutting below it a cross and the date of the year in the soft stem 
of the Gouty tree lest the blacks should destroy the board.  They had already removed a cask that 
had been left there but not yet  

[sketch of head board]  
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disturbed the grave  

On the Horseshoe Shoal between Broken backed Hill and Curiosity peak I saw an Alligator and 
telling Mr Phibbs to drop quietly down with the boats and pick me up on the other side I waded 
ashore with Humphery and as the creature began to move ran to cut him off from the deep water,   

Out of breath as we were both balls missed him but Humphery who was first reloaded hit him 
behind the jaw and as he threw up his head in agony I fired at his broad white chest and drawing 
my revolver ran in and fired one shot striking him in the spine and another glancing from his skull 
when the monster turning as surely as his ungainly form would permit  
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made a snap at me his cavernous jaws coming together with a clash that caused me to 
congratulate myself on the agility of my retrograde movement.  

I was at this time abreast of his hind legs and about two thirds of his length distant when 
Humphery advancing in his turn sent  a bullet through his brain, deciding the contest in our favour 
and rather damaging the skin as a specimen.  

Dawson and Showel now Kellicked the gig unrove the halyards and hastened to our assistance, we 
passed the rope round his neck, and though in his expiring struggles the creature moved his tail 
and limbs as in the act of following us, we soon had to drag a corpse which as often as we stopped 
to rest settled down on the wet sand expelling the air and of course  
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increasing our labour.  

Finding that the body sunk we were obliged to lift it into the gig and in about an hour and a half we 
overtook the long boat and found that Phibbs had entered into a contest with a young alligator but 
not with so fortunate a result.  

The flood met us below Curiosity Peak and as the wind though strong hardly enabled us to hold our 
own we went ashore and while Dawson cooked Humphery and I opened the alligator.  The 
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stomach contained the remains of a large fish the half digested skull of which we first thought was 
that of a young alligator and two or three pounds of pebbles as large as a hens egg  

We had not the time for a regular “PM”  
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but observed that the intestines were very firmly attached that the male organs were 
comparatively small that the liver looked less tempting than fresh mutton chops and that though 
we had scrubbed our hands with mud and soap Phibbs would not let us touch the damper but took 
upon himself the task of dividing it  

We reached the schooner at half past nine and sent up the usual sheep and the Alligator. the last 
of which Humphery commenced skinning   Next morning while the former was reprieved for the 
day much to the great disgust of the expecting crew   

The tail of the reptile however furnished us with excellent steaks and all hands made the best of a 
bad  
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bargain except Fred Adams who having “a mutton in view” kept himself hungry  

The stew at dinner was but slightly inferior to turtle and by night Humphery who was cleaning the 
skeleton found claimants for the flesh as fast as he could remove it  

The animal was eleven feet long and the only curiosity now worth inspection was its mouth, the 
foremost teeth in the lower jaw protruding quite through the upper. the tongue being fixed to the 
lower jaw so as to he incapable of protrusion and as well as the palate and whole interior being of 
the colour of damaged Chamois leather   Beside this the aperture of the throat was so perfectly 
closed by a rounded cartilaginous valve that  
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unless in the very act of swallowing no liquid could possibly enter, while its convexity seemed 
admirably adapted for throwing off the water while the animal was swimming with its mouth open  

Mr Ryan had been again to Mr Gregory’s spring and finding it easier to work than he had imagined 
had prepared a cask by boring the bottom and was going next week to sink it in the well  

Sunday 29
th

   At 3 am I left the schooner but the wind being strong against us was obliged to moor 
the boats at the mouth of the Creek where the remnant of our flock had been landed in October of 
the previous year and wait till dark when after pulling till three on Monday morning we stretched 
ourselves on Stony Spit till Sunrise and reached camp by dinner  
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 time  

 Mr Flood as before had made preparations to facilitate the taking in of our cargo but as the men 
were wearied and wanted a little time to gather their own things I deferred loading the boats till 
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next day  

On Tuesday July 1
st

 I carved the inscription on the trees near which I intended to leave the letters.  
as follows      on the first the dates of our arrival and departure  

“Oct
r  

13 1855  July 2
nd

  1856  

“ Letter in Oven”  

and on the next the words  

“ Letter in Forge”    

I had intended to leave Mt Phibbs with the gig for Mr Wilson but as he had left an explicit message  
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that if not able to reach the camp by Wednesday morning when I had told him the Camp would be 
cleared he would make for Kangaroo point and as the embarkation could not possibly take place 
before ten or eleven o clock I made arrangements for both boats to proceed together, preparing 
nevertheless a sufficient quantity of food and water and a board with the necessary directions 
written on it  

Our anxiety however was relieved by the by the appearance of Mr Wilson himself who having 
recrossed the Victoria above Beagle valley had travelled along its southern side to camp which he 

reached about ten on the morning of Wednesday the 2
nd  

and about an hour after having stowed as 
many useful things into both boats as they would carry and rejected several which though useful  
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in themselves were not worth the risk and trouble of taking them away, I sent Mr Phibbs forward 
in the long boat (which I Had rigged for this trip) with McDonald Richards and Fahey, and followed 
soon after in the gig with Mr Wilson, Flood Dawson Showel and Selby  

We outsailed the long boat and found it best to take her in tow till we reached Sandy Island where 
we dined and brought ashore the corpse of the Sow which in a condition that rendered  her ill able 
to bear removal had died on the passage  

We also brought on shore the hog gave him water and removed him out of the way of an alligator 
that rose within his own length of the dead Sow.  
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We brought up for the night in Kangaroo point Creek,  breakfasted on Thursday 3
d
 below the Dome 

and favoured by a fresh breeze ran down the river as soon as the strength of the flood tide abated.  

We stopped a few minutes to speak with Mr Ryan who was waiting to fill casks at low water from 
the well and reached the Schooner without accident in time to hand every thing on board before 
sunset  

In the evening some dispute arose among the Men respecting the appropriation of the berths the 
best of which had been selected by those who had been already on board the vessel.  
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Seven people required accommodation and there were eight berths two of which were next the 
galley and therefore uncomfortably warm  
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this I settled by requesting the Captain to let Humphery occupy the opposite that of Mr Phibbs who 
had taken that of the deceased carpenter in the fore part of the after house and to increase its 
ventilation by fitting a slide which could be opened at pleasure  

Shortly afterward I consulted Captain Gourlay about the arrangement of the cooks duties and it 
appeared to us that the most eligible mode would be to have but one man in the galley who should 
not be burdened with the extra duty of cooking all the various messes required by those who 
though too ill to do the ships’ work were still able to cook for themselves but that he should have 
complete charge and prepare the whole of such things as  
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the crew and our men have in common on the same day, that is to say such as beef pork pea soup 
or water and permit the crew to cook whatever bread they made from the flour served out to 
them, when the galley was not in use  

I desired Mr Phibbs to inform the men of this arrangement and if they had any thing to say upon it 
to refer them to me  

In a short time he informed me that they wished to speak to me and on meeting them I found that 
they objected to cooking for any one but themselves  And some of them wished that alternate 
hours should be appointed in which they and the crew should use the galley, I pointed out the 
inconvenience of this and offered them the alternative of assisting one of  
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convalescents who on such condition had volunteered to be permanent cook  

To this they objected that it would cause much confusion if two persons were allowed to be in the 
galley at the same time and consented to the former arrangement except Dawson who refused to 
cook for anyone but those belonging to the expedition  

I told him I should record his answer for the decision of Mr Gregory, that he would not be required 
to cook while on board the vessel but would not otherwise be put off duty  

Friday July 4
th

 was occupied in getting the stores below and arranging the wooding and watering 
parties next day I had prepared the gig to go up about one next morning but being somewhat 
fatigued lay  
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down upon a chest and did not wake till half past two when the tide had already turned against us  

Saturday 5
th

  on coming out of the hold Mr Phibbs told me that Dawson had a complaint to make, 
and though the statements were contradictory I learned that while the Captain and Mr Phibbs 
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were talking about a draw bucket Dawson had made some Sarcastic remark upon which Gourlay 
threatened to confine him to the fore part of the vessel,  Dawson now began to Speak  
intemperately threatening that if the Captain touched him he would knock him down and I told 
him if he persisted in using such language I should be obliged to confine him myself and as he did 
not desist I ordered  
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him forward  

I then spoke to Captain Gourlay telling him that I would not allow any of the men to behave 
improperly to him, and requesting in future should anything of the kind occur to mention it to me 
that I might take such measures as seemed necessary  

When the F flood made I sent Mr Phibbs with a party to cut wood Mr Wilson and Flood 
accompanying     Dawson and Showel were called to go in the boat with me but the former instead 
of doing so sent up a letter in which he requested to know whether he was to consider himself in 
confinement whether he had broken any portion of his agreement and what he was to do should 
Captain Gourlay lay hands upon him  
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As he desired an answer in writing I informed him that I had ordered him forward because he was 
using language to which it was improper for me to listen that he was not in confinement but that 
he must be aware that on several occasions he had spoken improperly in my hearing of officers of 
the Expedition and of the vessel that I advised him in future to refrain from offensive remarks in 
the hearing of those whom they concern and to preserve an orderly and peaceful demeanour in 
which case I would see that No one should ill treat him and finally that I would not allow the peace 
of the expedition to be endangered by any one under my command.  

In handing him this letter I pointed out the measures I should be obliged to adopt if he persisted in 
his present  
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course and recommended him then to let me advise him as a friend I spoke to him in private till he 
promised to do his best to govern his temper and promote the peace of the party  

I then called him and Showel to the gig and though the South East wind meeting the Strong tide 
converted the foaming s  broad reach into a foaming sea we reached the well and having Kellicked 
the gig waited for the fall of the tide the men first taking an hours shooting and on their return 
cooking the quart ports while I went upon the heights to sketch the Dome Curiosity peak and the 
hill on either side the river  

At Sunset our well began to be uncovered and we commenced baling out the salt water and  
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trying to remove the bottom of the cask with an Auger and a tomahawk but finding this would 
cause us much loss of time I began to fill the water boring a many holes meanwhile as I could  
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By low water I had filled one cask of Sixty three Gallons two of thirty six and a six gallon breaker we 
then washed and dried ourselves enjoying a pot of tea and chose our resting places my own being 
in the stern of the gig that I might know when the tide turned  

About day break finding it had ebbed so far as just to allow us water to reach the vessel I pushed 
off and having passed the shoal let the men rest on their oars while I steered, so that we might not 
go alongside before day light  
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The water was got on board after breakfast and the day being Sunday no further work was done  

Monday July 6
th

  I went ashore opposite the vessel with both boats and brought them off deeply 
laden with firewood before dinner,  

In the afternoon we did the same Mrs Gourlay and the children accompanying in the dingy and 
helping to bring down sticks  

Tuesday 7
th

 continued cutting wood and brought off both boats twice well laden.  

Wednesday 8
th

  having cleared the point of all the trees that were easy of removal we cut a road 
through the mangroves alongside the vessel and obtained a like quantity but as we had in the   
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two first days brought on board a sufficiency for fuel and the object of the last cargo was rather to 
bring the vessel some inches more by the head we brought heavier logs than before.  

Thursday 9
th

  I went ashore with Mr Phibbs and Selby and brought off two crooks which the captain 
had cut as davits for the long boat  More room being obtained by hanging her over the quarter 
than by stowing her in board  -  Stowed five casks capable of containing upward of 200 gallons in 
each boat and left the vessel with the last hour of the flood Mr Ryan and Showel towing them with 
the dingy and I sculling in the gig or sternmost boat to ease the   
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rowers  

Our strength consisted of Mr Ryan Myself and Humphery to bring down the loaded boat and Mr 
Flood  Dawson  McDonald and Showel who with provisions for next week were to encamp at the 
well and fill the other so that she might be ready for us when we returned with the light one.    

After sunset we filled the casks in the gig and on Friday 10
th

 reached the vessel shortly after 
sunrise, we sent the water down to the large casks in the hold but found some of them very leaky  

In the afternoon I went up with Mr Ryan and Selby taking with us the ship’s *indecipherable] to 
bale the long boat which Mr Flood had filled  
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though some of her casks were also so leaky that much of the water was lost, we reached the 
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vessel about Sunset and took our night in while the Captain, Mr Phibbs and Humphery prepared to 
go up in the next boat  

Saturday July 12
th

   The captain returned without the gig which having been grounded while too 
high on the beach would not float off.  In the afternoon he went back for the long boat and 
reported that the gig was still fast  

During the day I repaired a gun for one of the men and with Mr Ryan commenced  
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painting the vessel on the port side with a preparatory coat of lead colour.  

Sunday July 13
th

  I went up with Mr Ryan taking the Small pump so that if the gig were still aground 
we might transfer the water to the long boat without losing another tide  

We found her afloat but full of water to the thwarts and pinned down by her Kellick so that three 
inches more tide would have over flowed her gunwale but after baling out she leaked little more 
than usual  

In the afternoon I took up Fahey who had been cook and brought  
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down Showel to fill his place  

We pumped out the cargoes of both boats this day instead of hoisting out the casks & staving them 
into a tub on deck before passing the water into the hold and found that we economised time 
water and wear and tear of the boat by doing so  

Monday July 14
th

  I went up with the Captain, Phibbs and Humphery took up the pet sheep Tom 
Tough and brought down two boat loads filling nearly all the serviceable casks in the hold. the 
quantity on board being now nearly twelve hundred gallons.  Between the trips I painted the 
remainder of the   
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port side above the copper line with lead colour  

Thursday July 15  went up with Mr Ryan brought down the gig the wind blowing from the SE so 
strongly as to send the sea combing over the boats gunwale  

After dinner I mixed some colour in imitation of Muntz metal or yellow copper and painted the 
vessel below the lead colour on the larboard side, I burned a little yellow ochre to make it red but 
had not enough to be of use  

Mr Ryan and one boy went up to bring away the long boat and party at the whel well and returned 
shortly after ten  
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o clock the water of this and the last boat was left on deck in the small casks for present use our 
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supply now amounting to near sixteen hundred gallons  

Wednesday July 16
th

  The captain went down the river to survey the channel.  Mr Wilson and Mr 
Phibbs accompanying him the rest of our people and so many of the ships crew as were able 
having liberty to go to the creek opposite the vessel and wash their clothing I remained on board 
and continued painting round the side.  

In the evening Captain Gourlay returned and told me that he had found several banks where there 
was deep water when we came up the river  
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and that the navigation would in consequence be more difficult.  

Thursday 17
th

  Set all hands to take in the awning and clear the decks, I continued painting till ten 
when the tide slackened and the breeze being favourable we lifted the anchor just before the turn 
of the ebb to avoid the necessity of swinging the ship and under top sail top gallant sail and jibs, 
proceeded down the river, Mr Phibbs heaving the lead  I steering and the men assisting where 
required.  

We  were abreast of the Island in Shoal reach when the wind failed us and we anchored, the vessel 
just touching on a flat bank at low water  

The Captain went down the river  
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as before and returned about six pm reporting that a shoal had formed at the bend of Shoal Reach 
with less than four feet at high water directly in the course by which we had come up  

At night an anchor watch was set our own men and three of those belonging to the vessel taking 
alternate hours  

We grounded again at night when there were some inches less water than in the day but the 
inconvenience of this was nothing compared with the risk of mooring among rocks and imperfectly 
known shoals in the dark.  

Friday July 18
th

  I continued painting the vessel while the men assisted Mr Ryan in bending the 
mainsail  
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As soon as this was completed we got under weigh with a fresh breeze from the East which 
enabled us to stem the last of the flood   It soon fell calm however and large banks which none of 
us could remember to have seen appearing at the bottom of Shoal Reach the Captain thought it 
imprudent to pass them till he had ascertained the direction of the deepest channel  

In the afternoon he went on shore with Mr Wilson Mc Donald and Selby, Mr Ryan with the rest of 
the people bent the foresail the convalescents scraped and puttied the seams and I went on 
painting  

Saturday July 19
th

  Weighed and proceeded down the river with light variable airs mostly from  
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the Eastward,  As this was likely to be about the last opportunity I went on painting taking 
advantage of the frequent calms to work round the bows and under the quarter and thus 
succeeded in completing the first coating of dark lead colour above the copper line and subdued 
yellow under it  

Some natives cooed to us in Holdfair Reach and one ran for some time along the Eastern shore 
after us When we came to Whirlpool Reach the wind failed us and at the Captain’s request I sent 
Mr Phibbs Humphery and Selby in the gig with one seaman to tow the vessels head round when 
required  

In spite of this precaution however we were taken by an eddy and  
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whirled completely round, our jib boom overhanging the rocks on the North East Shore while there 
was about eight fathoms amidships   

The vessel now headed up the river and as she passed touched upon a submerged rock and heeled 
over slightly but went off without apparent damage, She drifted into a little bight just above, and 
as soon as she was sufficiently clear of danger the anchor was let go in five fathoms and she rode 
without the strain upon her cable that would have been experienced in the tide way  

The captain, fitted the davits he had been preparing for the long boat on the port quarter and I put 
together a board on which I painted the following inscription  
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in black upon a white ground  

“The Tom Tough passed down  

July  ,  1856  

Letter  ,   ,   Yards”  

In the afternoon I assisted Mr Ryan in sending down the remainder of the wood and water.  

Sunday July 20
th

  A light breeze springing up from the Eastern the anchor was let go we weighed 
while the flood was still making and the eddy set out of the bight, for some time we rather lost tan 
gained ground and the anchor was kept in readiness to let go but the tide turning we passed into 
Blunder Bay and as the wind failed the gig with Mr Phibbs and three sailors was sent to tow  
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On nearing Entrance Island I took the dingy with Humphery and Selby and proceeded to the point 
where we had left the bottle nearly eleven months before  

We found the poles standing but the boards had been torn down and separated apparently by 
blows from a stone which lay there, and the fragments were carefully laid in the crevice into which 
the pole had been stepped,  What appeared most singular however was that the nails were not 
taken away but left lying in a heap upon the rock below  

The bottle as we satisfied ourselves by removing the rocks had not been touched and  
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burying the other beside it I retouched the arrow and wrote upon the rock the words   “ Two 
bottles “  

On another facing the river I painted a large triangle, and Humphery wrote our names a little more 
to the right so that should the blacks, (as they probably will) break down the second board the spot 
will still be indicated by indestructible marks   

 The vessel was by this time anchored about a mile lower down and the long boat hoisted up to the 
newly fitted davits, as soon as we reached her she weighed and worked with a light breeze to 
nearly abreast of River Peak   

 [Page 130]  

 Monday July 21
st

  Weighed and proceeded with light winds nearly to the lower end of Quoin Island 
where we anchored.  

 This day a gallon of water was served to every person in the ship with an additional quantity to 
Richards for washing the sore upon his hand and half a gallon each to the Sheep and Greyhound, 
The sailors were employed cleaning and fitting the carronades and our men in sifting flour and 
other duties,  Showels gun being defective I gave him one formerly used by Melville.  

 Thursday July 22
nd

  weighed with a light breeze from the Southward of West and stood over to 
point Pearce where we anchored about  

  [Page 131]  

 One pm  

 In the afternoon Mr Ryan went ashore to take sights for the Chronometer, observing one set by 
the natural and one by the artificial horizon at the westernmost point and one with the artificial at 
Stoke’s Cliff rather more than a quarter of a mile to the Eastward of it  

 I saw the skull of a sheep washed among the mangroves and Mr Wilson said he saw some bones of 
our horses in positions to where the tide could never have taken them  

 I brought away some of the light friable earth of which the cliff is composed intending to use it as 
red ochre on board, but had no opportunity of testing its value  

  [Page 132]  

 in that respect.  

 At 10 pm we weighed and shaped our course to the NW with the breeze drawing gradually from 
the Eastward of South.  

 The captain arranged the watches between himself and such of his men as (by the use of the acid 
pulp of the Gouty Stem fruit) were fit to return to their duty so that there was now no necessity for 
any one belonging to the Expedition to Steer but merely to assist in work where only strength was 
required  

 As soon as we had weighed I set down our own watch taking to midnight with Humphery and 
Dawson & giving Mr Flood  

  [Page 133]  

 with Mc Donald and Fahey from that time till four and Mr Phibbs with Showel, (Selby being cook) 
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from four till eight  

 Wednesday 23
d  

The vessel running eight knots with the wind South East, Fred Adams with Mr 
Phibbs  Showel and myself set the squaresail the Captain steering  

  The Hawse pipes were leaky and as the ship water, pumped ship at ten inches or an increase of six 
in about sixteen hours  

 The observations carried up to noon placed us in Lat 13
o 

22’ 23” S  Lon 128
o 

15’ 45” E the distance 
run being 98 miles  

  [Page 134]  

 Most of our people feeling as landsmen do at sea gave a glass of brandy to McDonald and Fahey  

 Thursday 24
th

  the breeze strong and fair,  Much of the water with the rolling of the vessel escaped 
from the bilge and found its way through the skin so that I had to move such cases as were not 
sufficiently raised above the water, pumped ship nearly every watch at from 9 to 12 inches or 5 to 
8 increase  

 At noon we passed over the Eastern part of the Great Sahul shoal within 20 miles west of the Echo 
Rock but the water was not in the slightest degree discoloured nor was there any other indication 
of Soundings  

Split the Squaresail and took it in.  

   [Page 135]  

 At 8 pm being between the Shoal and the land of Timor we altered the course to WNW hauled up 
the tack and settled the throat of the Mainsail and ran under easy sail all night.  

 Stones dirt and small coal had got into the well and continually choked the pumps rendering it 
necessary to draw the boxes every few minutes and consequently increasing the work of keeping 
the ship free  

 Friday 25
th

  Shortly after day light the high land of Timor was seen dimly on the Starboard side and 
ahead, made more sail and kept our course.  

  [Page 136]  

 About Mid day we passed Western Point and hauled to the wind in the Strait between it and 
Rottee,   The character of the country became more describable as we closed in with the shore in 
the Strait of Semau,   Moderately high hills in the distance [indecipherable] with trees and patches 
of cultivated land with groves of cocoa nut and banana and an occasional flock of goats nearer the 
sea.  While canoes passed below the cliffs or lay hauled up upon the beach  

 As we had to steer North East or even more Easterly as we rounded the point of Coepang Bay, the 
wind became foul and it was nearly sunset before we could work up to the anchorage in  

  [Page 137]  

front of the town.  

as we neared it a boat with Dutch Colours, and paddled by natives came off and one in a Malay 
dress brought a written form which we had to fill with the name of our vessel & of the Captain, her 
armaments, number of crew passengers state of health place of departure and destination.  We 
learned by this that the Lorenzo Sabine Captain Mortimer had been here but a few days before on 
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her way from Melbourne to the Mauritius  

They bought off a few eggs of which we bought a dozen for a shilling and lowering the gig we went 
ashore to ascertain what chance  

  [Page 138]  

we had of procuring the supplies we required.  

We landed in the mouth of the river, scarce broad enough to admit our oars, as we passed under 
the coral rock on which stands Fort Concordia, and one of the port boats crew led us to the Custom 
house where we met a young man slightly coloured, who received our papers and after conversing 
on the subject of our journey and the prospect of obtaining supplies promised to lay them before 
the Resident and let us know when he could receive us  

We then turned our attention to the necessities of the day and not being able to guess by the signs 
written in Chinese what the   

  [Page 139]  

stores contained, with the single exception “Arak Pacht” or “Grog Shop”  I followed a Dutch officer 
who was passing with his orderly peon and asked him to direct me to a butchers  

Following his direction we entered a house with a rough veranda of bamboo and finding two or 
three Malays in the back yard tried to make them comprehend that we wanted to eat the flesh of 
such animals as we saw the skins of and would give them money for it  

Two or three miserable little pigs were running in a kind of sty and we offered five Rupees or ten 
shillings for one but the man demanded ten or a   

   [Page 140]  

sovereign which appearing too much we came away and meeting three Europeans, I asked one of 
them in Dutch to do us the favour of making a bargain for the pig  

They informed us that at half past six next morning we could obtain what we required and after 
telling us that Sebastopol had been partially destroyed and that negotiations for peace were in 
progress, one of them the Commandant of the Fort sent a boy up with to shew us a soldier who 
could speak English and would act as interpreter between us and the Malays.  

We bought a small quantity of fruit consisting of two large  

 [Page 141]  

Shaddocks two or three mandarin oranges sixteen eggs and a cake of joggery or sugar poured in a 
fluid state into a mould of plaited palm leaf about the shape and size of an octavo volume and sold 
for convenience in its envelope, the whole costing us about a shilling and found that buffalo meat 
was threepence and pork fourpence p. lb  coffee ninepence and sugar hardly   

obtainable  

Spirits were six shillings a bottle and some of the crew procured two or three fowls at sixpence 
each  

Saturday July 26
th

 went on shore between 6 and 7 am and found the Corporal waiting for us   

  [Page 142]  

He was he said the son of a Seaman who had left a whaler and as his father’s house was constantly 
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frequented by people of similar calling he had learned sufficient English to converse freely with us  

We went to the butchers and having ordered sufficient quantity of meat procured half the change 
for a sovereign in doits of which sixty went to a Rupee ten of the latter or by taking Guilden notes 
eleven being equivalent to the pound Sterling though we afterward found the difference between 
the actual and nominal value of the currency and the custom of keeping accounts in different 
denominations of coin from those in which payments were made  

  

 [Page 143]  

rather inconvenient in practice  

Vegetables and fruit such as large white radishes, onions, some hybrid between a cabbage and a 
lettuce bananas & plantains of golden copper and other varieties, oranges shaddocks cocoa nuts & 
c were tolerably abundant, but every doits worth had to be counted singly and the intolerable little 
bits of copper reckoned out in payment, fortunately a government tariff is established for almost 
everything so that we were saved the trouble of bargaining.  

We purchased nine fowls in addition to the vegetables and returning to the butchers found a pig of 
forty catties or rather  

  [Page 144]  

over fifty pounds beheaded and curtailed hanging by its fore feet upon one hook but in all respects 
as well dressed as we could desire for this we paid 9 rupees and 40 doits, and returning to the 
schooner divided the carcase to the various persons on board  

After breakfast we went to the custom house and were informed that the Resident would receive 
us and walking to his house were not a little surprised to recognise the officer who had so 
obligingly directed me to the butchers the night before  

He seemed in every way willing to advise us for the best and to assist us as far as in his power and 
directed us to the most proper person from whom to  

  [Page 145]  

obtain supplies.  I had accosted him in Dutch the night before but finding that he spoke Excellent 
English we conversed in that language  

We found that some articles such as sugar were imported from Java and that a vessel had not 
arrived for a considerable time so that we might expect difficulty in obtaining it, that flour was 
generally procured from whalers or vessels having surplus stores and was of course scarce that salt 
meat was not to be had but that rice, pigs sheep or goats could be obtained in any quantity  

I then asked whether, if I could obtain a passage for Richards  

  [Page 146]  

on board a small vessel about to sail for Hobart town I should have to obtain any formal sanction 
from the Government, and found that there would be no difficulty in my doing so but that the 
vessel herself was so small that she could hardly afford proper accommodation, and should I or the 
Captain wish to leave a sick man on shore we must give security for all the expenses he might incur 
previous to his leaving Coepang which might be six months or probably much longer  

After some general conversation on the subject of the Expedition the features of Australia Timor 
and the adjacent islands we took our leave and were conducted by a little native soldier who had 
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he been  

  [Page 147]  

a few inches taller might have passed for a Bushman Hottentot to the residence of Mynheer 
Thedens with whom we made preliminary arrangements respecting the stores.  

We found his joggery which was of a better quality than we had seen before a good substitute for 
sugar and his preserved tamarinds well calculated to supply the place of lime juice, with the 
advantage of being easily carried on horseback so that they might be useful to the exploring party  
but the native vinegar he mentioned we had no opportunity of tasting   

He shewed us some Australian papers which I had barely   

  [Page 148]  

time to glance at but they confirmed the report that a cessation of hostilities had taken place and 
that the demolition of Sebastopol would be one of the conditions of peace  

We returned to the Schooner and in the evening the Captain went again on shore, about sunset a 
large screw steamer was seen coming in and soon after she anchored close to us.  Mr Ryan went 
on board while I began to prepare my letters, and on his return told me, she was taken up by the 
Dutch Government to trade among the islands that she would leave tomorrow for Macassar and 
elsewhere and would perhaps return shortly nevertheless as a better oppor  

  [Page 149]  

tunity might not occur I wrote a letter to His Excellency the Governor of Australia and put together 
all that had been committed to my charge  

Sunday July 27
th

  after going ashore for the usual supplies we went on board the Steamer the 
“Pedang” iron boat of 500 tons and 160 horse power, and found that she  would be about eight 
days to Macassar and four more to Java whence letters could be forwarded by Singapore, I had 
intended to ask for salt meat though I knew it would be scarce and dear but the sight of an 

advertisement of which the following is a copy in the Sydney Empire of June 18
th

 appeared to 
render this less necessary.  

  [Page 150]  

“North Australian Expedition”  

A mail for the persons composing the above Expedition will be closed at this office on this day at 
noon to be despatched to the Victoria and Albert Rivers by the Steamer “Torch”  

The postage chargeable will be the ordinary colonial rate viz 2
d
 not exceeding ½ ounces  

As the Pedang’s mail was to close at noon I took my letters and the despatches of the Expedition to 
the post office where I found a printed tariff of prices according to the weight which was calculated 
by “weitjes” so small that if I remember rightly the Despatch to the Secretary of State balanced 
between two and three  

  [Page 151]  

hundred of them, its cost being 15 rupees and 60 cents, that of single letters to London 2 rupees 40 
cents and to Australia 30 cents  the whole amounting in English money to about three pounds two 
shillings  
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Returning to the vessel I dined off pork native cabbage yams of excellent quality and syrup of 
tamarinds, The deck at this time would have been worthy a place in the Zoological gardens, to say 
nothing of the fowls and game cocks every body had a parrot a cockatoo or a monkey tied to some 
portion of the spars or rigging, and a native having brought on board some kind of Viverra or Civet 
Cat I bought it for a rupee and a half  

  [Page 152]  

intending, when time allowed, to sketch it and if it would not live, to have its skin and skeleton.  
Among its other estimable qualities we were told it would eat fowls but like other animals of its 
class it crept into the darkest corner it could find and getting adrift at night was destroyed by the 
greyhound.  

Monday 28
th

  went on shore as usual for the daily supplies, and McDonald who had been allowed 
to go ashore on Saturday came on board  

As he had exceeded his liberty by a day and two nights I intended as soon as he was sober to call 
him to account but he came aft and asked for another term of liberty which I refused to grant 
reprimanding him in such terms  as I thought fit, telling him that  

  [Page 153]  

his case would be reported to Mr Gregory and ordering him, it being his turn, to go on as cook for 
the Expedition  

He asked for his discharge and arrears of pay and quoted the case of Dawson who as has already 
been stated refused to cook for the vessel and had been told that he would not be required to 
cook in future but would be reported as having refused to obey my orders.  

I of course refused to grant any discharge and ordered him to go on as cook or I would put him off 
duty on which he went forward.  

It may here be necessary to state that the Ship’s cook having  

  [Page 154]  

partially recovered from the scurvy had agreed to cook for the Cabin and for the Expedition men 
forward but was not yet strong enough to go down and fetch up the wood and water from the hold  

In consequence of this our cook had now only to receive the rations of the overseer and men to 
prepare their bread & c and receive it again when cooked and to fetch up the wood and water  

McDonald when ordered to do this by Humphery refused and coming aft told me he would not be 
the mate of a black fellow.  

I told him I could make no distinction of colour between men  

  [Page 155]  

who did their duty  I explained that he was not placed in the position of a servant but merely 
required to do his share of a necessary work and warned him that if he refused to obey my orders I 
would put him off duty  In spite of all the advice I could give him he persisted in his refusal and I 
had no alternative but to suspend him.  

The boat was already manned to go on shore but I called Mr Phibbs on deck and in presence of 
several persons desired him to take notice that McDonald was off duty till further orders for 
refusing to obey the instructions I had given him  
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  [Page 156]  

I took on shore a spear and woomera as a present from the Captain to the Resident and left my 
sketches of Torres Strait and North Australia for his inspection I then called on Captain Thedens 
(who had formerly commanded vessels trading among the islands) and after conversing on the 
business in hand drinking green cocoa nut milk and eating the delicious kernel with the agreeable 
variation of oranges and bananas, we went to the house of a Chinaman who undertook to put 
together the bundles of staves I had brought from camp and which as casks were scarce in Timor 
would now prove of great advantage to us  

We then called on another Chi  

  [Page 157]  

nese and saw a sample of rice and some English ale which I now tasted for the first time since the 
commencement of our bush life, and found that the house was already well known to our men 
whose demands greatly exceeded the Chinamans supply  

Another Chinese promised to make two pairs of shoes in about twice as many days if I would give 
him sole leather  

The captain and Mrs Gourlay went off early in the afternoon but I remained with Mr Thedens till 
the evening when he gave me a dish of Indian corn fried in cocoa nut oil which was really the most 
light  

  [Page 158]  

and delicious food I have ever tasted  

A message was sent to the Doctor employed by Government and I spoke to him respecting 
Richards who complained of fresh pains in his arm   He advised me at first to have him sent to the 
infirmary at the barracks where his whole expenses would not exceed two or three rupees daily 
but as he was not a soldier or sailor of the Queen this could not be done without two burghers 
standing as security  

Tuesday 29
th

 I took Richards on shore in the market boat to see the doctor who after expressing his 
opinion that the hand would never more be of   

  [Page 159]  

Service to its owner informed me that the medical gentleman belonging to a Dutch Man of War 
Screw Steamer that had was just arriving could speak good English and wished me to bring up 
Richards to his house at noon when they would consult respecting him.  

As we reached our own vessel the Steamer which at first we had some hope would be the Torch 
came to an anchor near us  

After breakfast I got up staves enough for about seven casks with as many hoops and heads as I 
could and the Captain took on shore the contents of his slop chest on which  

  [Page 160]  

Mr Thedens fixed such price as he was willing to give we learned however that he would not be 
able as we had at first hoped to accommodate the Captain with funds and as I had not yet been 
able to obtain an estimate of my own expenses I could not give a promise of lending any particular 
sum.  
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I went up with Richards and saw the two medical gentlemen who advised him to bathe his arm in 
warm water or with cocoa nut oil and to exercise the shoulder joint, and as the Captain also wished 
to have his crew attended it was agreed that the Steamer doctor should attend as long as his  

  [Page 161]  

vessel was in port and that afterwards the Resident doctor should visit us when required  

In the afternoon I took a sufficient quantity of sole leather to the Chinaman to make two pair of 
large shoes and while trying to explain my wishes to him a soldier told Humphery in French that if 
we could obtain permission from the Commandant one of the men in garrison would make us 
better shoes  

At half past four by appointment I went up to the Doctor to tell him that our boat was ready but 
found that his own [indecipherable] two or three hundred yards north of the river had already 
conveyed   

  [Page 162]  

him to the schooner  

This day Mynheer Thedens furnished me with an estimate of the expenses of the Expedition stores 
and I spent the rest of the afternoon in turning it into English weight and money  

Mr Ryan having refused to do duty as mate of the vessel and being now on shore the Captain 
appointed Frank van Cuel to take charge of the vessel in his absence  

He had obtained permission from Mynheer Strobie owner of the little craft “the Alexander” bound 
for Hobart town to use his turning lathe for the purpose of making pump boxes and requested me 
to allow a   

  [Page 163]  

a man to go up and help him in doing so  

Mr Flood and myself went ashore and supped with Captain Thedens where Captain and Mrs 
Gourlay stayed for the night   We were introduced to Mynheer’s daughter but she could speak no 
English and very little Dutch so that our conversation was extremely limited.  

The young lady was faired than her father but of a decidedly Chinese cast of features which her 
Eastern dress rendered still more observable  

The Malay servants were in ecstasies at having white children among them and among other things 
busied themselves in baking wafer  

  [Page 164]  

cakes of rice flour in an iron like pair of tongs or an expanded bullet mould  

Wednesday July 30
th

  The captain came off with me in the market boat, I found Mr Flood ill and as 
it was near the time for me to fetch the Doctor I had the gig manned and an Ensign spread in the 
stern sheets  

The second lieutenant received me on the quarter deck and after sending for the doctor conversed 
with me in good English on the subject of the Expedition  

Awnings were spread fore and aft and a screen dropped between the quarter and main deck 
beyond which the crew were singing some quiet harmonious air  
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  [Page 165]  

in chorus, her guns were in perfect equipment small brass boat guns and gunwale swivels stood 
between them and I could not help contrasting the neatness and quiet order of her decks with the 
appearance of our own  

The doctor prescribed a mustard poultice for Mr Flood visited the sick men of the crew and 
ordered Richards to bathe his arm twice a day in an infusion of camomile  

I shewed him weapons and sketches of the Natives of Australia and Captain Gourlay presented him 
with a few of the Gouty stem fruit telling him of its valuable  

  [Page 166]  

properties as an antiscorbutic  

I saw him to his own vessel but being pressed for time was obliged to decline an invitation to 
inspect her  

As I was about going ashore Mr Phibbs told me the men had something to say, and I found they 
wished to ask whether it was my intention to have the carpenter of the Man of War on board to 
look to the condition of the Schooner  

I told them that hitherto I had been doing all in my power both to procure the supplies and to get 
the vessel put in order that my own life was too  

  [Page 167]  

dear to me to be wantonly thrown away and that I was not unmindful of my responsibility in being 
so far entrusted with theirs but that it would be better for them to trust to me and let me act for 
the good of all  

This morning for the first time I opened the Expedition fund and made an advance of twenty five 
pounds to Mr Thedens to enable him to purchase such stores as could only be had by retail as the 
Natives brought them in  

Captain Gourlay estimate was now made out and amounted to £190 my own being £123 and it was 
apparent that  

  [Page 168]  

there was no means of meeting both except by drawing on the Expedition fund which after all 
would be insufficient for the purpose and the Captain requested Mr Thedens to find a purchaser 
for his gold watch worth about twenty one guineas.  

We next walked up to Mr Strobie whose good lady also of Chinese or Malay extraction could speak 
good Dutch but Mr Gourlay could then only converse through an interpreter till the wife of an 
English Captain named Drysdale came in and gladdened her with the sound of her own language  

I asked Mr Strobie respecting the capacity of his vessel to  

         N A Expedition  

 [Page 169]    

afford a passage for Richards and found that he could not conveniently give him either the space 
the attention or the quantity of water sufficient for his comfort   

I spent the rest of the day in making out an abstract of the provisions lent to the Tom Tough and in 
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the evening returned on board where I found Mr Flood much better. [Transcribed by Peter Mayo]  

Thursday July 31
st

 went on shore as usual for supplies and on returning prepared to go for the 
Doctor but he came on board in his own boat.  I apologised for being so late as being disabled by 
the sickness among the crew and obliged      

 [Page 170]   

to perform much of the work myself that ought to be entrusted to others I was unable to effect all 
that I could wish. He had brought on board medicines for Richards and George and finding that a 
possibility existed of obtaining passages from Sourabaya I asked whether on any terms permission 
would be granted for the sick men to proceed thither in the Steamer. He advised me and the 
Captain to go up to the Resident where we should meet the Commander and speak to him upon 
the subject   

Taking with me the Charter party and whatever papers tended to shew the position of the vessel or 
myself with regard to       

 [Page 171]   

Her Majestys Government I went up with Captain Gourlay and having mentioned the business on 
which we came to His Excellency sent for the Commander who expressed his willingness to give a 
passage to the men if we could assure him of the payment of any expenses to be incurred after his 
arrival at Sourabaya where they could be placed in hospital and forwarded by some direct 
opportunity to Sydney   

The Captain however could not give security for the expenses of his invalids in any place but 
Sydney nor though I might have ventured on behalf of Sydney Richards could I have given any 
assistance to the seamen   

the only form of payment that   

   [Page 172]   

could be accepted being a direct draft upon the Home Government   

On our mentioning however that the “Torch” and “Charter” were expected to met the Schooner 
the Resident suggested that if we could make it appear that the men were directly employed by 
Government which is actually the case with Richards he might allow them to be placed in the 
Military hospital until either one of the vessels could call for them or an opportunity occurred of 
sending them to Sydney   

He advised us therefore to write a letter to him stating the circumstances requesting his assistance 
and offering what security we    

 [Page 173]  

give for the expenses  

Captain Gourlay then asked what he was to do in regard to his Mate who had refused to perform 
his duty, the resident said that it was a case for the police who if he was absent without leave 
would imprison him till his return to duty  

The Captain next asked whether the Commander of the Steamer would allow his carpenter to 
survey the Schooner but was told that this could not be granted.  and I remarked that this was not 
what we required and preferred a request for such assistance as he could give us in the necessary 
repairs.  To  
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 [Page 174]  

readily consented and promised to send his Carpenter and Engineer on board next morning to do 
whatever was possible either to the pumps boats hawse boxes or any other parts that require 
repairs  

The Resident told me he had found my sketches so interesting that he wished to keep them for the 
remainder of the day when he would shew them to the officers of the Man of War who to spend 
the evening with him to this I of course acceded and offered the loan of such books as we 
possessed upon Australia  

By this time the afternoon was far advanced and I spent the remainder of it in writing the letter 
respecting the sick  

  

 [Page 175]  

The Chinaman had by this time made up about five casks but as the heads were not all complete he 
was obliged to add fresh pieces.  I requested Mr Thedens to tell him to work well and quickly and I 
would not stint him to a Rupee or so more than his agreement  

Thursday August 1
st

  I went on shore earlier than usual to bring off the provisions and returned as 
quickly as possible but the Man of War’s boat had reached the Schooner before us.  We joined the 
Carpenter and Engineer and shewed them what we required, and but that it was checked both by 
the Captain and myself, the crew would have taken  

   

 [Page 176]  

them round the vessel and pointed out every trifling defect in her  

We went on board the Steamer in her boat and asked the commander what could be done for us  
he said the shortness of the time prevented his rendering us any service that our pumps were leaky 
and it was therefore useless to make boxes for them,  that our hawse boxes could not be taken off 
in so short a time and that he could give us no effective assistance  

The officer of the watch shewed us over the vessel and lent us the small boat to return in  

   [Page 177]  

At half past eight I went in our gig for the Doctor and again requested the Commander to let his 
Carpenter do what could be done for us were it only to turn out the boxes we had asked for, the 
Carpenter was called and spoken to but he pleaded the shortness of the time they were to stay the 
condition of the pumps and the fact of the work in question being that of a turner rather than a 
carpenter.  

I took the Doctor on board and returned with him and on again reaching the Schooner found the 
Captain and Mr Wilson ready to go ashore  We went to Captain Thedens and were just sitting down 
to breakfast when  

 this he most kindly and  
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 [Page 178]  

Humphery told me the Resident wished to see me and the Captain  We of course went up 
immediately and found that a letter had been sent in praying him to have the condition of the 
vessel investigated  

This letter was signed by most of the crew and of the Expedition men except Mr Phibbs and Fahey  

We assured the Resident as he himself had an opportunity of knowing that we were doing all we 
could to get the necessary repairs done to the vessel but that it was a matter of the utmost 
importance that assistance should be sent to Mr Gregory, that I did not wish any who were  

   

 [Page 179]  

afraid, to go in the vessel if he would allow me to leave them ashore, and that I hoped the 
cowardice of a few men would not be suffered to prevent my doing my duty to the Commander of 
the Expedition with whoever might be willing to assist me,   Also that neither I nor the Captain 
wished to hinder any investigation that the ends of justice might require but would assist it to the 
utmost of our power  

He advised Gourlay to appoint an arbitrator on his behalf and the men to do the same on theirs  
the Commander of the Montrado promising to send his first Lieutenant and Carpenter to conduct 
the examination  

   

 [Page 180]  

The men chose Mr Wells an Englishman late chief officer of a vessel that had touched here and the 
Captain requested Mr Thedens to act on his part. the boat was directed to be on shore before 
three o clock to bring off these gentlemen and the Captain from of the Steamer promised to send 
his officer in his own boat.  

We went on board and had our vessel cleaned and the cabin prepared laying in addition to the 
curtains before each berth a folded red blanket and furnishing the table with writing materials  

Mr Thedens and Mr Wells came off shortly  

   

 [Page 181]  

before the time and I took the gig with four hands to offer if required a seat to the Naval officer, his 
boat however left the side as we approached and turning ours around I followed him to the 
Schooner.  

His first proceeding was to go round and drive caulking irons into her seams and it appeared to me 
that while in some places especially near the bows the iron sank deeply yet for the most part after 
entering  a short way it met with solid resistance  

Proceeding round the decks and hold the Commission found, as we already knew, that the pumps 
were defective but not beyond repair, that two or more of the hold beams were sprung, that a 
frame work  
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 [Page182]  

of timber had been laid to strengthen the keelson and timber which according to the evidence 
tendered had been broken that in the forecastle some portion apparently of the skin was rotten, 
that the jibboom was much decayed and the foremast slightly so  

The fore part of the Mainmast was rotten the depth of three inches and about the same width for 
perhaps a couple of feet the Main boom was slightly touched but as it appeared to me not in a very 
important part and the water ways and other parts of the deck required caulking  

The Commission  returned to the cabin and Mr Ryan late chief officer was required to produce the 
logbook which he did with the air  

   

 [Page 183]  

of a person determined not to do more than he was obliged   he had lost the key to his chest and 
had to break it before the books could be given up.  A few other questions were asked and we 
attended the Commission to the gangway whence it proceeded in the Man of Wars boat to the 
Steamer  

Captain Thedens having requested me to meet him at his house, and being anxious likewise to 
finish the necessary forms for obtaining leave for Richards to stay on shore I told Mr Flood that I 
was about to leave for this purpose but when the boat pushed off I found him seated beside me 
and the thought crossed my mind that Mr Ryan as an officer off duty ought not to have  

   

 [Page 184]  

been left in the vessel.  

I found it too late to go up to the Residents and employed myself in copying my letter respecting 
Richards  

Mr Flood went off to the ship again and returned in the evening, the men who came for me 
requested an hours liberty which as the report of the commission was to arrive and I was anxious 
to see it I granted them  

About nine o clock Mr Wilson came on shore and reported to the Captain and myself that the 
Chronometer belonging to the Expedition had been stolen from the Cabin   the Captain and I 
accompanied by Mr Strobie went to the police office and informed the Djaksa or Magistrate  

   

 [Page 185]  

of the theft giving the maker’s name Eiffe and a description of the watch.  

Mr Thedens and I then went to the house of a Chinaman whom he could trust intending to have 
made him instrumental in its recovery if offered to any of his countrymen for sale but found that it 
was already closed  

I went on board as usual and found that the Mahogany case with the number on it had not been 
taken  

August 2
nd

  I went on shore at Sunrise for provisions and was looking for vegetables with Mr 
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Thedens and Captain Gourlay when MacDonald came and offered me the watch telling me that he 
had spoken  

   

 [Page 186]  

to Mr Ryan last night of the suspicion attached to him and advised him to give it up   I of course 
refused to take it as did the Captain and by Mr Thedens advice we went to the police office where 
MacDonald again stated that he had received the watch from Mr Ryan who had requested him to 
return it.  

The Djaksa received it of MacDonald and would have handed it to me but understanding that the 
case would come before the Resident I thought better to leave it in his possession  

Shortly after the watch was sent to Mr Thedens with a request from the Resident that we would be 
at his office after ten  

We went on board and set the   

   

 [Page 187]  

crew and three coolies whom Captain Gourlay had hired to work at breaking out casks for water 
and provisions and after giving the rations over to the issuer came ashore again, and was just about 
to take breakfast when a peon announced that the Resident was ready to receive us  

We attended at once and found that the Authorities though willing to assist us in the recovery of 
the stolen property had no authority power to take cognisance of any crime short of mutiny or 
direct violence committed on board a British vessel  

The report of the Commission was then read which agreed in most particulars with what I have 
stated already, advising that the hawse boxes must be taken out and   

   

 [Page 188]  

deciding that the vessel was unfit to go to the Victoria River or to Sydney but might undertake the 
voyage to Sourabaya where she could be repaired  

The resident told us that he could not now force any man to go to sea in her with the intention of 
performing the Australian voyage nor though I expressed my willingness to perform the duty with 
such only as would volunteer for it could he allow me or the Captain to discharge the men without 
paying them in full adding that if they complained to him that their wages were still in arrears he 
should be obliged to stop the ship  

He said that in Sourabaya we should find a dry dock and every  

 [Page 189]  

convenience for the repair of the vessel on which I remarked that should any delay take place I 
should probably be obliged to look for another rather than wait,   

He represented the delay that would arise from unloading the vessel to get her into Coepang River 
where there is but a foot of water at low tide and where the carpenters as we ourselves have seen  
work as if time were really made for none but slaves, and as there was absolutely no other course 
open to me I informed Captain Gourlay that I should follow the Residents advice and alter her 
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destination to Sourabaya  

I had delivered my letter respecting the sick but it was now of no importance to obtain an answer 
as there would be better opportunities of forwarding  

 [Page 190]  

them from Sourabaya than from Coepang  

Returning to Mr Thedens we drew up a memorandum reporting the theft of the chronometer.  Mr 
Wilson stating the facts under his knowledge first and the Captain and Mr Thedens signing the 
statement I made  

I asked captain Gourlay what he intended to do with Mr Ryan who could not be suffered to live in 
the cabin again but must nevertheless be taken in the vessel, and understood that he intended to 
place him in confinement.  

Sunday 25th 3
d
 on returning from market I saw the captain sound the well and found an increase of 

about a foot since yesterday  

As Mr Flood wished to go on shore  

 [Page 191]  

I remained writing and putting in order such things as I had not hitherto been able to attend to.  A 
garfish three feet long and several [indecipherable] of larger size were playing round us and a shoal 
of bonitoes dashed at the refuse that was thrown overboard.  

In the afternoon Showel whose turn it was to succeed Fahey as cook came to me and said that the 
men thought themselves unfairly used in being obliged to cook while Dawson was excused I told 
him that Dawson’s case was reserved for Mr Gregory’s decision, that I had told him he would not 
be ordered to cook while on board the vessel but that if he liked to come and ask me I would allow 
him to do so and  

 [Page 192]  

he would thereby place himself in a much better position with the Commander.  He came aft soon 
afterward and said he was willing to cook for the expedition  I told him that if he liked to go on 
upon the same terms as Fahey he could do so but I did not order him.  

Monday 4
th

  the captain having removed the objection respecting the wood and water I thought it 
best to let Dawson go on as cook the more so as during my absence I have no one on whom to rely 
for the slightest help should any difficulty arise   

The authority of Mr Phibbs is in a great measure paralyzed by the position of Mr Flood and 
Humphery has taken part  

 [Page 193]  

with the despicable cowards who have caused the delay we are now enduring  

The Prince Hendrik, a Dutch vessel sold because she required to be fresh coppered at an expense 
of 25,000 Rupees and purchased by an Arab for 15,000 had anchored near us yesterday morning 
and this day the Nakodah or Captain Sech Ismail Bin Mohammed Almaiene offered Captain Gourlay 
the necessary charts from here to Sourabaya  

Captain Thedens had already procured several hundred pounds of red and some white Rice beside 
Sugar and other things which of course I was bound to take and I had to make out a fresh  
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 [Page 194]  

estimate and requested him to make his amount in English weight and money  

In the evening we went on board the Prince Hendrik (now called the “Fulkus Svoot” or “Good Ship” 
but still sailing under Dutch colours) and were most kindly received by the Nakodah who shewed 
us round the spacious vessel, His chief officer spoke good English and had a wife of German decent 
on board    

His crew were lascars forty in number and he had a hundred natives of [indecipherable] between 
decks who had been sent to work at the new fort of Atapupo on the north coast and were now to 
be returned to their own country  

The kindness of the Nakodah was  

 [Page 195]  

beyond all praise nothing in his vessel appeared to him too good for us and the only return he 
asked was a sketch of himself with an inscription stating that it had been presented by me and a 
place for another signed with his own name in Arabic in the portfolio of the Expedition  

 Tuesday 5
th

  I went to the Resident and obtained a copy of the letter from the crew and Expedition 
men as well as the report of the Commission in Dutch of which I made a translation referring to 
Captain Thedens for such technicalities as were beyond my knowledge  

The Nakodah sent his own boat for me and Mr Phibbs who spoke Bengalese and through the   

 [Page 196]  

crew usually paddled they now shipped their oars and pulled us alongside, I worked till dark and at 
eight o clock.  Dinner was served consisting of fish fowl curries and vegetables with water from 
Batao Gedah (the great stone) a portuguese settlement on the North Coast  

Fruit followed and when the table was cleared I drew an English lady playing on the harp, for the 
officers wife – on five dots which she had previously placed for the head hands and feet, and a 
likeness of the Fulkus Svoot for the Captain who in return gave me a packet of scented soap and 
was looking for some perfumes (imagine them on board the Tom Tough) when I asked him for 
some little thing from his own country that I could  

 [Page 197]  

keep as a memento of his kindness  He spoke to his secretary and soon produced a metal sheath 
with two reed pens and an ink stand to stick in the sash and taking a sheet of paper wrote in Arabic 
a suitable presentation  

He sent us on board in his own gig the crew using their oars instead of paddles as before  

Wednesday 6
th

  went to Mr Thedens taking Phibbs with our steel yards to weigh provisions wrote 
letters and in the evening at the pressing request of the Arab went on board to dine   

Mr Wilson, Flood and Phibbs accompanying. Humphery having been left in charge of the cabin  

 [Page 198]  

I finished the two sketches and the Nakodah delighted at the opportunity of entertaining the 
Expedition called his secretary and chanting with half shut eyes dictated a poem in our praise 
giving one copy to the Expedition and another to whoever asked for it  
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He was born at Mosoul and had travelled to Astrachan and Afghanistan,  He shewed us English and 
American works on science travel and General literature among which we noticed Murrays 
Encyclopaedia of Geography.  Lynch’s Expedition to the Dead Sea the Nautical Almanac,  An Arabic 
work containing a very fair description of London and the Childrens Year by Mary Howitt with an 
Arabic  

 [Page 199]  

inscription probably a presentation to one of his own family on the fly leaf.  

He also has a splendid musical box playing several airs with accompaniments to be used at pleasure 
in imitation of Military or other instruments, and his Secretary played upon the guitar chanting 
meanwhile the praise of some hero of his Native land.  In the course of the evening a barque 
worked in and anchored near us.  

Thursday 7
th

  I discovered that my purse containing about £12 or 13 was missing  I had changed 
some gold yesterday with with the Arab captain for paper receipts at an advance of one on each 
sovereign or 12 Rupees instead of 11 as on shore and had afterwards given Selby a sovereign near 
the steerage door on board the   

 [Page 200]  

schooner putting the purse into my breast pocket from this time I knew no more of it and though I 
enquired every where that I could have left it during yesterday I could obtain no tidings  the police 
promised to discover it if they could do so onshore but they had no authority ti search a British 
vessel.  

Sending Mr Phibbs for the Arab offering him such charts as Captain Gourlay could spare from which 
he chose some of New Guinea and two of the vicinity of Cape York and Torres Straits furnishing us 
in return with a quantity of rope for running gear.  

The Captain Mr Wilson Flood and Humphery went on board the barque that came in last night   T 
Baines  

 [Page 201]  

      1856  

   Aug  7
th

 

 Oct.  21
st

 

 M
r
 Baines  
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Journal of the Detachment of the North Australian Expedition left by Mr Gregory at the Main Camp                  
Victoria River  1856   
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T Baines Officer in charge  

 No 2  

 [Page 204]  

 [Blank page]  

  

[Page 205]  

Coepang  

Thursday August 7
th

 1856  

The Captain, Mr Wilson Flood and Humphery went on board the barque which proved to be the 
“Fairy Queen” from Manilla.  

I went ashore after breakfast  to finish weighing when Humphery having partially agreed with 
Captain Sims for his passage asked me for his discharge and as nothing but mischief could have 
resulted from keeping him I granted it paying the Captain £15 in Sydney or South Australian bank 
notes borrowed for that purpose from Dr Mueller  

Beside this Humphery was to pay on his arrival in Great Britain a sum of £25. to live  

 [Page 206]  

with the carpenter and boy and make himself generally useful a term which he will soon find 
means harder service than any he has seen on the Expedition, Shortly after sunset he left the 
schooner in the boat of the Fairy Queen the Crew and our men giving him three cheers and sailed 
in about an hour after  

I remained on board writing and wished devoutly I could get clear of half a dozen more at the same 
price.  

Friday 8
th

  I went ashore and was busy about the provisions when MacDonald came to me and said 
he had lost a gold ring and wanted to find out who had sold it,  As it appeared that  

 [Page 207]  

he had lost it several days ago in consequence of the degrading condition in which he had been I 
refused to have anything to do with it and referred him to the police.  

I found afterward the ring had been entrusted to him by Dean and that he had either lost or parted 
with it while on shore  under ordinary circumstances I might have tried to recover it but now when 
every moment was of consequence I could not involve myself in further difficulties.  

I had already ordered him on board the ship and when he pleaded the distress in which he found 
himself I told him his rations were on board and it was his duty to be there also.  

Having loaded the gig with rice and  

 [Page 208]  

other stores I took a few minutes to walk round the fort a low white washed wall with embrasures 
for half a dozen honey combed 8 pounders on a dead coral cliff overhanging the south side of the 
river.  

Some few of the Soldiers were Europeans but the greater part were half castes or natives  Their 
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uniform was dark blue with a glazed yellow belt for the bayonet and the most interesting thing in 
the Fortress was a slab of blue stone bearing the following inscription  

Johannes Van der Broek  

Born in Tayoan.  during his life Merchant in service of the E.  

Company and governor of the Castle of Concordia in Timor  

Died  April 15  1663  

  

[Page 209]  

  Aged 32 years 4 months and 4 days  

  

On my return I found that a large boat hired to convey our heavy casks on board and ordered to be 
in the river at high water had also been hired by Mr Strobie and was being used to take water on 
board his little schooner which was now riding under Dutch colours in the Bay.  

I went down with Mr Thedens and recovered the boat into which we stowed half a dozen heavy 
casks and several other things    I went off in her and found that the former cargo had come on 
board safely  

Mr Ryan and MacDonald were on board Mr Wilson and Flood went ashore soon after my arrival  

  

[Page 210]  

MacDonald came aft and expressed his contrition for his past conduct, said that he had always 
found me a gentleman and had maintained my character against those who had defamed me,  and 
finished by saying that he was now ready to obey me in everything.  

I told him he had forced me to place him in his present position in spite of my wish to deal with him 
leniently, that I was of course glad of his good opinion and that till further orders he was to go 
forward and eat his rations where they were served to him.  

Mr Ryan next came and appeared very indignant that he should be suspected of evil intentions 
[indecipherable] the watch      He said he has already been in the cabin while Mr Wilson and Mr 
Flood were  

  

[Page 211]  

there, asked what was to be done with him and whether it was the Captain or myself  who kept 
him out of the cabin where he had a right to be  

My answer was that I was no judge of his intentions, the affair of the watch was in the hands of the 
police, that I did not presume to interfere between the Captain and his crew and therefore could 
not say what would be done with him,  that I believed it to be the Captains wish that he should not 
come into the Cabin, that at all events it was [indecipherable], and that if he did so I should require 
the Captain to find another place for me.  

When Mr Phibbs came on board I charged him to remain in the cabin till my return but while 
waiting with Mr Thedens and the Captain  
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[Page 212]  

fell asleep and as I could do no more good I accepted a sofa for the night on shore.  

Saturday 9
th

  The two buffaloes for which Gourlay had exchanged his last greyhound six pigs at 3
d
 

per lb on the Expedition account and the remainder of the stores were sent off and as soon as I had 
closed my accounts with Captain Thedens I went on board to change my dress before taking leave 
of the Resident  

I posted the letters one for England one for the Governor general of Australia and a third for the 
commander of the Torch, to remain in the office till February next and then if not called for to be 
forwarded to Sydney  

In this after explaining our own position and the intentions of Mr  

  

[Page 213]  

Gregory.  I requested the Commander to proceed to the Albert River and pointed out the spot 
where he would meet the party and the kind of marks most likely to be recognisable by them.  

After going up to the Customs for our papers we waited on the Resident who warned the Captain 
that any master of a vessel leaving a man on shore was liable to a fine of 2000 Rupees and advised 
us if either of the disorderlies became unmanageable to take “one of those things out of the rail” (a 
belaying pin) to put it in his mouth and bind it tightly at the back of his neck, an excellent cure it 
must be confessed for impropriety of language  

  

[Page 214]  

The balancing of the captains bill took some additional time, I had while still in hope that the vessel 
would sail for the Albert, consented to lend money for her supplies but now in the altered position 
of affairs I did not feel justified in doing so,  I had consequently taken over twelve hundred pounds 
of rice and now by taking up a slop bill of Humphery’s payable out of his wages I succeeded in 
putting things into a kind of fair way  

At length our business was settled and while the coolies were taking down the last cargo to our 
boat and uncovering that of Captain Thedens for our use we ate our last meal with our Island 
friends and took leave of the family  

  

[Page 215]  

the younger branches of which were sore distressed at parting with the English Children and had 
been employed of late in making Timorese petticoat trowsers for them and light bread as a present 
for us generally  

Loaded with presents living and inanimate we embarked and pulled toward the ship followed by 
our own gig and immediately commenced getting under weigh thusly frustrating a fresh scheme 
for the detention of the vessel which appeared to be for the gig to have come off without our 
knowledge and taken up a petition that the vessel might not be allowed to sail till she was more 
completely manned.  
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I had now more reason than ever to rejoice in the absence of Humphery whose superior 
knowledge  

  

[Page 216]  

as well as his station which fitted him well for a medium of communication between all the 
disaffected in the ship would probably have carried out the scheme before we had an opportunity 
of stopping it.  

The wind had been blowing from the west all day, at sunset it fell calm and soon after a light air 
from the land enabled us gradually to draw out.  

I had asked the Captain whether I should set a watch among our people as before, and he declared 
it as his own were recovering strength, but asked me and Mr Phibbs to take our turns on deck with 
him during the night.  

Sunday 10
th

  One of the two buffaloes  

  

[Page 217]  

was shot skinned and hung up and orders given that the cook should cut as much as requisite while 
it lasted.  

The wind was light from the South East and a westerly current aided our progress  

Monday 11
th

  About the close of my watch at 8am, the vessel which was running nearly before the 
wind fell off through careless steering and the Mainboom Mainsail “jibed” and the boom being 
confined by the line abreast of the Main rigging broke short off about eight feet from the jaws, 
seriously endangering in its fall the Captain and Mr Phibbs and Flood who were sleeping on the 
house as well as myself engaged at the moment in looking after the pigs,  

  

[Page 218]  

we launched the spar forward unrigged and laid it upon deck and bending on the end of the sheet 
used the sail without a boom  

At two p m we sighted two remarkable peaks on the south Coast of Flores the Easternmost of 
which was slightly flattened and by the light smoke issuing from it appeared to be volcanic  

At half past four the pumps were sounded and 17 ¾ inches found being an increase of 6 ¾ since 
last night at 7 when we left off pumping at 11 inches  

There are however about 3 inches more actually in the vessel as the wire gauze with which we  

  

[Page 219]  

covered the pumps to keep them from being choked prevents the rod from reaching quite down 
into the well.  the leakage of the pumps themselves has also been stopped by strips of canvas 
woolded round them.  
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Tuesday 12
th

 one of our pigs seeming likely to die I had him killed and salted down  

Wednesday 13
th

  Since we passed Sandal Wood Island the swell from the SE has much increased 
being no longer broken by the land to windward.  

The remainder of the Buffalo becoming  

  

[Page 220]  

tainted was thrown overboard and the pigs killed yesterday served out to all hands  

After breakfast the men were set to fish the Mainboom which was completed about midday 
though from the rolling of the vessel it was dangerous to ship it  

At night the ship was pumped and having seen the well sounded and our men at work I came aft, 
when I heard a cry of “Stand clear” and leaping on the roof saw all hands rushing forward on the 
weather side Fahey only having presence of mind enough to drag the two children with him,  

I imagined every possible cause for the panic till I was  

  

[Page 221]  

told that the mainmast was coming down, I looked at the lofty spar but no sign betrayed its 
weakness and turning aft again was speaking of the affair as a reprehensible jest when Phibbs 
informed me that a flying fish had fallen into the two or three spare hoops that lay where ought to 
have been the boom, and causing a noise and motion between them and the mast between had 
actually frightened one of the seaman into the idea that the spar was cracking and about to fall  

I had just gone below for my watch from 8 till 12 when the mainsail jiber and I heard the rending of 
canvas the foot rope having caught the davit  

  

[Page 222]  

of the quarter boat, and before the Captain and myself could clear it was torn off nearly from the 
tack to the sheet  

During my watch on deck from 12 till 4 I kept as direct a look out for the land but could see 
nothing.  

Thursday 14
th

  Early in the morning I heard the words, “Stand forward and let your shots come aft” 
and concluded that the other buffalo had breathed his last, when the Captain told me that one of 
our pigs had jumped overboard through a port, we were then going six knots and with our boats of 
course nothing could be done.  

  

[Page 223]  

After breakfast I took a quarter of the buffalo and with the help of Fahey cut it into strips and 
salted it leaving it for two or three hours wrapped in the skin before I hung it up to dry which it did 
perfectly in two or three days.  

The vessel being now far enough west her head was brought to the North and in a short time the 
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“Tafel hoek” or Southern point of Bali was seen ahead  

The water in the hold had now accumulated to 19 inches and the hands were called to pump which 
as the small dirt in the well filled the meshes of the wire was rather tedious work, though as the 
rough stones could no longer come up  

  

[Page 224]  

the boxes were not torn to pieces as before  

After dinner we finished pumping and turned to to ship the main boom and reef the mainsail so as 
to allow the ragged foot to be rolled up and diminish the danger of splitting it.  

We were at this time passing about a mile and a half to the westward of the bold cliffs forming the 
Crimean shaped promontory called the “Tafel hoek” or “Table corner” of Bali and rounding the first 
headland discovered on the next a beautiful white tower probably intended as a light house, with a 
gothic arch at some distance behind, and a house and two detached virandahs between  

  

[Page 225]  

them  

The cliffs were broken by steep declivities covered with grass or forest and above all waved the tall 
forms of the graceful Cocoa nut the only indication of an Eastern character in the scene.  

A large shark was following us   A whale spouting on our weather quarter a schooner bound to the 
Southward had just passed us and we were slowly overtaking another on the same course as 
ourselves. As the moon set the South East Cape of Java was just distinguishable  

Friday August 15  About two we heard the rushing of the breakers on the Bali Coast which after 
receding from the Tafel hoek so as to form a large bay was now again approaching the Java shore  

As the day broke the lofty moun  

  

[Page 226]  

tains of Bali were gradually revealed from among the clouds the schooner ahead of us last night 
was now astern bearing to the Java coast. A high built vessel apparently ashore upon a low point 
was two or three miles astern but we soon afterward saw her shake out a latteen mainsail fore and 
aft mizen, square topsail and foresail, and jibs and under this picturesque canvas stand away to the 
South East.  

Nearer to the Java shore the blue horizon was studded with the white sails of ten or a dozen native 
craft but whether proas or only canoes like those of Timor we could hardly tell  

  

[Page 227]  

At nine o clock we called the hands to pump ship at about two feet or an increase of nineteen 
inches since between two and three yesterday afternoon.  

Having freed the vessel and moved such  as were liable to be damaged by the water I went below 
having had eight hours watch on deck, but almost immediately heard that Fort Utrecht was in sight 
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and that it would make a good picture  

I went up and saw the low white walls of the fort crowning the smooth green glasis on the slope of 
which a number of ponies were feeding   A tall white spar supported the Dutch ensign and a 
smaller one a little in the rear indicated the Residents house embowered by broad and shadowy 
trees  

  

[Page 228]  

To the North was a red roofed house and Wharf with a schooner and two cutters lying near it,   
Canoes mingled with native buildings lined the beach or [indecipherable] under their picturesque 
triangular sails looking like half closed fans held at every conceivable angle between the horizontal 
and the perpendicular across our bows or under our stern their light and fairylike hulls springing 
sometimes more than half out of the water lifting the weather outrigger far above the sea and 
burying the lee one beneath it while the solitary tenant of each sat quietly steering with something 
between a paddle and a rudder over the weather quarter and tending the sheet as the course 
required.  

A couple of large buoys at some distance from the shore  

  

[Page 229]  

imparted an air of civilisation to the scene without inn any way detracting from its beauty  

Behind the Fort were seen the buildings of the village of Bangiewhangie half hidden by groves of 
waving feathery cocoa nuts and still farther were patches of cultivated land broken by clumps of 
trees, and receding till lost in the obscurity of the clouds that overshadowed the the mountains of 
Routeh and Merapi the former rising to a height of 2,600 and the latter to 2,800 feet Dutch or 
nearly double that height in English.  

The Strait was now not more than three or four miles in width and soon narrowed about one half 
on the Bali shore was a splendid mountain range with a deep valley which I had just sketched when 
I had to turn  

  

[Page 230]  

my attention to a hut and wooden bridge crossing a little stream upon the Java side, within 300 
yards of which we were now passing with a six knot breeze.  

Of the beauty of the scene words can hardly convey an idea and we coming from the arid shores of 
Australia infelix were naturally more readily impressed by it  

All the slopes were covered with dense foliage just tinted with the rich browns of the advancing 
season and here and there a naked trunk and leafless branches shooting above the rest reminded 
us at first of the gouty stem trees we had been accustomed to though a moments inspection 
dissipated the illusion  

Above all towered the immense  
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[Page 231]  

cone of Merapi, breaking through the clouds, and a little more to the North lay the small island of 
Pulo Laboean where a small junk with mizen mast only standing was lying on the beach  

Farther on the mountain of Baloeran shewed its rugged peaks and crateriform hollows and at 
sunset we hauled to the North West round Cape Sedano.  

Saturday 16
th

  At midnight the Captain called me and about two as the wind which had been 
gradually changing was now quite foul I put the ships head off the land till about three when the 
pro tempore chief mate and myself tacked her to the SW having neither lost nor gained during the 
last hour  

  

[Page 232]  

At eight o clock we were still off the mountain where we had been boxing about all night and as we 
moved slowly along I sketched a panoramic view of the lofty hills beginning with the sharp peaks of  
Gonong Ringiet and including Argopoero of 3000 feet Dutch with its summit hidden by the clouds 
and Lamoengan of 2090  

During the whole of the day I had ample opportunity of filling my foreground with sketches of the 
various native craft that passed us some with the high stern and clumsy bearing of a junk spreading 
a broad square mat sail with the yard slung obliquely like a luggers, and three or four little half 
handkerchief like jibs, One a sloop of anything but symmetrical  

  

[Page 233]  

proportions,   Many of every variety between the latteens of the Mediterranean and the Dutch 
Lugger and lastly the fairy like canoes I have before mentioned  The smaller with one and the larger 
with two sails giving an idea of lightness and elegance that might be looked for in vain among the 
stout built vessels of a European port  

These sails are in general made of mat and are laced to two bamboos of nearly equal size confined 
together at the but and opening with the spread of the sail toward the larger thinner end.  The 
seams run across the sail and the outer cloth is frequently of white or coloured cotton and 
sometimes the three outer ones are blue white  

  

[Page 234]  

and red so that when the sail is upright it represents the Dutch flag beside which strips squares or 
triangles of gaily coloured cloths are attached to the slender yards and not unfrequently bells are 
hung on the lowermost or in the larger proas upon the stays  

In the course of the morning we saw the Fort and town of Bezoekie indicated by the long red tiled 
roofs and a flag staff among the cocoa nut trees, it is built upon the mouth of the Bezoekie river 
and is the capital of a Residency of the same name  the Easternmost in the island of Java  

In the afternoon we passed the   
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[Page 235]  

village of Bedoelan near which almost innumerable canoes were hauled upon the beach and 
swarms of large and small skimmed the waters in every direction visiting their anchored bamboos 
that marked the locality of their nets and lines while others of larger size with a bamboo and palm 
leaf roof in midships were hove to under a small mizen most probably fishing  

About sunset a fierce struggle between the Eastern and Western winds terminated in a whirlwind 
within the circuit of which we happened to be but beyond a stranded rope no damage was done,  
After this a steady and increasing breeze from the land forced us to take in our squaresail gaff 
topsail and top gallant sail but as we passed  

  

[Page 236]  

Pulo Katapang the wind lessened and the vessel though still going swiftly laboured less and the 
water in the hold which now increased so that we had to pump at noon and night too had less 
chance of washing among the packages,  

About ten we were abreast of Pasoeroewan and heaving to we fired one of the carronades and 
fitted up a lantern to hang in the rigging  We could hear the surf rolling on the beach and as we 
neared the shore the sound of the gong the tom tom and guitar became audible   At midnight we 
fired again and stood off and on till morning vexed enough at losing so fine and fair a breeze  

Sunday 17
th

  At four we fired  

 [Page 237]  

again and hoisted our jack and ensign for a pilot.  A couple of large Dutch vessels (a barque and a 
ship) were taking in coffee were lying in the roadstead, the town was becoming gradually visible 
beneath the lofty mountain the masts of small craft were discernable in the river and native boats 
of every class were lying along shore  

One of these a two sailer canoe gaily decorated with flags and pendants altered her course and 
bore down to us but though we went about to meet her passed without boarding,  another was 
lying with her sail flapping carelessly but this proved only a fishing proa, and I proposed that as 
there would soon be light enough to see the buoys the Captain should attempt to take the 
schooner through  

 [Page 238]  

himself.  

This he promised to do if the pilot did not come off within an hour but hardly had the words been 
spoken when a canoe was seen pulling toward us with a half caste Javanese Seated in her   “Keep 
her away North” was his first salutation and instead of apologising for his unconscionable delay he 
took possession as coolly as if we had but that moment arrived.  The canoe called a Tambango or 
watermans boat was hired at a rupee and a half or about three shillings per diem to attend the ship 
while in port  

A bum boat was not long in coming alongside but cash was scarce among our people and 
transactions were limited  

 [Page 239]  

A number of large proas of eight or ten tons burden with no outriggers were lying on the calm 
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waters around us and presently one impelled by the strokes of fifteen or twenty rowers and guided 
according to the directions of a man at the mast head, shot forward.  

A man holding a rope attached to the end of a net leaped over board and the graceful gondola like 
boat glided rapidly on in a sweeping curve till not half  paying out her net till when half a circle had 
been formed another man sprang into the water.  

A few minutes brought her round to the first man and receiving the rope from him the crew began 
hauling in both ends of the net the swimmers splashing in the   

 [Page 240]  

water and a man armed with a spear with a large circular boss  a little way from the point dashing 
it repeatedly downwards with the double purpose of striking the fish and by the splash it made 
preventing their escape beneath the boat  

The rest chose their place and time with more or less judgment and till a breeze sprung up we 
amused ourselves by watching these novel evolutions.  

After breakfast I lay down having been on deck the whole night and at noon the ship was pumped 
having nearly two feet water in her hold  

In the afternoon I learned from the   

 [Page 241]  

 pilot that Pasoeroewan contained four thousand inhabitants and five hundred boats the owners of 

which paid one Gulden or 1 1/10
d
 each per month for their licence, its chief trade was in sugar and 

coffee and sometimes fifteen vessels at a time were in the road.  

There two volcanoes in the vicinity one of which blazed occasionally while the other only smoked 
and the woods were full of black and striped tigers leopards buffalo deer wild pigs and other game.  
beside which I find in a small school book published in Dutch at Samarang the following brief notice 
of the town and country  

“This Residency is very fruitful and produces beside coffee and  

 [Page 242]  

sugar choice potatoes and European vegetables,  

Its remarkable features are the lake of Gratie, and the Blauw water, and in subdivision of Malang 
many ruins of temples and idols  

To this Residency also belongs the little island of Sempoe.  

Pasoeroewan or Gunbong on the river of the same name is the head place of the Residency and 
contains among other respectable buildings a Reformed Church and a School”  

A smart sloop half trader half revenue cutter and a brigantine passed us, and the canoes instead of 
reefing their sails when the wind freshened sent our  

 [Page 243]  

people to stand on the weather outrigger giving to our sailors an occasion of distinguishing its 
strength by the terms “One man, Two man, or Three man, breeze  

While passing over an extensive shallow and leaving a wake of mud behind us we saw long lines of 
stakes to which I supposed nets were attached and canoes waiting by them with one man in each  
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The land of Madura was now visible right ahead and on our left was the long low island of Java 
forming a point beyond and above which we could see the masts of above twenty large vessels and 
the buildings of  

 [Page 244]  

Sourabaya, a couple of long barge like canoes under the usual matting sails were holding their 
sluggish way beside us and a fore and aft Schooner with the Dutch flag and pendant ran across our 
bows and anchored  

As the sun was setting we rounded the point and between seven and eight let go our anchor 
among the vessels opposite Sourabaya in the narrowest part of the Madura Strait  

Monday 18
th

  The roadstead though busy from the number of large vessels and the small craft 
plying between them and the shore was not very picturesque,  To the North of us was the low 
Madura shore and to the south the swampy flats of Java,   On these just  

 [Page 245]  

abreast of us stood the Citadel, a fort of moderate size surrounded by a steep embankment and 
forming the Eastern side of an inlet which contained the floating dock, the Old Man of War used as 
a guard ship and two or three other vessels one of which was the Montrado  

On the slip of land between this and the river stood the Dockyard sheds and a long low flat roofed 
range of white buildings with a colonnade or shaded gallery before them, while two or three hulks 
belonging to private shipbuilders were anchored in the stream  

As we were preparing to go on shore Mr Dietz of the Montoft hotel came off and presented his 
card, we took our seat in his boat and landing at  

[Page 246]  

the head of the western jetty found several open carriages or phaetons with a couple of native 
ponies in each waiting for a fare, and as the town was one and a half or two miles distant we 
entered that of Mr Dietz.  

The river appeared to have been once wide and shallow but an embankment had been raised on 
each side narrowing the channel and shutting it out from the Mangrove swamps on either side, 
part of which I at first thought had been converted into a nursery for young cocoa nuts, but as I 
afterward found were overgrown with a kind of Zinnia a plant which up to that time I supposed to 
have no affinity whatsoever to  

 [Page 247]  

salt water.  

Cattle (not buffaloes) brought from Madura were being landed on the outside of the embankment 
and driven toward the town, boats and lighters towed by from one to half a dozen men each by a 
line to the mast head were passing up and down, and in the river lay several small craft the most 
remarkable of which were three or four cutters and a three mast schooner of from 40 to 50 tons 
carrying one long gun in midships before the mast and another abaft it and used as cruisers among 
the islands.  

At half a mile from the wharf a man bearing the badge of   
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[Page 248]  

the customs department stopped the carriage but finding nothing contraband under the seat, 
caused the barrier a bamboo pole to be dropped and allowed us to pass on  

Leaving the bridge upon our left we drove to a large building occupied by the firms “Fraser Eaton” 
“Maclaine Watson” and others and laid our papers before the Acting Consular Agent L. Maclaine 
Esq and another English Gentleman  

I had to return however for other  bearing more particularly upon the proceedings in Coepang &c 
and took this opportunity to remove all the money remaining in my hands and place it in those of 
the Cashier of  

 [Page 249]  

Fraser Eaton a portly looking Chinaman who gave us a receipt (written by one of the English Clerks) 
for the amount  

Vessels suitable for the service I found were difficult to be obtained nearly all being under 40 or 
over 200 tons, and people fit to navigate them still more so, especially as no direct authority had 
been given me to draw upon the Government for the necessary funds.  

Neither was it any easier to discharge men here than in Timor, indeed so strict were the 
regulations of the port that any of the crew found ashore at night were liable to be placed in 
confinement on board the guard ship.  

 [Page 250]  

Repairs however could easily and quickly be obtained, security being given on the vessel, and the 
only point now to be ascertained was the length of time necessary for them   To this end a survey 
was appointed for the next morning and the Hulk Master went on board to move her alongside the 
lighter.  

We breakfasted at the Montoft Hotel where we met the Commander of the Montrado which was 
just going into dock.  

Returning to the consuls we found Mr Ryan the late chief officer and he agreed to accept his wages 
up to this day and his discharge rather than have the affair of the watch brought before a 
magistrate  

 [Page 251]  

This after satisfying myself that I should incur no penalty by doing so I was glad enough to pass by 
as it would occupy more time than I could well spare  

The Captain had obtained leave to place George Bilborough the sick seaman in the hospital but not 
having yet being able to do the same for Richards I requested an English Medical gentleman who 
was there to meet me next morning for the purpose of seeing him  

At the Hotel we again met the Commander of the Montrado and I asked his opinion  of the 
likelihood of my getting a small craft in which I could go on in advance and let Mr Gregory know 
that the Tom Tough would follow  

This he thought would not be   

 [Page 252]  

easy and suggested the possibility of inducing the Master of a barque bound to Booby Island to 
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alter his course and land provisions at the Albert,  A plan which hardly seemed to me so eligible as 
(to say nothing of the changing of the destination) she could not enter the river and as soon as the 
goods were on shore would of course leave the party to shift for themselves*  

                   *  I have since heard that the Emma never went to Booby Island at all but made the 
clearance to favour her departure to the Eastward, where she traded among the Islands not 
actually in subjection to the Dutch.  

  

[Page 253]  

As another vessel was reported coming in Mr Dietz took us down in his tambanga, and we saw the 
Tom Tough with the ensign at the main which a boat from the guard ship had compelled the 
negligent crew to hoist moving toward the hulk.  

Laying in their paddles the boat men unrolled the sail and shipping a loop (fastened to one of the 
bamboo yards at about a third from the but) over the mast head hauled down the tack and steered 
toward the brigantine which was standing in   

She proved to be the “Messenger” of Melbourne, last from Dielli the Chief of the Portuguese 
Settlements on the North coast of  

 [Page 254]  

Timor with eighty horses on board, sleek and in good condition but of her whole crew thanks to 
the Dielli fever only three were able to go on the topsail yard.  

Tuesday August 19
th

  George Bilborough was put into the canoe Richards followed and the Captain 
and I were going into her when the Agent and persons who were to survey the vessel were seen 
coming off and it was necessary therefore that the Captain should remain.  

On reaching the jetty I found the tide ebbing and as the towing up of the boat would have occupied 
too much time I had George put into our carriage and sent Taylor up with him while Richards and I 
followed  

 [Page 255]  

We found that the hospital boat had been gone about a quarter of an hour and I therefore sent on 
the carriage with Taylor and the sick man while I stayed with Richards to see the Doctor and while 
waiting for him obtained from Fraser Eaton a printed form authorising Richards to enter the 
hospital and securing the payment of his expenses. this was signed by one of the firm as it was 
indispensable that some resident householder should make himself responsible  

Soon afterward the Captain arrived and I found that though the firm would advance money for 
repairs they objected to do so for the wages of Mr Ryan and there would consequently be some 
difficulty in discharging him  

The question being referred to me  

 [Page 256]  

I said that I should decidedly object to his being received as an officer in the cabin and that I 
considered it in the highest degree improper he should be in the ship at all.  

When the surveyors returned I found their opinion so far as it could yet be formed so unfavourable 
that I requested them to send for the Supercargo of the vessel that had arrived yesterday and 
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ascertain what his future intentions were   I found he was still undecided about his destination and 
though I considered it rather premature to bind myself I desired to be informed before he accepted 
any other offer  

Returning to the hotel we had just seated ourselves to breakfast  

 [Page 257]  

when Mr Dietz asked me about two Englishmen who had made use of my name, I told him I knew 
of none nor would be answerable for any, except Richards for whose refreshment I had given 
orders.  

I was not long in doubt for McDonald followed by Mr Ryan walked into the room and having 
warned Mr Dietz of their situation and learning from him that he kept no table but that at which 
Gentlemen were accustomed to sit I told MacDonald there was no accommodation for him,  

He went out of the room but I soon found much the annoyance of the landlord had taken 
possession of another.  At the request of Mr Dietz I ordered him out and on his using insolent 
language to me I desired that the police  

 [Page 258]  

might be sent for to remove him which in a short time was effectively done.  

As our canoe was at the wharf we embarked and rowed down the river passing several large 
barges loaded with coal or other cargoes,  Blocks of granite in great numbers were lying on the 
western wharf apparently to be used in building a new one, and on the other side piles were being 
driven for another with no economy of labour except that practiced by the workmen themselves  

The Monkey rope as usual passed over a large sheave and to the end of it were attached a dozen 
or more   

 [Page 259]  

small lines held by as many coolies who joined in a monotonous chant, At the end of each cadence 
they pulled down the laniards an arms length thus raising the Monkey two or three feet and letting 
it fa go their lines allowed it to fall with a lap that had scarcely a perceptible effect upon the pile.  

I found that part of our cargo had been removed but it being now past work hours the men had 
discontinued everything except pumping, they had been provided with berths on board the hulk 
during the time required for repairs, and though I had refused permission to bring native girls on 
board the   

 [Page 260]  

schooner, I could not exclude them from the hulk alongside which boats with a bevy of fair dames 
in each were continually arriving so that the vessel was no longer a fit place for Mrs Gourlay or the 
Children.  

Wednesday 20
th

  I took Richards ashore and gave Dawson leave to go up with him to the hospital 
telling them to meet me at the hotel for instructions,  

I was conversing with Mr Harris part owner and Supercargo of the Messenger and Captain Devine, 
when Richards and Dawson arrived, I obtained a guide and the necessary information for them and 
Dawson sitting down called for ale but I told him to go to another hotel  
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[Page 261]  

I then went up to the office of the consul and produced papers which proved that Mr Gregory 
possessed the power to charter another vessel and that he had transferred that power to me  I 
therefore only waited for the report of the Surveyors which was to be given to morrow.   

While breakfasting at the hotel I met Mr Wilson who had just come on shore and spent the 
afternoon with Mr Harris and Captain Devine and the Captain of a Dutch vessel that had been run 
down in Torres strait        taking a short walk outside the town as the heat moderated  

The cultivated land I found was gradually extending and the marshes were divided by 
embankments from which the water was allowed  

 [Page 262]  

to drain off slowly leaving its sediment behind but it will doubtless be long before a sufficient 
quantity of land can be reclaimed to counteract the unhealthiness produced by such an extent of 
swamp.  

Captain Gourlay remained on shore and after I had come on board Dawson came aft and asked 
what I meant by ordering him out of the hotel I told him it was a place intended only for gentlemen 
or officers, & that there was no second table or accommodation for any other class of persons.  

He continued however to use improper language telling me that I had been steering the vessel 
when I ought to have  

 [Page 263]  

been writing, that if the men were short of provisions they would help themselves &c  I ordered 
him out of the cabin and forward when he told me he would give me a letter to be sent to Mr 
Gregory which of course I shall receive  *  

I am sorry to say that both Mr Flood and Wilson sided with Dawson and I was obliged to tell them 
that I would allow no one to hinder me in the discharge of my duty.  

Thursday August 21
st

  The Surveyors Mr Marten and Mr Sullock, the first employed by the Dutch 
Government and insurance companies and the second by the English  

*  This letter has never been given me  

  

[Page 264]  

Lloyd’s came on board and thoroughly examined the hold taking up the flooring and frame that 
had been laid by the Captain and clearing out her foul timbers  

Their opinion was that the damage was by no means so great as had been represented and that 
the repairs would occupy a much shorter time   

I went up with them to the office where they stated their belief that if I sailed with the Tom Tough 
a fortnight after the other schooner she would still make her passage first and that the repairs as 
far as they could be yet estimated would require only fourteen days.  

I asked what longer time any thing that could not be yet seen would take, this of   

  

[Page 265]  
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course was difficult to answer and though they spoke confidently they did not seem inclined to 
commit themselves to writing  

I then addressed a letter to Captain Gourlay requesting him to inform me when his vessel would be 
ready for sea, and after again seeing the two surveyors, informed Mr Man Mr Maclaine and Mr 
Bonnor the Captains agent that unless I had a written guarantee that the schooner would be ready 
for sea in fourteen days I should consider it my duty to charter another vessel but that if the 
surveyors would certify to her perfect seaworthiness within that time and also to their opinion that 
her superior sailing would still give me the advantage of the Messenger I would remain  

  

[Page 266]  

by the Tom Tough,  

To this in the presence of the Consul and the agent they consented and I requested that the repairs 
might be proceeded with immediately  

At the Hotel I met the first Lieutenant of the Montrado who gave me some information respecting 
the country he said that the natives were good and quiet workmen and were used for firemen, 
engine drivers and stokers in vessels and factories, that he had  native crews to row his boats and 
relieve the Europeans of laborious duties and exposure to the sun, but had to guard against any 
exercise of authority over them by the white sailors.  

  

[Page 267]  

There was he said a large factory in Sourabaya in which engines of 60 horse power could be made 
or repaired, a steamer 160 feet long had lately been launched but whether here or at a port at 
some little distance where the majority of vessels are built I did not quite understand  

The timber used for this purpose was called “Djatie hout” and was so durable that it was next to 
impossible to wear it out  

A 44 gun ship had been built and sent as a present to the Mother Country but she proved too 
heavy and was sold to a Merchant who thus obtained an almost indestructible vessel at a cheap 
rate.  

Small vessels were sent out as cruisers but though never intended to return became when two or 
three  

  

[Page 268]  

times repaired much stronger than when new  

The Montrado had been twice in the carpenters hands and the next time would be nearly all Djaite 
hout and more lasting than when she came from Holland, This will seem less singular when it is 
remembered that most of the timber of hot countries is harder and less liable to be attacked by the 
worm than that of Europe.  

The following [indecipherable] particulars are derived from the book before referred to  

“Soerabaia the chief town of the Residency, with the Citadel “Prins Hendrik lies at the mouth of the 
Kedirie which here bears the name of the Kalie maas,  It has considerable trade and commerce, and 
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contains besides  

  

[Page 269]  

  

other useful institutions and buildings the Dockyard, the factory the mint the arsenal. a 
department of the Maatschappy tot nut van’t  Algemeen (Association pro bono publico)  two 
schools  two Churches the hospital &c which last with the Residency and other fine buildings lies in 
the suburb of Simpang   

The Residency of Soerabaia is large and productive    to the north of the subdivision Grisse lies the 
fort “Erf prins on a small island near the mouth of the Solo river and in the subdivision Djapan are 
found the ruins of Madjapahit once the chief city of the flourishing empire of the name beside 
those of the ancient city of Mendang Kamulan &c  

  

[Page 270]  

Nederlandich Java is divided into twenty Residences of which Batavia is the Chief, while that 
portion still under native government is divided into Soerakarta and Djokjakarta the first ruled by 
an Emperor and the second by a Sultan but in the dominion of each is a Dutch fort and Resident  

Rice maize coffee sugar pepper cotton indigo ginger cochineal tobacco, bird nests and trepang for 
the China market are the chief exports and beside the animals mentioned before Rhinoceros 
crocodiles lizards and serpents are found there  

The number of inhabitants is about 8,000,000 comprising Javanese Europeans Chinese Malays and 
a few Arabs Persians and Bengaleze  

  

[Page 271]  

The natives are in general good natured hospitable and trustworthy their occupation is husbandry 
and fishing, skilful tradesmen are also found among them, the prevailing religion is the 
Mohammedan but many heathens are still remaining       

                                                                                                           

The most common article of dress is the Sarong or cloth of wool or cotton wrapped round the loins 
so as to form a kilt or petticoat, under this drawers of light chintz are frequently worn and 
sometimes shirts and loose jackets above it   the head is covered with a handkerchief over which is 
worn either a conical hat (smaller than those of the Cape Malays)  with patterns curiously woven in 
strips of coloured palm leaf.  A round hat like a shallow inverted basin frequently painted blue and 
in some  

  

[Page 272]  

cases japanned and ornamented with dragons and other Monsters in gold and burnt Sienna, or a 
peak of stiff black material which projecting six or eight inches in front and two or three on each 
side is put on over the handkerchief or taken off at pleasure.  

The persians wear a high glazed cap like that of a grenadier but not quite so large rather flatter 
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before and behind and bent forward and the Arabs retain the turban the Scull cap of which is 
called in their language the “thousand pieces” it being composed of oblong pieces of variously 
coloured silk a quarter of an inch wide and three quarters long the number of which ought to be 
equivalent to that of the name given to the cap  

  

[Page 273]  

Returning to the vessel I found that the Oran Tambanga or boatman was obliged to pay sixty dimes 
or half doits as often as he passed the custom house steps later six o clock  

Friday 22
nd

  remained on board, brought up the gunpowder from below and stowed it in a bunk on 
the port side of the house on deck wrapping it well in blankets   

I had desired that our tambanga might be sent for me but he did not come and I had no boat to go 
ashore in  

In the evening Mr Harris called for me and I took tea with on board the Messenger, where I 
purchased a few cases of jams, salmon lemon syrup & spirits, intending to keep them for the 
exploring party in  

  

[Page 274]  

Australia as well as some maize for our live stock &c  these ought to have been taken on shore and 
subjected to some forms at the customs house but to save trouble they were put into the 
Messengers boat and quietly handed on board  

Since the commencement of repairs our vessel has been literally filled with from sixty to  a 
hundred workmen who with tools that would seem mere childrens toys to an Englishman and 
working in gangs all over her some taking a handle of hard wood eighteen inches long out of their 
belt and shipping a blade of three finger breadth into it convert it at pleasure into an axe or an 
adze with which sitting like tailors before their work they chip away most effectively   Others are 
busy caulking the   

 [Page 275]  

decks waterways and sides.  

Others are busy lashing a temporary fish along the front of the main mast, while another gang are 
fixing shores, and laying out riggers from which stays will be stretched to support the masts, on 
which from the great beam and shallowness of the Tom Tough there would otherwise be too great 
a strain  

Saturday 23
d   

When the Captain came on board I learned that the gig and long boat had been 
condemned, but two others which appeared well suited for our purpose could be had for two 
hundred and fifty Rupees  

I took up my list of stores we required  

 [Page 276]  

to Mr Maclaine and obtained his sanction to Mr Wilson and Flood staying on shore during the 
repairs,  He thought the quantity rather large but I told him it was as little as I could take 
consistently with the due performance of the service on which I was sent,  I asked him especially 
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for salt meat rather than fresh as live stock encumber the decks and consume too much water  

I asked about a passage for Richards and found that I must get a certificate from the Authorities at 
the Hospital before I could send him away  

After breakfast I walked across the bridge and down the South  

  

[Page 277]  

east side of the river, the streets were a curious mixture of European Javanese Chinese Malay and 
Arab architecture and manners      before one door was a bamboo or split rattan blind made of 
horizontal strips stitched together like the meshes of a cheese cloth and curiously painted with 
celestial figures,  Next was a low stall with Native Sandals Knives bill hooks &c, and at every corner 
stood cakes sweetmeats fruits or long joints of large bamboo full of toddy which when fresh is a 
delicious and harmless drink but when converted into arrack is one of the most deleterious of 
spirituous liquors.  

Groves of Cocoa nuts bananas and  
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bamboo shaded the suburban streets and some distance below the town I came upon 
embankments and buildings surrounded by a moat and having the air of some working Military 
department, but not being able to speak Malay I did not ascertain its real character  

Not far distant I saw several groups of Javanese naked to the waist painted with some greenish 
yellow powder which covering all but their hands and face looked like a close fitting jacket and 
bearing long poles with two or three green leaves on the top of each these I learned were 
proceeding to join a wedding party.  

  

[Page 279]  

Our own vessel no longer being comfortable ie not presenting six feet of clear plank aft I slept on 
board the Messenger  

Sunday 24
th

,  As the Schooner was to be hose down tomorrow and the water would most likely 
encroach upon the house I moved every thing belonging to the Expedition from the berths on the 
starboard side, and went on board the Hulk to write and see to the preservation of the jams which 
the cockroaches were already attacking  

In the afternoon Mr Phibbs and I went on board the Messenger and I found Mr Harris rather 
anxious that I should employ her as he had disposed of his horses to advantage in the town  

  

[Page 280]  

This however, after the terms I had made with the Tom Tough I could not do but I took the 
opportunity of looking round her,  

Her hold was deep and roomy her decks spacious and from the cabin being below, unencumbered 
by houses or other inconvenient erections, She seemed as well found in space sails and spars as 
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the majority of Merchant vessels.  

She was short however in proportion to her depth, she drew rather more water than the Tom 
Tough and was sheathed with zinc which wrinkles with the alternate heat and cold and becomes 
foul much sooner than copper, offering consequently more impediment to the vessels progress 
through the water  

  

[Page 281]  

A Dutch Man of War steamer that had come in yesterday lay near us and the “Oriental” American 
barque arrived from the Southward during the afternoon  

As there was no one on board but Mr Harris Captain Devine and the mate they lent us their long 
boat to row ourselves on board  

Monday August 25
th

  The pig which I had intended to kill this morning died during the night I find 
large pigs unsuited for our use the flesh will not salt well and we cannot eat more than two days 
ration off it,  I have in consequence ordered pigs of between twenty five and thirty pounds weight 
each  

Mr Phibbs and I took the Messengers  

  

[Page 282]  

long boat ashore to order meat for the day.  

When the rations came off I found that the Hulks galley was not fitted for baking bread and 
therefore told the men I would get biscuit for the day and send them bread from the shore 
tomorrow  

Dawson brought back the biscuit saying they could not eat it, I tasted it and though some pieces 
were slightly mouldy it was by no means bad I told them I should give them no other till the 
morning when bread would be sent according to my promise  

The Carpenters came on board and headed by Mr Sullock have the vessel keel out with  

  

[Page 283]  

her Starboard side downward  

I examined the whole length of it and found the fore foot slightly bruised another place near the 
foremast much chafed but the scarfe near the mainmast as good as when first made, and no 
appearance whatever of a fracture, though the bottom was hogged or bent upward for some 
inches.  

In the opinion of every one the repairs would now be finished in a week and the sharpness of the 
Tom Tough build would enable her to make the passage in much less time than the brigantine  

Captain Gourlay and I went to the Consul and the Agent and spoke about the stores the  

  

[Page 284]  
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forwarding of the sick to Sydney the discharge of the mate &c and when coming away I met Dr 
Vernhout of the Montrado who kindly went with me to the Dispensary and ordered such medicines 
as he thought necessary  

I went to the hotel and had just taken breakfast when Mr Sullock came up and told me that the 
main mast had was sprung near the deck and he had been obliged to right the ship  

I called Captain Gourlay and went up to the Agents where I found that the fitting of a new mast 
would take about ten days.  

I then asked whether the carpenters could guarantee the   

  

[Page285]  

readiness of the vessel by the fourth of September, the day previously fixed, I was told they could 
not and deeming it my duty to incur no further delay I requested Mr Maclaine to provide me the 
best means in his power of continuing the voyage.  

We went to the office of Adam’s & Co Agents of the Messenger and found that her terms were  
£300 per month.  The Government to take upon itself the risk of insuring the vessel in the Gulf and 
River,  the table money for cabin passengers as in the original charter and an advance of cash to 
purchase provisions  

I refused the risk of insurance  

  

[Page 286]  

and the advance of cash but consented to give £250 per month and the table allowance for three 
cabin passengers.  

I then went up to the hospital a large airy square of building a mile and a half outside the town and 
saw Richards looking like an ancient Roman in his white tunic and toga, though he wore  a pair of 
loose drawers over and above the classic costume  

He was already able to move his fingers and was to undergo an operation I believe of laying open 
the arm to the elbow tomorrow but as the doctor was going his rounds I had to leave him and see 
Fahey who was also recovering but  

  

[Page 287]  

but I could only stay a few moments  

While riding back we saw the horse actively exercising on a middling sized plain and soon after a 
number of natives, armed with lances, marching at ease and followed by half a dozen mounted 
men passed us  

At the hotel I saw the Master of a vessel from Northumberland as also the Captain of the American 

who told me that the Torch had left her name at Booby Island on the 3
d
 of the present month with 

a store of provisions and water and a letter sealed in black for the Expedition, of course he knew 
nothing of our being here and consequently did not bring away the letter.  

I went on board the Hulk and having furnished Capt Devine  
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 [Page 288]  

with Stokes work and charts spent the evening in writing.  

Tuesday August 27
th

 [26
th

] Having arranged the stores as far as I could for removal and instructed 
Mr Phibbs to receive from Frank van Cuel 1200lbs of rice due from the schooner to the Expedition I 
went on shore and went with Mt Maclaine to Myneer Ledeboer’s where I obtained half a hide of 
pump leather (no shoes fot for our use being made here) and some other articles that had not yet 
been supplied  

I met Mr Harris and Captain Devine at Mr Adams and settled the agreement of which a rough copy 
was drawn out similar to the verbal one of yesterday but including the steerage   

  

[Page 289]  

passengers in the number to be provided for by the vessel.  I was obliged to concede this (although 
I had purchased the provisions) in order to avoid greater objections  

I then went with Mr Sand the clerk of Fraser Eatons to the Chinese markets and bought sail needles 
locks fish hooks and a few tools    I shewed my sketches to Mr Adams and the other English 
Residents who were much interested in them  

In the afternoon I drove up to the Hospital with Mrs Gourlay and the Child, the Militia in white 
uniform were being drilled on the plain where we had seen the Artillery yesterday  

I asked the Medical officer about Richards and whether  

  

[Page 290]  

he ought to be sent to the colony or might be taken to the Albert the low and probably unhealthy 
nature of which I described to him.  

Fahey was much better and desired to be taken out at once but I thought him best in a clean 
comfortable airy room with good attendance for a few days longer.  

I went on board at night and directed Mr Phibbs to trans ship the stores when the boat came 
alongside.  

Wednesday 27
th

 Five Coolies and a Serang came off in the Tambanga and the praauw or lighter of I 
think 8 coyangs or between 16 and 20 tons came alongside  

  

[Page291]  

but the customs officer had not arrived and without him we could do nothing  

I went ashore and having tried in vain at the “Boom” drove up to the Consuls and got Mr Sand to 
write a note which I took down again and obtained an officer whom I sent off in our Tambanga  

I saw a number of men in pairs every two bearing on their shoulders the ends of a bamboo to the 
middle of which five black pigs were suspended by the hind legs these I found were intended for 
us. While speaking to Mr Ledeboer about the stores I was told that Mr Phibbs wanted more help 
and I sent him off a Mandoor or Serang and five coolies.  
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I went off at night and finding  

  

[Page 292]  

that he wanted to complete the transfer on the morrow and had ordered the praauw I returned to 
the hotel  

Thursday 28
th

 I took on board ten coolies and a serang beside a customs officer and took such of 
our men as were not wanted for the transhipment to the Messenger which victuals them from this 
date, MacDonald wished to return to his duty and as we were commencing as it were a new 
voyage I reinstated him.  

I then went to the consuls and asked him about a praauw as that Mr Phibbs had ordered had not 
returned, he went out immediately to send one off and  

  

[Page 293]  

soon after told me he believed it was gone  

We then signed the charter party of the Messenger and this with the necessary attestations 
occupied us nearly all the rest of the day   I tried to get a passage for Richards but the Medical 
authorities had not granted the necessary certificate I went to the Dispensary for the Medicines 
and called on Dr Vernhout for instructions in their use  

I then drove up with Mr Harris to the Hospital where I explained to the Medical officer the danger 
of taking Richards with me but there seemed to be an unwillingness to let any of us be left behind 
& I was told that he would be out tomorrow  

  

[Page 294]  

The crew of the Tom Tough I find want to bring an action for having been on short provisions and 
to detain our men as witnesses but the Consul tells them they must do this on their return to 
Sydney  

Dr Vernhout came to the hotel and wrote some instructions for me, he was looking at my drawings 
when a note came from Mr Phibbs to say that no praauw had been alongside all day  

I took a carriage to Mr Sands who lived some distance out of town and got a note from him to the 
“praauw meester“ then took a tambanga and I found every thing on deck  

  

[Page 295]  

I came ashore at midnight and went to bed  

Friday 29
th

  Saw the coolies off    went down to the “Boom” to get an officer then to the praauw 
meester for the boat then back to the Boom to hurry the officer    I took him on board with me    
saw Mr Phibbs loading the praauw and feared she would not carry the whole before the tide 
turned when fortunately the one ordered yesterday at Fraser Eatons was seen coming alongside, it 
being apparently a custom here to do nothing till the day after it is wanted.  

I was no sooner ashore than I saw Fahey who told me the Consul was waiting   I found he had seen 
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Richards  

  

[Page 296]  

and though the doctor’s had given a certificate that he might go on board the vessel without losing 
his life, he was willing if I would request it, to forward him to the Consul in Batavia who would 
procure him a passage in the Swan there loading for Australia  

Believing as I firmly do that the man’s life would be endangered by taking him to the Gulf especially 
as I have no Medical officer on board I determined to take that responsibility upon myself and 
wrote a letter requesting that Richards might be forwarded.  

A new paper requesting his admission into the hospital  

  

[Page 297]  

and giving security for the payment of his expenses was made out and he was told to call in an 
hour to see to the balance of his account with the Expedition, he did not come however and I was 
obliged to enclose his account signed only by myself  

Mr Maclaine kindly offered to let his clerks copy out the duplication of my letters and as I could not 
possibly have finished them myself I gladly accepted the favour  

I could not collect all the petty bills that were due but as they were included in the Consuls account 
and their correctness guaranteed by his seal and signature I thought it better not to detain the  

  

[Page 298]  

vessel for a single hour by waiting for them  

At night while closing my correspondence according to my orders with the Governor General and 
the Senior Naval officer of Australia, Mr Phibbs came to my room to tell me what he had done and 
ascertain when I intended to be on board  

He told me Mr Wilson had reported that he was my spy, and said that he intended to speak to him, 
I warned him that Mr Wilson was still an officer of the Expedition and must be treated with the 
respect due to his station though I knew no objection to his asking whether the report was true  

Soon after I heard him and Mr  

  

[Page 299]  

Wilson speaking together on the stairs but purposely abstained from listening before long however 
the conversation became a quarrel in which the words liar and no gentleman were freely 
exchanged and by the time I came out the two were scuffling together in the gallery before my 
door.  

I interposed and separated them and required Mr Phibbs to desist which he did I also ordered him 
to discontinue the quarrel, and told Mr Wilson that if he kept who still continued speaking in an 
angry tone that if he kept up the dispute I could not prevent Mr Phibbs from replying  

Mr Wilson asked if I had heard what had passed, and I told him it was not my business  
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[Page 300]  

to overhear private conversations  He insisted that I had heard it and I told him I had heard my 
name coupled with the word spy, and demanded whether he intended to accuse me of employing 
spies. On my repeating the demand he told me he suspected so and I replied that he suspected 
what was false –  

About eleven o clock I was ready to go on board and having previously informed Mr Wilson and Mr 
Flood I left the town taking with me Mr Phibbs and Fahey and reached the Messenger at midnight  

  

[Page 301]  

Saturday 30
th

  Early in the morning the Consul came on board and saw the fittings and 
accommodation for the men all were on board except Macdonald and he took my word that I 
would not sail without any of them  

Mr Harris who was obliged to go to the colonies to insure the vessel under the new risk went 
ashore with Captain Devine who had still to obtain a pilot  

Captain Gourlay came on board and I asked him about the pistol lent him by Mr Gregory  

Mr Phibbs asked leave to go ashore and having questioned him whether it was on account of any 
complaint or quarrel that would detain the ship I told him  

  

[Page 302]  

to go to the hulk and send Macdonald on board or if he were not there to give notice to the Consul   

When Gourlay and Phibbs came on board again the former handed me a paper signed and sealed 
by the Consular agent that to the effect that Captain Gourlay had declared on oath before him that 
Mr Wilson had acknowledged himself to have been the instigator of the petition that was got up 
among the men to detain the Tom Tough, and said that if he had wished he could easily have 
persuaded them to go to the Albert in her.  

Also I received a letter from Mr Macdonald stating that the cook of the Tom Tough complained 
that Macdonald  

  

[Page 303]  

had stolen a ring belonging to him I called the men and asked which of them knew anything of 
circumstance    Dawson said that he did and I told him to go in the boat with me.  

While being tracked up the river I saw Mr Wilson Flood and the Captain going down followed by 
the pilot in  a large proa rigged into a sloop  

The case of the ring seemed to be that the cook had given it to one of the vestals who with 
Government licences and medical certificates swarm on board the vessels in the roadstead and 
that by threats and falsehoods Macdonald had got it from her  

Mr Maclaine dismissed the case and recommended me to the police office where I obtained   
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[Page 304]  

a European officer and two peons who shewed me round the purlieus of the town introducing me 
to “The Sailors Welfare” “The Seaman’s hope” and other Kleine lodgementen or petty lodging 
houses, appearing to trust entirely to the word of the keeper as to the description of persons in the 
house, then taking a tambanga we pulled down the river to a row of houses of not very doubtful 
character and from one of these Macdonald was hauled out with little ceremony and less clothing, 
his only habiliments being the invariable big boots, a threadbare shirt flapping outside a pair of 
ragged drawers and a gold banded cap stolen or borrowed I could not make out which from the 
Tom Tough’s cook  

  

[Page 305]  

Notwithstanding his indignation and pretended ignorance of what the “black fellows wanted with 
him he thought it best to come into the boat and was soon on board the Messenger where I had to 
pay thirteen Rupees to the police officer for finding him, and must say that I never parted with 
money more grudgingly in my life.  

Richards was on board the brigantine and having told him that by neglecting to attend at the 
Consuls as I had ordered him he had missed the chance of signing his account and might now have 
considerable trouble in getting his pay  I sent him on shore in the police boat  

Presently after, as I was below  

  

[Page 306]  

Macdonald came aft and called for Mr Flood, I heard Mr Phibbs telling him of the impropriety of his 
conduct and went on deck Mr Flood following, I found Macdonald behaving insolently and Mr 
Flood took his part on the plea that Mr Phibbs was no officer,  

As Mr Flood had on several occasions behaved with great impropriety I told him that if he persisted 
in standing in my way I should be obliged to put him out of it and was about to order Macdonald 
forward when Mr Phibbs said that if Mr Flood had anything to say in the matter he should wish to 
resign, I told him if he offered his resignation I should accept it,  

  

[Page 307]  

Shortly after he asked me for his discharge, I told him to write to me and I would give it though I 
was sorry he should act so hastily and he promised to consider it.  

At dinner time Macdonald came down into the cabin and called for Mr Flood. I asked who gave him 
leave to come into the cabin and ordered him forward till Mr Flood had time to speak to him  

I found he wanted leave to go to the hulk again and fetch his blanket but I refused any further 
leave to go out of the vessel and in a short time Captain Devine came on board and weighed the 
anchor   It was now late in the afternoon the wind was foul and  

  

[Page 308]  

by the time we were five miles from Sourabaya the turn of the tide compelled us to anchor  
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During the day I asked Mr Wilson whether the charge brought against him by Captain Gourlay were 
true. He denied instigating the petition but acknowledged having said that he had sufficient 
influence with the men to have induced them to go with the vessel to Carpentaria  

I told him I was bound to believe his word, but whoever had been the cause of the delay had been 
guilty of a cowardly and dastardly action and that, before the first British authority I reached I 
would produce the   

  

[Page 309]  

paper and have the matter investigated.  

On Sunday 31
st

 soon after we were under weigh Mr Harris came off in a Tambanga he had 
calculated his store of provisions and fearing he would not have enough asked me to transfer the 
twenty casks of beef I had purchased to him  

To this as the arrangement with the vessel for victualling our party rendered them less necessary 
to me I let him have them at the cost price or 300 Rupees  

I sent a letter to the Consul reporting that we had sailed with all on board, and requesting him to 
ask Gourlay for the pistol and forward it to Sydney  

After working against a light wind with occasional squalls we anchored again.  

  

[Page 310]  

Monday Sept 1
st

  We reached passive [indecipherable] road and brought up for the night, A severe 
headache and sickness although the water is quite smooth has made me unwell since leaving 
Sourabaya  

Thursday Sept 2
nd

  weighed at day break with light airs off the land and were watching the streaky 
clouds and the almost motionless smoke of a volcano to the SE when Captain Devine called my 
attention to a dense mass rising from behind a mountain to the South resembling in shape the 
sponge mass known as Neptune’s cup and touched by the rising sun with the most delicate tints of 
grey and rose colour In a few minutes its density, firm outline and beautiful colour melted away 
and it  

  

[Page 311]  

drifted slowly, as a common cloud of brownish smoke slowly to leeward, to be succeeded when 
perfectly cleared off by other jets as dense, but less beautiful in form and colour.  

A few fishing proas such as we had before noticed served to fill up and enliven the scene  

Wednesday Sept 3
rd

  The day was also spent in turning to windward, occasional slants from the 
southward especially during the night enabling us to make a little easting  

In the afternoon we were off the small village of Panoerekan before which two or three vessels one 
of them a full rigged ship of considerable burden and a few coasting craft were lying  

The Djallara a brig under Dutch colours but manned only by blacks  
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[Page 312]  

and most likely an old or condemned vessel purchased by an Arab was standing in just ahead of us.  
A little to the westward rose the sharp peaks of Gonong Ringiet of which I made another sketch 
and coloured it.  

Thursday 4
th

  Making little all day the wind being dead against us, A large ray was seen a little 
below the surface he was about 8 or 10 feet long and six or eight broad  

The captain sprang over the bows to the harpoon which was fastened to the dolphin striker and I 
handed him a line but before we could bend it on, the fish had passed to leeward.  

Three or four remora about 30 inches long were playing round him  

  

[Page 313]  

In the afternoon I made the men shew me their guns and gave them ten rounds of cartridges each 
with caps in proportion, On looking round the hold I am unable to find many articles that ought to 
be there while a few belonging to the other vessel have been brough with us,  Had it not been for 
the obligation to bring away every one, the time spent in hunting Macdonald would have been well 
bestowed in looking after things of more value.  

At Sunset we were close in with Mount Sedano and at night a fresh breeze enabled us to come up 
to E by S and do a little toward the completion of our voyage  

Friday 5
th

 calm or very light contrary breezes with a light current through  

  

[Page 314]  

Bali Strait setting us to the north  

At night we were opposite a mountain of 3,300 Dutch feet elevation, Two or three dolphins were 
playing about and the Captain attempted to harpoon them.  

The slightest motion of the vessel I still find induces sickness and my head ache continues severe  

Saturday 6
th

 Bali right ahead at Sunrise and about noon bearing SE by S the vessels head has been 
SE since yesterday but owing to the current from the South we have not made a mile of latitude   

Went into the hold and shifted some of the rice from the mat bags which leaked considerably to 
two empty potatoe tins,  turned over many packages to look for the bag of [indecipherable] but 
could not find them  

  

[Page 315]  

a barque passed us apparently flying British colours, nearly calm all day  

Sunday 7
th

 calm and light variable airs with a slight breeze from the Southward at night.  

Monday 8
th

  Made myself a new pistol holster   At night ran close in to the Bali shore when a fresh 
breeze off the land enabled us to lay nearly East for some hours  
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Tuesday 9
th

  calms and light airs   Bali peak SW by S at 7.30 am and SSW at Sunset.   put a lock on 
the tool chest and another on the slop chest  

Wednesday 10
th

  At  day break the peak of Lombok was seen bearing SE by S nearly 25 miles.  I 
sketched a panoramic view of the island  
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and extended it to the peak of Bali which though nearly forty miles distant is still visible.  

We had intended to call at Ampinan in Lombok Strait and take in pigs and water, then coasting the 
south side of the islands to pass between the North coast of Timor and the Island of Timor Laut but 
on a careful reconsideration we found that while we should have to work against a southerly wind 
through the Strait and probably find an adverse current, the Experience of former voyages as well 
as an old Dutch chart of the islands shewed a kind of eddy or counter current close to the land 
upon the northern side and this with a light air from the westward carried us thirteen miles on our 
voyage  
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in as many hours.  

Beside this I was anxious not to fill up our compliment of live stock till the last possible opportunity 
as they would consume water and Maize which would have to be replaced in Dielli where from all 
accounts pigs may be had as well as here  

A black fish or hump backed whale was seen playing about our bows and some shots were fired 
without effect  

At Sunset we were off Badong and about eight a gentle breeze bringing the light smoke of the 
village with it enabled us to shape our course to the Eastward  

Thursday Septr 11th   Lombok peak bore SW by S distant 24 miles the current and light breeze 
having enabled us to make nearly thirty miles since  

  

[Page 318]  

the same hour yesterday.  

The clouds however gathered so quickly over the peak that I had to be as expeditious as possible in 
making my outline  

During the forenoon the light SSE breeze failed us and the sharp dorsal fin of a shark cut the 
smooth swell astern  

The hook was not to be found but the harpoon was brought aft and a piece of pork thrown over 
board, The iron narrowly missed his pectoral fins and the bait floated astern where it was quite 
amazing to watch the manoeuvres of the shark round it, first he would raise his snout and in 
launching obliquely over it, miss or drive it away till after many efforts he turned upon  

  

[Page 319]  
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his side and the meat was lost to our view.  

Another piece was bent to a small line slacked astern and when the shark appeared hauled quietly 
up so as to induce him to follow it under the quarter.  

The Captain launched the harpoon striking him fairly through the shoulders a bowline knot was 
passed down and jammed behind the gills and the now powerless sea monster was passed to the 
gangway where another line being made fast to his tail he was thrown on deck  a remora sixteen 
inches long falling from him as he came on board.  

His length was 10 feet 7 inches his skin slightly rough of a purplish blue colour above and white 
below, and his jaws disclosing  
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only one row of teeth, the second partially appearing through the gums shewing him to be still 
quite young  

A smaller remora was found on deck but it fell from my hand while examining it and was lost.  

In the afternoon we had a light breeze from the North, breaking off to North East at night and 
enabling us to make about three knots through the smooth water  

After Sunset we had a clear outline of Lombok and saw Mount Tamborra on the Island of 
Sombawa.   

Friday Sept 12
th

  At day break we found ourselves off the North West corner of the Island of 
Sombawa having just passed the entrance  
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of Allas strait,  

The land was mountainous but none of the peaks were named upon the chart nor when I came to 
examine it did the bearings agree with those I had taken on my sketch, the low island in front of 
the beach might have helped me but unfortunately they were too much hidden by the sea mist to 
be of much service  

The supposed Tamboera mountain bore east but the intervening Island of Maio was hidden in a 
bank of clouds and when the sun rose above the centre of the distant mountain that also 
disappeared in the dazzling mist  

The morning was nearly calm and in the afternoon we had  
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gradually freshening breezes from the NNE till about eight o clock when being close under the 
island of Maio, the land wind came off from nearly the opposite point and enabled us to stem the 
tide which was against us for the greater part of the night  

During the afternoon a fine Nautilus passed  close under the lee of the vessel but it floated bottom 
up and f was probably only an empty shell  

This day I got up the vegetables spread the onions on deck to dry and emptied the yams and 
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potatoes into the jolly boat many of the former were damaged and had to be given to the pigs  

As the she goat gives no milk the steward made some for us by mixing  
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that of a cocoa nut with the oil extracted from its bruised kernel and we found it an excellent 
substitute  

Saturday 13
th

  At daybreak we were just rounding the NW corner of     and shortly after, the land 
wind failing, we had a light air from the westward enabling us to make about two knots through 
the water the current helping us a little more  

In the afternoon the wind shifted to the NNE and we had reached the Channel between the Island 
of Satondo and the Main land,  to the last of which we were so close that we could see deer and 
other animals probably pigs on the beach, when as we were working through the passage the 
current changed and drifted us to leeward of the island a squall with heavy rain followed but it was 
of short duration.  
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Sunday 14
th

  At day break we found ourselves outside the Island of Satondo and about as far to the 
East as we had been at sunset  the light breeze from the SW soon failed and the Current changing 
took us again to the westward our vessel drifting helplessly while in the Strait of Maio we could see 
the water dark and agitated by a fresh fair breeze,  

About half past eleven the slowly advancing cat’s paws reached us and enabled us to hold our own 
against the tide which notwithstanding set us sideways off the land  

The Sea breeze set in in the afternoon and about 7pm when we were close in with the land to the 
Eastward of Satondo hauled more to the Eastward till our course  
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on the off shore tack was N by E  

Monday 15
th

  the breeze still contrary being as usual something to the South of East during the 
night and to the North of it during the day with a constant current setting us to the westward    
Mount Tamboera forming a point to weather which we were obliged to stand off shore and thus 
loose the advantage of the eddies and counter currents that have helped us hitherto  

A shoal of porpoises were playing round us in the morning, the mate struck one but before we 
could haul him up the harpoon drew out bringing his intestines with it and the whole shoal sheared 
away to leeward.  

On standing in toward the land we fetched just to windward of Satondo  
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and by a now familiar patch of grass on Mount Tamboera seemed rather to have lost than gained 
during the last 24 hours  
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After sunset the peak of Lombok bore to SW and Tamboera SE by S.  

Tuesday 16
th

  After an interval of calm and a slight SW breeze we again had the wind from the East 
and worked against it all day without improving our position generally fetching opposite the grass 
patch whenever we stood in  

We passed several pieces of drift wood during the day, one looking like a top mast and crossstrees 
but it proved to be only a tree with projecting roots.  

Mr Phibbs made a couple of sacks and we started the rest of the rice out of mat bags  
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which leaked considerably.  

Wednesday 17
th

  At day break we were near the Maria Reyerbergers Islands a group of small sandy 
patches with clumps of trees upon them,  having stood off the land all night we tacked soon after 
and passing over the locality of the Baracouta shoal without seeing any discolouration of the water 
made Vlak point in the course of the afternoon having at length the gratification of seeing Satondo 
several miles to leeward. we were unable however to weather the point and continued working to 
windward  

During the night it rained heavily and for some time we had  a breeze from the westward.  
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Thursday 18
th

  The morning was nearly calm but about noon we had a light air from the westward 
of North shifting Eastward as the day advanced Several dolphins were playing round us but none 
would come within reach of the grains  

I had made a kind of hoop net some days before and just before dinner Mr Phibbs the Mate 
brought up a gelatinous marine animal in shape almost like a cuttlefish but having no bone or even 
cartilaginous skeleton   Its body was as large as a good sized cocoa nut in the husk its legs were of a 
solid hard gelatinous consistency, hollow and furnished on the outside with one row of hollow 
tubercles the mouth of which was surrounded by a small  
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fringe these seemed to have no connexion with the hollow of the leg but perhaps admitted air to 
some passage between it and the skin loose outer skin or it might be served as channels to convey 
animal [indecipherable] or impurities of the water to the stomach  

Its general colour was a light bluish grey with a deep reddish brown tint on the outer surface of the 
legs  

I sketched it but was obliged to trust greatly to the form of another that passed us as the specimen 
on board was mutilated apparently by the dolphins  

In the afternoon we were in Dompo Bay and I obtained a sketch of Vader Smit’s Mountain and 
Arve Hassa Mountains.  
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[Page 330]  

At night the wind was variable with calms and the silence was only broken by the splashing of a 
very large shoal of porpoises at some distance  

Four of the Schooners crew are Sick Fahey has been so but seems recovering  Dawson is sickly but 
refuses medicine  and Showel complains of pains in his head  

Friday Sept 19
th

  the wind during the night had been fresh from the Southward obliging us in the 
middle watch to take in the Royal topgallantsail flying jib and gaff topsail, and splitting the standing 
jib right across  

In the morning we were off Gonong Apie (Mount of fire)  
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2040 feet in height and rising from the sea like a small island, there were no volcanic symptoms 
though an eruption is recorded in 1820.  

Farther to the South and SW were Bima Bay where the Dutch have a settlement and some 
thousand horses are shipped annually, and still farther were seen Vader Smit’s Bay and other parts 
of the Soembawa coast, a panoramic view of which I sketched  

The midday was nearly calm but at night a moderate breeze came off from S by E enabling us to 
make an E by S course  

Saturday 20
th

  Calms and light airs coming from the southward toward evening and continuing 
through the night  

Sunday 21
st

  Morning fine with  
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light airs from the South, the land of Flores visible on the weather side,  A small shoal of fish were 
playing round the stern and frequently nibbled at the bait, at length I hooked one about 16 inches 
long and four deep but before I could lift him over the rail the hook broke and I lost him  

The cook threw overboard the refuse of the galley soon after and the shoal deserted the vessel to 
feed upon it  

During the day the wind came from the North west shifting round to North East and at Sunset 
when near Bayo point in 120.30 E it again came off the land obliging us to take in the topgallantsail 
and flying jib and bringing  
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with it a shower that enabled the men to catch a bucket or two of water to wash in.  

Monday 22
nd

  Light airs from the south   

A beautiful gold coloured fish with brown bands playing round the stern but we could not catch it  

Much sea weed passed us from which I collected several very minute spiral shells, Captain Devine 
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struck a cuttle fish bone with the grains transfixing at the same time a curious fish that happened 
to be below it and which I sketched  

It was at first brown towards the tail and yellow near the head with irregular blue bands and spots 
but soon became wholly of a dusky brown.  

I saw another floating head down was as if suspended to the surface  
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by the tail    Phibbs tried to catch it with the net but it dived too quickly.  

At noon fresh breezes from the North and North North East   at night a squall, followed by a steady 
breeze from the South  

Tuesday Sept 23
rd

  At Sunrise the Island of Paloweh was in sight bearing SE by S the wind was light 
with frequent calms but the current drifted us gradually to the Eastward  

A large shark was seen and a nautilus shell floated past and was picked up by the Captain  

At Midday we had light breezes from the NNE and at night a squall with heavy rain from the SE 
followed by a calm.  
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Wednesday Sept 24
th

   Calms and light breezes from the NNE   Saw the Island of Linguette, off the 
Southernmost point of which a rock with one tree upon it at first deceived both the mate and 
Captain into the idea that a large square rigged vessel was coming toward us with studding sails 
set.  

Mr Phibbs caught with the pole net a most curious creature which seemed merely a gelatinous 
mass shaped like  the tail of a quana with an aperture in front and a tube leading along its centre 
for about half its length  It was about a foot long, two inches broad and three high in front tapering 
to half an inch each way behind  Its lower part was colourless  
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and transparent but the ridge of the back was marked by a line of dark brown from which stripes of 
a fainter colour descended three quarters of an inch gradually fading to a [indecipherable] tint  

Thursday Sept 25
th

  Calms and light winds all day.  Mr Phibbs brought up a small sea snake 16 or 18 

inches in length and ¾ 
ths

 in its greatest diameter     Its head was flattened and though not so broad 
as that of a viper had rather a venomous appearance  It lay quietly enough in the net but was no 
sooner turned into a bucket of water than it made violent efforts to escape and I was obliged to 
cover it with the net till I could pass a string  
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round its neck and deposit it in a bottle of rum begged from Cap
tn

 Devine  

On taking it out to sketch I found that its back was jet black its sides bright yellow and its belly 
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yellowish brown or raw sienna colour each tint being distinctly marked and not blended with the 
next  Its tail was compressed laterally from the vent where sienna colour ended giving place to pale 
yellow and black in a van dyked pattern with occasional spots of the latter colour  Its body was 
nearly round slightly flattened on the back and sides and not in any way fish shaped except as 
before mentioned toward the tail  

Friday 26
th

  Morning calm, Flores Head bore East by North and the re   
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mainder of the coast and Island extended to the SW    A praauw was in sight possibly the same that 
had passed us under Dutch colours yesterday and very likely bound tot he coast of Flores to 
trepang  

A shark 8 or 10 feet long passed under the stern but we could not catch him  

During the day the wind came from the NNE and as we neared the land we could see the cliffs 
overhanging in a regular projecting line as if the lower part had been washed away by the sea,  

Three or four people and a canoe were seen on the beach and groves with luxuriant bunches of 
ripe cocoa nuts upon the sides of the hills  

Had we been half a mile   
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farther to windward we should have weathered the head, but we were compelled to go about and 
stand off shore, and in the evening the wind came from the ENE.  

The she goat died about two days ago, of costiveness from eating maize,   I had given her salts but 
it was of no avail and I now had a cocoa nut husk pulled to pieces and given to Willem who ate it 
readily though Tom Tough the only survivor of our 200 sheep could hardly comprehend the use of 
it.  

Saturday Sept 27
th

  Morning calm  Flores Head astern and the Island of Adenara to the South but 
too much obscured by clouds to sketch well  
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to the NE was Komba a pyramidal volcanic island which emitted smoke throughout the day  

Toward noon we had light breezes from the North and North North East and as I had done for 
several days past I threw overboard a bottle with a paper marked with the date the latitude and 
longitude that if picked up it might throw some light on the set of the currents &c  

At night the wind came off the land and our light sails were clewed up and furled.  

Sunday Sept 28
th

  being now opposite the Straits leading between the Islands East of Flores we 
were favoured with a light air from the southward which appeared to be drawn through them as   

  

[Page 341]  
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well as a current to the Eastward which by Sunset had brought us abreast of Pantar Strait between 
Pantar and Ombay the North Island and Hoog (high) Island in the centre being exactly in a line and 
by their change of position shewing that though it was quite calm we were drifting slowly to the 
Eastward  

Monday 29
th

 Light variable winds by means of which and the current we progressed slowly along 
the Ombay coast  

Thinking it possible I might want the ship’s boat for service in the gulf should we meet with calms 
there I got up the India Rubber canoes and having inflated two sections laced them together and 
launched them,  

The cockroaches however had laid them threadbare in so many places  
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that the air escaped and after a few minutes they became lax and of little service as a means of 
support, so that I was obliged to come on board and haul my boat after me, the only thing that 
could be done would be to cover them completely with fresh canvas and paint it.  

At night the rushing of water wakened me and looking over the rail I found that we were in  a 
strong tide way between Ombay and Kambing    The ship was hove up in the wind but would not 
stay neither would she answer her helm when we attempted to wear.     the tide all this time 
setting us strongly toward the land which was already too close to be pleasant   

The after sail was reduced as much  
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as possible and at length her head came round on the other tack but such was the strength of the 
tide that it was with difficulty she could be steered when the eddies took her.  

Tuesday Sept 30
th

  At daylight we were between the shores of Ombay and Kambing or goat Island, 
and though the wind was light with frequent calms we drifted slowly to the East till we sighted 
Timor and could make out the position of Dielli  

A few pieces of weed were floating past us and with one of them I brought up a fish 31/2 or so 
inches long, commonly called a Toad or Devil fish.  

It was very soft with large fins the pectoral pair being moved by a  
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process resembling an arm from which the soft spines radiated  Its colour was a pale yellow deeper 
on the edges of the fins, and it was irregularly spotted with yellowish brown the edges of which 
were bordered with spots and streaks of white  

From various parts of its body grew little fin like membranes and upon its head were two 
projections like the horns of a Rhinoceros bearing light yellow filaments which from their 
resemblance to seaweed doubtless served to allure the smaller fishes or animalcule on which it 
preyed.  
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Indeed its general appearance was notwithstanding the brilliance of its colouring was such that 
when it sought refuge under the bunch of seaweed it became absolutely indistinguishable  
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A couple of sharks played round us but would not came within range of the harpoon  

Wednesday October 1
st

  At day light we were nearly becalmed off the coast of Timor six or eight 
miles west of Dielli, I had intended to take the boat and go forward, thinking to expedite the 
purchase of supplies, but we found as the vessel drifted nearer the shore that it was required for 
the purpose of towing.  

Several times we passed over coral patches our anchor held only by the stopper in readiness to let 
go till at length a reef shelving out under our lee compelled us to bring up, the bottom covered 
with branching corallines being distinctly visible beneath us while close to leeward were the black 
rocks threatening destruction.  

As the vessel swung to her anchor a light breeze took the sails  the yards  
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were hauled round immediately on the other tack, the hands called out of the boat to man the 
windlass, and the anchor lifted from the bottom.  

For some time it was doubtful whether we should not still be drifted stern first upon the reef, but 
the tide taking our lee bow and the wind favouring us a little we gradually drew off shore and were 
swept past the rocky point into deep water  

The breeze now shifted to the ESE and with the tide in our favour we beat up till we opened the 
little bay of Dielli from the fort of which we saw several jets of Smoke and heard the dull report of 
half a dozen guns,  We fired our corronade and heard an answer from the fort and as we passed 
between the reefs the only dangerous part of the entrance we were obliged to heave to for the 
pilot who came off a splendid boat formerly belonging to the Sultano  
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a vessel wrecked in Torres Strait  

About three o clock we land in the pilots boat manned by a crew of Timorese who rowed with oval 
boards lashed upon the ends of long bamboos, She was beached opposite the Customs house and 
when the Captain had reported his arrival and destination we were conducted to the residence of 
Captain Hart an English Resident where we met Captain Robinson commanding the only schooner 
belonging to the port and who had just made the voyage from Sourabaya in I think 45 days  

We were next taken to the Mayor of the town and finally to the residence of the Governor Don, 
Messada who appeared much interested in developing the mineralogical resources of the island 
and shewed us specimens of copper and naptha as well as a fish of singular form and a small 
Dragon or flying lizard  
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The creature was about a foot in length extreme length  the ribs appeared to be elongated and 
capable of extending a fold of the skin on either side as the Cobra capello expands its neck, possibly 
the creature sails from tree to tree but I should doubt its power of actual flight  

His Excellency spoke Portuguese and French but none of us could converse except through an 
interpreter.  

We next visited Myneer Sayers who was rigging a boat also purchased from the Sultano into a 
cutter to trade along the coast, and returned to Captain Harts where we had tea and a fruit almost 
like a Damascene plum we told him what we should require and he promised to procure it as 
speedily as possible  

The site of the town is low though mountains encircle it upon the land  
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side and is intersected by two or three sluggish rivulets from which the infections that the sun 
sucks up produce so much disease that few Europeans can pass a night ashore with impunity,  
Reefs projecting from the shore enclose a portion of the bay and form an almost perfectly land 
locked harbour  

The streets cross each other almost at right angles and are named “ Rue Formosa Rue De la 
Fortalie” “Rue de Infanta” &c they are unpaved fenced on each side and overshadowed by tall 
cocoa nuts Bananas Plantains & palms  some of the houses are of stone but most are of bamboo 
plastered and thatched with palm leaves  

Thursday Oct 2
nd

  All hands were busy in breaking out casks and towing them ashore to the 
watering place.  

On reaching Captain Harts the Captain  
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endeavoured to effect a sale of his surplus gunpowder but little could be done every one appearing 
more anxious to talk about the siege of Sebastopol than to promote the object of our visit   Capt 
Hart told us he had sent out for all the pigs fowls sheep or buffaloes that could be mustered, and as 
we were told that the Governor required additional information respecting the new character of 
the Messenger we went on board for every scrap of paper with an official signature, the bare sight 
of which completely satisfied his Excellency who dared not venture on their perusal   

He invited us to dine next day with him, and in the evening Captain Hart furnished us with horses 
to ride out to his coffee plantation at Malura two or three miles SW of the town.  

We found his house situated on the spur of the mountain projecting into the a   
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valley on the opposite side of which were the ruins of his old house burnt down most probably by 
some incendiary some time ago,  near it was an iron paddy mill out of repair  the steel teeth of the 
cylinder having been softened by the heat.  

Mr Wilson and Flood stayed all night but as the Captain wished to be on board and I had to make 
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out the accounts of Dawson and Showel who had asked for their discharge I returned with him 
between 8 and 9 am  

Friday 3
d
  Captain Hart and his son Alfred with Mr Wilson and Flood came off to breakfast after 

which we went ashore in the long boat laden with gunpowder, ten picules of which had been sold 
to a chinaman  

Mr Hart provide us with horses and, after bargaining for two that had been brought to MacDonald, 
we rode to the purchaser of the powder and received the money  
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I then endeavoured to ascertain whether there any regulations respecting the admission of 
strangers and could not find that there was any objection save the unhealthiness of the climate,  
Captain Hart promised however to go with the men to the Mayor of the town and hear on what 
conditions they could be allowed to stay.  

We then scoured the town in every direction in pursuit of every one supposed to be in possession 
of pigs poultry or vegetables calling first on the Rajah whose child was then lying extremely ill.  He 
had already lost eighteen or twenty most of them sons so that the lineal succession was 
endangered and with it the peace if the surrounding district  

He possessed we learned plenty of everything we wanted but could not fetch it in as out of more 
than a hundred people so many were sick that  
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he had hardly a man to bring him a glass of water  

We next visited his brother Maluta who promised to send us ten sheep, and a young buffalo, and 
coming back again went to “Old Gaspar” for the horses which Macdonald much to his discomfort 
had been putting to rather a severe trial  

I told him to let the horses rest and cool themselves before  they were plunged into the sea and as 
two others purchased from Captain Hart were then on the beach I sent Mr Phibbs Macdonald and 
two Sailors off with them, and as many pigs as could be collected.  

Returning to Mr Hart’s I found Dawson and Showel conversing with Captain Robinson of the 
Company’s schooner, whose advice was evidently making an impression on them  

It was now time for us to appear at the Governor’s and we went on board  
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to dress taking with us one horse the other having been let slip by Macdonald.  

As we came ashore again we met the long boat towing a young buffalo which it appeared had 
charged Macdonald throwing him on his back and nearly goring him, beside chasing one of the 
Timorese out into deep water and thus greatly diminishing the trouble of getting him afloat.  

The two remaining horses making five in all were now ready to go off and Captain Hart promising 
to see the rest of the supplies on board we went up to the Governors who highly admired the 
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sketches I had left yesterday and shewed me some of his own from Coepang and other parts of 
Timor  

He gave Mr Flood a herb which he said acted as a narcotic upon the   
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alligator and was often used for catching it by the natives, and another said to be an effectual 
remedy for the cancer.  

We took our leave as early as possible having to finish our business with Captain Hart, and found 
that one boat was still away to the Rajah’s at the West point for the hay.  

On going aboard we heard that a little craft under Dutch colours from Coepang had reported that 
two days after we left that port an English Man of War Steamer called in quest of us and sailed two 
days after, Our men asked if it was Torch and were answered in the affirmative  

I immediately took the small boat and went on board where I found that an English two Masted 
paddle steamer answering the description of the Torch had certainly been at Coepang but  
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though it seemed exceedingly likely to be her, they could not tell me her name and supposed her 
destination to be Sourabaya.  

This however must be a mistake as should it  prove to be the Torch my letter will direct the 
Commander to the Albert where assistance is most needed  

Saturday   October 4
th

  As soon as there was light enough to see the beacons we weighed and 
made sail, the pilots boat ahead towing us, and when nearly abreast of the fort and unfinished light 
house at the West point, met the little Schooner praauw commanded by Don Alphonso, and 
constituting I believe Her Most Catholic Majesty’s entire Timorese navy  

I took the gig and pulling alongside asked the news from Coepang but the Don who spoke good 
English told me he had not been there but  
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merely along their own coast.  

I sketched Captain Hart’s house at Malura as we passed it and while we drifted with a favourable 
current near the Eastern point obtained a view of the bold headland and little sandy bays 
composing it.  

The rest of the day was occupied in lashing up bamboos to make a stall for the horses in the 
Starboard waist, passing the sheep into the long boat and getting the rest of the fowls and live 
stock into the best order we could  

Sunday 5
th

   Having taken little note of time during the last few days I got up the saddlery and 
began to put it in order while the Captain shifted the mainsail till reminded by remarks among the 
men that it was Sunday after which the work in hand was brought to a closed and no more begun.  
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[Page 358]  

Monday 6   In the course of the afternoon while working alongshore with a light breeze from the 
ESE we discovered a small village with the portuguese flag over a mud fort, we hoisted out the 
small boat and taking with me all the gold and silver the Captain could muster I went on shore.  We 
hauled up our boat on a sandy shelving gravelly beach and passing some ponies and a small flock of 
goats and sheep reached the entrance of the fort before which a naked Timorese who had run in in 
a hurry for an old musket was marching as a sentry.  

I was met by a Portuguese officer and a half caste who wished me good day in English but beyond 
this I was obliged to converse by the help of a Timorese lad who had followed Captain Devine from 
his own country and who very   
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coolly told the officer that his late Master had sold him to me in Dielli  

I was told that the Governor had gone into the country and that in consequence nothing could be 
sold us till his return  More especially as I had not brought the ship’s clearance from the last port.  

Hoping to work a little on his feelings I allowed the Dollars to appear, but it was of no use the 
people were not permitted to sell, a fine fowl that Macdonald was bargaining for was taken away 
again, and even a fair lady on being asked for a kiss referred him for permission to the Governor  

A glass of water was all we could obtain and after sitting for some time in a palm leaf shed with 
stocks intended for the neck and hands as well as the feet in the other end of it  we  
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saw that in the close of the afternoon the brigantine had a fresh breeze from the westward of 
South and was standing in,  

We immediately pulled out to meet her, hoisted in the boat and made the best of our way to the 
Eastward.  

Tuesday Oct 7
th

  The wind being light and fair for Kissa the ships head was directed toward the 
portuguese fort but having a strong current sweeping us to the Eastward we determined not to 
lose any time but make the best of our voyage and she was brought to her course again.  

A waterspout in course of formation was seen sweeping before the SE breeze toward the low 
island and as it passed between us and the coast we could see the narrow tongue of cloud descend 
and join the whirling water, till having taken up its  

  

[Page 361]  

fill it shortened and was drawn upward not at once but in detached portions like the last flickering 
light of a dying lamp  

A praauw, Supposed (of course) to be piratical was seen off the end of the island and in the 
afternoon three whales appeared playing round the ship raising their blunt heads out of the water 
and ejecting a cloud of spray from their nostrils or elevating their broad tails and lashing the ocean 
into foam with their [indecipherable]      gambols.  I fired at one but very little of his back being 
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above the water the ball passed over him  

Wednesday 8
th

  We coasted along the chain of the Sermatly islands to the Eastward of Timor  

During the whole of this week I was occupied with the help of Mr Phibbs in fitting riding and pack 
saddles to the horses and making side bags  
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to receive the loads,  

One evening a booby flying round the ship swooped so near as to alarm the monkey and at length 
though several persons were on the quarter deck settled on the gunwhale of the dinghy where the 
mate struck it with a mop handle and it fell with a broken wing into the sea, the Captain attempted 
to terminate its sufferings but the ball passed over it  

Saturday 11
th

  We passed to the Southward of Wetang Baba and Mesala Islands which are 
somewhat misplaced on the local chart, I sketched them and took their bearings but afterward 
found them correctly laid down on the General Chart of Australia published by the Admiralty  

Four Sharks had been following us for some days and as the harpoon had proved ineffectual I took 
a piece of rod iron and made a  
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hook but none of them seemed hungry    About noon shoals of small fish were seen and presently 
large numbers of Bonito appeared far below the surface, in a short time they all rose and the 
whole sea was alive with them and Albacore leaping high out of the water in chase of the smaller 
fry or of the flying fish that rose occasionally.  

Hooks were bent on and baited with white and red rag playing in imitation of a fish upon the water  
The Mate caught one from the jibboom and I hauled up another to the Spritsail yard but as I was 
landing him in he broke off and escaped.  

Sunday 12
th

  The wind being now rather more from the South we shaped our course for Cape 
Wessel altering it or tacking occasionally  
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so as to make Southing and Easting too  

The hook was towing astern and one of the sharks forgetting his usual caution took it,  In another 
minute he was thrown upon the deck the sucking fish taken off and bottled up, and his back bone 
and jaws having been cleaned and a joint cut off for supper the rest of the body was returned to its 
native element.  

During the calm of the evening a large whale rose and played round the ship for some time.  

Monday 18
th

  As there was every probability of our making a long passage all hands were put on 
allowance of three quarts of water per diem each and as it seems likely from all the information we 
could gain that light winds from  
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the South would prevail in the gulf I commenced preparations for the continuation of the voyage in 
the boat, proposing, to leave the brigantine at Cape Wessel the Easternmost head land and by Sails 
or oars make the best of my way to the Albert River where should I be in time to meet Mr Gregory I 
could relieve his anxiety by informing him of the position of the vessel and prevent his starting on 
the journey to Moreton Bay with insufficient supplies  

The inflatable canvas being quite useless I commenced a pair of tubes to be secured under the 

thwarts of the boat and Cap
t
 Devine kindly undertook to stitch them for me.  

We made them by cutting off for each fourteen feet of canvas and laying on it as much waterproof 
calico  
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then Seaming the edges together, inserting one of the screw valves to secure the nozzle of the 
bellows, closing the ends and stitching a rope along the Seam  

I got up the charts and searched for indications of fresh water along the coast, but none appeared 
to be exactly in our way and we are not yet distressed for it.  

A large dolphin played alongside the ship all the morning sometimes within three feet of her but 
before the grains could be brought from forward he increased his distance    Still we could watch 
his brilliant colour, blue green and gold as he darted through the waves, springing at the laggards 
of the shoals of flying fish that we put up  
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In the ardour of the chase however he forgot to give Mr Graham a wide berth and the grains 
brought up a piece of greenish yellow skin six inches long and one and a half broad.  

Tuesday 14
th

   Captain Devine finished one of the canvas tubes and Mr Graham and Phibbs who 
had volunteered for the boat voyage made covers for their guns and my rifle  

In the evening Mr Graham struck a dolphin 26 or 28 inches long but from the darkness of the night 
the proverbial beauty of its colours was lost and though I procured a candle I could do no more 
that make a pencil sketch of its form which seemed admirably adapted for rapid progression.  
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Wednesday 15
th

  Light winds and calms    Captain Devine at work on the other section of the canvas 
which he nearly finished and myself occupied in arranging papers, making a shark hook getting up 
things requisite for the boat voyage and cleaning such guns as required to be stowed away.  Sharks 
and dolphins all round us but none caught today  

Thursday Oct 16
th

   Hoisted out the gig and cleaned the long boat, Calms all day light airs from the 
North at night,  Clouds to the Southward assuming the appearance of rugged islands, swell 
continually from the South West but the current setting apparently to the SE  
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Friday 17
th

  Shifted the horse and  
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cleaned out the wet stuff from beneath their feet led them back again and lashed up their stalls,  
The captain painted the long boat, and I was occupied in shewing the men how to make shoes, and 
making a pair of bellows to inflate the tubes.  

A fish about two feet long was under the stern this morning and nibbled at a piece of beef but 
would not bite, his dorsal fin was very deep especially in the hinder part making him seem as deep 
as he was long,  Four sharks have been following us for some days and shoals of dolphin are all 
round attracted by the small fry that feed upon our grassy bottom.  

At noon we were about 30 miles North of Croker Island and at  
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6 pm found no bottom with thirty five fathoms of line,  light airs from the North at night.  

Saturday 18
th

   Light airs and calms  great numbers of the purple hoelix or Janthina, supported by 
their frothy looking buoy were floating past us and several were caught   Found bottom at 35 
fathoms, soft blue mud.  

Sunday 19
th

  At dawn we saw Croker point bearing SE and as the water shoaled from 25 fathoms to 
18 the ship was put about and worked all day making short tacks, with an easterly breeze 
freshening at night  

In the evening a Dollar bird perched on the main crosstree, the captain shot it and falling into the 
belly of the Mainsail it fluttered over the  
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quarter, where though I tried to catch it in the landing net it floated away astern.  

Monday 20
th

  Heavy Showers with squalls from the Eastward,  The elevated quarter deck enabled 
us to catch a large cask full of clear water, and a quantity good enough for the pigs or for washing 
was collected from the main deck.  

For some hours we were able to make good Easting with a moderate breeze and a column of 
smoke appearing to the South our people shouted in extacies that the Torch was in sight but from 
the top mast crosstrees we could see that it was only a fire on cape Croker  

The wind headed us at noon and we commenced preparing the long boat when Mr Graham was 
seized with Symptoms of fever and ague and  
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was obliged to go to his berth  

A little calomel and jalap was given him and at night he felt somewhat better  
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Between 7 and 8 we opened the case of rockets and for trial sent up two and burned a blue light all 
of which proved in good condition  

Light breezes from the East at night  Ship standing off the land   A patch of discoloured water 
having been seen about eight miles NW of Cape Croker  

Tuesday 21
st

 October   Light airs from the Eastward, a shoal of Black fish round us of which Cap
tn

 
Devine shot one but none  
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came nigh enough for the harpoon  A small turtle was seen swimming near the ship but the grains 
had been mislaid and when one of the crew tried to pass the net beneath it, it dived and 
something, either a fish or a smaller turtle separated from it  

At night the Captain shot a booby off the flying jib stay and striking it with the grains as it floated 
past drew it on board  

Mr Graham was something better to day and the captain and myself were occupied in rigging the 
long boat nailing lead over the buts upon the stem painting her and stopping leaks until dark.  

T. Baines  
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 Mr Baines  22
d
  October 1856  

 11 January 1857  
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 [Blank page] 
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 Wednesday October 22
nd

  1856     

Every thing now being in readiness for our projected voyage and the continuance of the light winds 
rendering it probable that the long boat would have a fair chance of reaching the Albert River 
before the vessel, she was hoisted out rigger and left to tow all night a man being appointed to 
bale her in each watch  
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During the day we occupied ourselves in making extracts from the Nautical Almanac and 
endeavouring to obtain a rate for the Chronometer  

Mr Graham was now recovering from his illness and we now inly waited for the ship to close in 
with the land before we left  

Mr Wilson informed me that a monkey kept by Mr Phibbs, which had  
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been shifted from place to place while the boats were being moved had broken one of his 
thermometers, I expressed my regret for the accident and directed Mr Phibbs to take the animal in 
the long boat Mr Wilson however threatened to throw it overboard and I told him in such case I 
should not interfere in any quarrel between him and the owner  

Thursday 23
rd

  after standing off the land all night we tacked and in the afternoon seeing the 
carcase of some land animal in the water jumped into the boat and picked it up when it proved to 
be that of poor Jenny Minns the head and tail which had been cut off before  she was thrown 
overboard.   

We set our canvas and finding that the boat outsailed the   
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ship I ordered the provisions to be put on board and having given written instructions to the 
Captain concerning the movements of the vessel and to Mr Flood respecting the management of 
the party and the horses, came on deck to superintend the arrangements, and found that our 
thirty days provisions and twenty days water so filled the boat that I relinquished the idea of 
putting  in a few [indecipherable] to boil an occasional pot of coffee and took instead a case of 
spirits and a dozen tins of sardines  

At 5pm we pushed off, New Years Island bearing SSW 7 or 8 miles and the vessel standing off shore 
when as we were setting our sails the Captain Devine leaped upon the taffrail and shouted to us 
that tea was ready. we tacked and came under the stern, a kettle  
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full and a telescope were lowered down and again putting about and hoisting we hoisted the jack 
at our mizen peak as a farewell to our friends on board the Messenger  

Our first care was to stow our bread Sugar and perishable stores in a tarpaulin on the top of the 
water cask which though it rendered the boat somewhat crank was we soon found a very 
necessary precaution  

We then enjoyed our tea and set the watches I taking from 8 till 12 Mr Graham the Mate of the 
Ship from 12 till four and Mr Phibbs the Overseer of the Expedition from 4 till 8,   This nominally 
gave us each in turn eight hours sleep but in reality it was not so for the leakage of the boat and 
the wash of  

  

[Page 382]  
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the sea over her gunwhale rendered it necessary that one should be almost continually bailing.  

Friday 24
th

  The morning was ushered in by Squalls and heavy rain from the East,  At day break we 
saw a low sandy patch of land covered with trees to the SSW which though we could hardly believe 
it at the time, our average course having been SE during the night, proved to be New Years Island 
we continued our course to the SE but  or some smaller one perhaps in its vicinity for I am not even 
yet able to reconcile our course with the position of the islands as marks upon the Map  

We tried to take sights for the longitude but could get no true horizon and the rate of our 
chronometer was so uncertain  
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uncertain that they proved quite useless    

Our Meridian altitude gave 11. 21 South but from the sea that was running this was probable an 
error  

Shortly before noon we saw a larger island which I suppose to have been Mc Cluer Island, to 
leeward and were obliged to tack to the NE by N lest the strong current setting from the SE should 
drift us upon the Shore   We made another tack to the Southward and again to the North till 
finding that the sea was increasing and heavy squalls rising to Seaward I deemed it prudent to 
obtain Shelter if possible for the night.  we accordingly put the boat before the wind and running 
round the North West Extremity of the island let go our bow gun as an anchor under the lee of  
some rocks a large  
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[indecipherable] rocky islet to the westward in about one fathom, of smooth water  

Saturday Octr 25
th

  we weighed at day break and leaving the pelicans in undisturbed possession of 
their reef stood to the southward of the islet which now appeared connected with the larger one 
by rocks that would have been certain destruction had we attempted to pass between them  

With our Mainsail reefed and fore staysail taken in we worked between Mc Cluer and Giants 
Islands but finding as we neared the open sea that it was still as rough as before we passed over a 
shoal patch of coral and anchored so close to the former that we were able to take a small line 
ashore and fasten it to a bush upon the beach  

  

[Page 385]  

I gave Mr Graham my rifle as we had seen footsteps on the beach and sent him with the sextant to 
the South point of the bay but he was too late for an altitude –  

Meanwhile Mr Phibbs made a pot of coffee after which I walked along the beach to the South, then 
turning more East ascended a series of Sand hills with pandanus and hollows were I doubt not 
water was obtainable till I came to a headland on the East, I ascended the highest land I could find 
in hope of getting  a clear view to the North but could only obtain ascertain that there was distant 
land to the South and the cliffs of (I suppose) Giants island to the South West  

The whole Eastern or weather side of the island was protected by a reef with smooth water  
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between them it and the shore and in the perforations of the ferruginous sand stone cliffs I found 
three or four bamboo poles evidently cut with a sharp tool sat upright most likely long ago as a 
signal of distress for not far distant lay a plank three inches thick with dowels in each edge to 
secure it to the next,  A mortice mortice in the butt to receive the tenon of the other and raised 
pieces left in the thickness with notches for the end of the beams as is usual in the proas of 
Sourabaya,  Another piece bore marks of European tools. but the extinct fires in the bush and the 
footsteps along the beach appeared to be those of natives   

We embarked every thing before dark and stretched a couple of inflatable canvas tubes  
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kindly made for us by Captain Devine along the gunwhales as a wash streak  

Sunday Oct
r
 26  weighed at day light and stood to the SSE with a southerly current till we reached 

the land to the Southward and the wind favouring us a little we kept SE and SE by E along it it 
seemed to be moderately elevated sloping land covered with scrub and occasional patches of sand 
and trees, till in the course of the afternoon we came to the High Cliffs of Point Brogden we could 
find no place to put in and the wind being light we were drifted so close in that we were obliged to 
ship the oars and pull off shore till a little breeze enabled us to stand off for the night in the middle 
of which we encountered squalls  
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and showers little less dangerous to us than the rocks themselves   

Monday Oct 27
th

  at 3am we tacked to the Southward with light airs from the E by S and at 6 Saw 
what we at first took for an island but it proved to be a mountain some miles inland.  

Our Meridian Altitude gave 11 24 S which must have been some miles in error  

Mr Phibbs was ill eating nothing all day but at night I broke up a cocoa nut and with the husk and a 
small piece of a gin case made a fire in a tin dish and boiled a pot of coffee for him  

Mr Graham and myself were both tired out and after steering till I could keep awake no longer 
without getting much nearer to the shore I let go our anchor  
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anchor in 3 or 4 fathoms of blue mud and shells and brailing up the mainsail we rode till morning  

Wednesday 28
th

  Taking a dram of Spirits and a bit of biscuit we made sail to the North East but as 
we could not weather Sims Island and Mr Phibbs was still unable to assist us or even to eat we 
brought to in a little Sandy bay between two headlands of rock and taking ashore a tin of Sardines, 
Mr Phibbs fried them with a little bread and water while Mr Graham tried to catch a fish and I took 
bearings and sketches of the island.  

After breakfast we walked round the North point of the little bay and found plenty  
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of rain water among the rocks we took out our wet blankets &c and spread them out to dry threw 
away our salt fish which was breeding maggots and while Mr Phibbs collected oysters Mr Graham 
went to the south point to take the sun the observation was as follows  

                      88
o
  18   30                                 Mr Graham shot a small blue wading   

Dif for 10 feet                                                    bird which we stewed in a quart pot  
1 mile                      6                                        for dinner and I opened and broiled      
                       88   12   30                                 a trepang but did not relish it  

                                      2  

                       88   12    28  

                               16  

                       88    28   28  

                       90  

                         1   31   32  

 Dec S             13     9  

 Lat  S             11    37   28  

  

After dinner I went to sketch the island and found though I had  
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lined my chest and covered it with waterproof sheeting my paper was much damaged  

the Sea was running heavily outside and as Mr Graham was also ill I stayed till night when I hauled 
the boat out into two and a half fathoms and anchored.  

Wednesday October 29
th

  at day break stood out to the NNE and passing the western shore of the 
South Goulburn island made the sandy point of the Northern one and keeping more to the North 
ran across a good sized bay till we reached its western point  the land of which was high and 
covered with trees and pandanus, being anxious to obtain a good view I ran into a small cove on its 
S W side where from the quantity  
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quantity of pandanus I should expect to find fresh water but found the bottom so foul that I was 
forced to trip the anchor and run out   

we continued our course to the North and passing the point saw the land trending to the ENE with 
a green and broken sea indicating shallow water and a strong current setting us so much to 
leeward that we could barely fetch the point again and I determined if possible to work out 
between the islands   
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As we again crossed the bay we saw two natives on the beach who presently entered  a canoe and 
paddled up to a clump of trees went ashore and kindled a fire took up its contents to their fire they 
cooed to us but we did not land.  and pushing off their canoe they with a third whom  
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we did had not seen before, paddled after us keeping about a boats length on the weather side   

The canoe was of a single log two feet or thirty inches wide and a foot deep inside. She was about 
15 feet long and tapered to a good run and entrance fore and aft though her sides were quite 
straight the wood had split forward and a lashing was passed round to secure it,  

They Squatted cross legged in the bottom with their faces forward and paddled with rough wooden 
blades 6 inches in length breadth using a shell to bale, or breaking the head of a foaming sea with 
the bow paddle as dexterously as a cricketer stops a ball  
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Their only weapon was a long pole with an iron spike fastened to a line which they shipped when 
required, a turtle appeared upon the water and the bow man standing with perfect equilibrium in 
his little craft which in point of size resembled the much criticised boats in Raphaels Mira culous 
draught prepared to throw his spear but the creature dived too quickly.  

This fellow who was uncircumcised and naked as Adam in his blessedness, spoke a few words of 
English picked up no doubt from some whaler as he seemed to apply to us some word like 
Americaan  

I beckoned him near and gave him biscuit which  
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he shared with his friends and pronounced “berry good”  I asked by words and signs for fish but 
one of them thinking I meant water raised a shell to his lips and pointed to the south Island ahead 
of us   

Holding up a stick of tobacco I pronounced its name, and the bowman immediately answered “Yes 
berry good, tabacca, Me want him”  

I handed him the weed receiving in exchange a junk of boiled turtle and was immediately asked for 
a “pipe Smoke him”  

Phibbs handed one across and having been knowingly stuck in the lips of each it was carefully 
stowed in a basket carried by one of them  

  

[Page 396]  

The bowman pointed out that he could not keep close to us as the water thrown from our side 
overflowed his gunwhale  He told us his pickaninnies were on the island and he had one wife 
whom he would reserve for me and supply Mr Phibbs and Graham with plenty more tomorrow  

As we neared the shore they shot ahead evidently intending to receive us and half a dozen 
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“pickaninnies from three to six feet in height came down to join them but we tacked and continued 
working along shore presenting them with a knife and more tobacco to lessen their 
disappointment but they still ran along the shore and as often as the boat headed in stopped at the 
place where they expected  
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expected us to land and not till we had passed the end of the beach and stood right across from 
the island did they appear to abandon the hope of receiving us as visitors  

The shore of the North Island was shoal and rocky but at sunset we reached a little bight with 
sandy beach and bottom of flat rock and took our small line ashore to the nearest pandanus  

Mr Phibbs stewed the turtle but a severe pain in my bowels prevented my enjoying it and after we 
had hauled out for the night sickness relieved me of all I had eaten  

large flocks of Cockatoos passed us to the NW about  
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dark, and during the night I felt the boat touching, we lifted the anchors and poled her out and this 
time escaped with a more moderate shower bath than usual –  

Thursday October 30
th

  we shifted our provisions to render the boat more steady but dared not let 
down our bread which was already wetted, and reefing our Mainsail stood to the SE with a heavy 
confused sea green and breaking occasionally over shallow patches  

We made but slow progress till the wind abating a little we shook out the reef and at noon got a 

good altitude which placed us in 11
o  

38  9  the observation being 87  34 and the height of the eye 4 
feet  
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At night we reached the land somewhere in the vicinity of Point Hall and tacked again, between 
one and two I thought I saw the land under a heavy squall and put the boats head again off shore, 
thus avoiding the greatest strength of the blast, the edge of the Cloud however was coming down 
upon us the wind lulled the sea was smooth and black as a sheet of ink sparkling with 
phosphorescent gems  

One great wave rolled on but broke before it reached us, I called Mr Graham who was sleeping 
with his head to leeward and was  
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slacking off the sheet as the wind came down, a flood of black water specked as it were with living 
diamonds rushed in over the lee gunwhale but the boat came nobly to the wind, the water was 
baled out the mainsail reefed and as the wind lulled a pitiless shower drenched every thing the sea 
had not wetted.  

Friday October 31
st

  At day break a light air from the South succeeded the calms that had perplexed 
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us for the last few hours and steering East we ran the boat on a shelving sandy beach took our 
anchor and small line ashore and while getting out our cuisine saw natives coming from the SW 
where they had a fire  
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And girding on our revolvers we continued our operation,  Three came first quite naked, armed 
only with a sharp pole for spearing fish though they carried Knobbed sticks with a hook of bone 
lashed and gummed upon the end for throwing the spear but these were thin and rounded instead 
of being broad and flat like the womeera of the South,  

They were scarred as usual on the breast and shoulders and round their arms they wore cords of 
bark in which were stuck pieces of sharpened bone like the legs of Sea birds probably intended for 
spear heads awls or similar purposes and one of them had a small dog with ahead like a fox or 
jackall  
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They helped me to clear away the small line and on my shewing one giving one of them a hook and 
line and pointing to the sea he went to a sandy point and waiting till a shoal of small fish passed 
drove his spear through a large one similar to the Snook of Table Bay that was chasing them, we 
took as much as we required and returned the rest which they buried in the ashes of our fire, and 
being joined by four more with a boy of about twelve years and another dog, sat down opposite us, 
and demolished with great gusto all the bread pork, tea and tea leaves that we could spare them  

One of the oldest seemed to have lost a front tooth but as none of the others had, it is probable 
that this was the result of  
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accident rather than of any custom like that prevalent in the south.  

Of the dogs the yellow one submitted to be caressed and patted but the black snapped at our 
fingers though he did not distain to lick the platter like any home bred cur  

giving them some more pork and biscuit we steered to the North passing a little creek in which 
they had told us there was water.  

I am sorry to say that this morning we found our Chronometer and watch damaged wetted 
although they were protected by an additional leather case.  I dried them as well as I could but not 
being able to open the Chronometer the water penetrated to the works and rendered it useless 
the watch continued to go irregularly  
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irregularly but stopped so often as to be of little service to us  

About three we were standing ESE when we saw breakers extending from a rock outside us nearly 
to the coast, we attempted to land that we might ascertain whether there was a channel but found 
it too dangerous to approach we saw several birds of the kind called Boatswains by the sailors and 
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the craws of two or three of them appeared distended and bloody.  

The sea outside was so strong that we thought it unsafe to go out and thus make a lee shore of the 
reef, and we therefore skirted it till we found a passage nearer the shore  No landing was to be 
found and we had to stand on all night though from the confused  
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confused Sea the bottom was evidently bad.  

In the evening Mr Phibbs saw a large whale within fifty yards of our lee bow and shortly after a 
couple perhaps of fifty and thirty feet respectively appeared at the same distance on our lee 
weather quarter  

At ten we reefed the mainsail and at midnight being too close to the shore tacked and stood off for 
a couple of hours  

Noon 1
st

  Calms and light airs from the Southward  A dog fish had taken our hook last night and was 
hauled on board drowned  

At noon the wind came from the NE shifting to the NW   At three Mr Phibbs woke me to say that a 
Rocky island was ahead of us  
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I called Mr Graham wishing to consult him but he was too ill to give advice or assistance and 
thinking there would be a passage and perhaps as usual a little bay upon the lee side I went 
forward to clear the anchor and look out when I saw rocks beneath the surface.  I called to Mr 
Phibbs to luff which he did but others were now to windward of us and in a few minutes the boat 
struck,  We jumped overboard and exerting all our strength eased the boat down when she fell and 
forced her ahead when the sea lifted her dragging her from block to block till the water deepened 
then springing on board with our feet bleeding from the sharp Coral steered from  

  

[Page 407]  

the dangerous spot, Another rock was still on our lee bow and a sunken block appeared to 
windward on this last we touched but went over with the next sea and as we found ourselves in 
deep water the exclamation “Thank God” rose simultaneously to our lips and I trust that none of us 
were unmindful of the mercy of Him who had preserved us   We found the Southern side equally 
dangerous though the water was deep closer to the shore and the Island appeared to be a mere 
patch of sand with few bushes surrounded on every side by sharp and jagged rocks  

Leaving Haul Round Island as this inhospitable place is named we steered south and  

  

[Page 408]  

shortly after sunset rounded the Eastern point of Entrance Island at the mouth of Liverpool River 
and anchored in a little sandy bay with rocks on either side on the South shore.  

Here we found several stone walls about twelve feet long and two high with shorter ones 
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projecting at right angles so as to form fire places three feet square   over these were laid frames of 
pandanus or other wood no doubt for supporting the cauldrons of the trepang fishers.  

At the side of each was a mound of sand kept up by stones and poles covered with grass and brush 
and used I suppose as a platform on which to dry the trepang  

 A large heap of charcoal to sustain the slow fires required in the operation lay near, and  

  

[Page 409]  

of this and some loose poles we borrowed enough to prepare our own meal  

I had advised Mr Graham to sleep by the fire but as I was hauling the boat off he came on board 
having been tormented by the land crabs leaving Mr Phibbs to pass the night ashore.  

I had brought no medicines but a little quinine and of this I gave Mr Graham an occasional dose but 
a day of intense heat or a night of exposure was sure to bring on a recurrence of the ague  

Great numbers of large fish were about and one took away our hook but though I bent on a larger 
one I could catch none  

  

[Page 410]  

Sunday Nov 2
nd

   Hauled in at day break took our breakfast and Mr Graham feeling better sailed 
with a fine breeze from WSW and a running sea which seemed to come across the opening of the 
river to the South and diminished as we passed the Eastern point  

Our Water Cask had shifted while on the rocks yesterday and we now righted it again, and making 
a platform of the Gin case vinegar cask &c stowed the bread lower down and put all the weights 
we possibly could into the bottom of the boat.  

A reef appeared off the point of the river and the land though somewhat higher than we had seen 
for the last few days consisted only of gentle slopes covered with trees and occasional patches of 
Sandy beach  

  

[Page 411]  

Our Meridian Altitude placed us in 12
o
 3

l
 South and shortly after noon Sandy island was seen 

ahead, we hauled up a point to weather it but the wind increased till we had to reef the Mainsail 
and a heavy Sea getting up set us dead to leeward,  “She Must Weather it or Sink” exclaimed the 
Mate better have the whole Mainsail.  

Even this with addition of the weather oar which I pulled as well as the sea would let me was not 
sufficient,  We were obliged to go about and not wishing to exhaust Mr Graham when we might so 
soon have occasion for his skill and seamanship I took the helm and about four o clock put the boat  

  

[Page 412]  

head again for the island. It was for life now, and I steered my best looking at nothing but the sea 
and sails, availing myself of an occasional hint from Mr Graham and allowing Mr Phibbs at long 
intervals only to stand up and note the position of the island which to me was invisible  
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The sea raging over the Shallow bottom had if anything increased in violence but our little bark 
behaved nobly the island was on our lee and we had good hope when Mr Phibbs reported a rock to 
windward of it.  

The tide I think now favoured us a little though if anything it made the sea worse  about Sunset the 
island was a quarter of a mile to leeward  

  

[Page 413]  

and before dark we had weathered the projecting rock  

The Gun was now brought forward the cable cleared and wearing the boat round we ran in to find 
anchorage if possible but though Graham exerted his utmost skill we could not and finding that we 
should only run among breakers to our own destruction we hauled to the wind and stood to sea 
again.  

To the Eastward we dared not run for the Crocodiles, Cape Stewart with its reef was under our lee 
and Sandy island was somewhat to windward on the west  We reefed the Mainsail Again reefed 
the jib and set it to the stern head  

  

[Page 414]  

unshipped the Mizen mast and laid the boat to with head to the North, making, perhaps with 
Allowance for the lee way one knot pr hour to the North East by East.  

One hand of course steered another had to be in readiness to bale and the third endeavoured 
during his intervals of duty to snatch a few minutes of perturbed and broken slumber –  

Monday Nov 3
rd

  At four we put the boats head to the west and at daylight bore up for Cape 
Stewart.  A reef was soon visible ahead and putting the boat nearly before the wind we saw the 
Crocodiles to the South and South East,  Steering to the Eastward of the largest through a running 
sea  

  

[Page 415]  

that broke upon our stern and wetted every thing, we at length let go our anchor near a partially 
sheltered beach and standing in to the full stretch of our Cable Mr Phibbs jumped overboard and 
swam ashore, he walked round the Eastern point and soon returned waving for us to follow, we 
tripped our anchor and turning the point found a beautiful little cove with trepang frames and the 
wreck of a Malay canoe on the Southern side  

We spread out all our wetted  blankets &c upon the beach used one end of the wreck to cook our 
kettle and a couple of fish that had jumped into the boat during the night  And after dinner I 
walked into the island where I found Native fires with the   

  

[Page 416]  

remains of turtle and large shell fish, and saw that in mid channel where breakers had appeared, 
that black rocks and sand were drying out with discoloured water all round except to the East 
where there still appeared a passage.  
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Our Observed Alt. was 86. 43 height of eye 4 feet horizon 1 mile and the result 12.2.36 
corresponding very nearly with the map on which however as the south side of the island is not 
defined the following observations may be found useful.  

Direction of the beach NE and SW by S a quarter of a mile each way from the wreck of the old 
canoe with rocks uncovered at low water extending more that a quarter of a mile from shore  

  

[Page 417]  

point of an island to the Northward from about NNE to NE 6 or 8 miles,  Rocks in the Channel 
between it and the NE point of the cove   A Sandy island from ESE to SE little more than one and a 
quarter mile,  this however proved to be covered at high water  A tolerably high wooded Island 
from SSE to S by W one mile with a sand spit off its Eastern end and distant land probably the Main 
visible in the intervals  Point of the island on which we were SSW two and a half miles over the 
point of the cove the land between forming a deep bay with sandy beach and rocky bottom and 
perhaps twenty feet rise and fall of tide.  Two small  clumps like islands were visible through the 
opening bearing  

  

[Page 418]  

between S by W and SSW but they may perhaps belong to the main land  

As our water was getting low Mr Phibbs and I walked along the Southern bay and into a small 
hollow but though we saw a few pandanus there seemed no chance of obtaining a supply without 
digging and we thought it more economical to push over to the Wessel islands at once where high 
land was marked upon the Chart than to waste time in looking for it here  

We saw the track of a kangaroo and a few crimson parrots were flying over perhaps to drink at the 
Southern island   

  

[Page 419]  

Tuesday Nov 4th 1856   At half past       we left the island with the flood tide just sufficiently high to 
carry well clear of the rocks and skirting out to the East far enough to avoid the dangers to the 
North Shaped our course for point Dale with a breeze from the West South West. so fresh that 
during the night Mr Graham wished to make a tack to the south lest we should over run our 
distance  

Wednesday 5
th

  the breeze gradually died away and at daylight we found ourselves nearly 
becalmed off the opening marked as a possible strait upon the map but much as I should have 
wished to explore it, the service on which I had embarked would not justify the loss of time  

  

[Page 420]  

should no passage have been found through it  

Calms and light winds baffled us all day and by night we were off the point 6 or 8 miles west of 
point Dale, the heavy surf prevented our landing and I did not like working in the dark among so 
many rocks as appeared upon the chart, we therefore let go our gun in ten feet water under the 
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lee of a small patch of broken water about two miles from the shore.  

We put overboard a hook and a large fish taking it turned it twice round the cable then round the 
boats stern and rudder, slewed her broadside to the sea – two or three times he took the bait and 
we attempted to haul him in but the  

  

[Page 421]  

hook bent, and by the last sight we obtained in the uncertain light of the sea he appeared to be a 
shark more than half the length of the boat.  

Thursday Nov 6
th

  Being still becalmed we shipped the oars to pull round the point and if possible 
find a breeze there, when I saw an opening in the land and an indentation in the beach like the 
outlet of a small stream, we anchored the boat and slacking her in toward the shore I traced up the 
river for some distance but found only salt mud with a luxuriant growth of mangroves bearing 
clusters of oysters on their roots and no water except that of the flood tide which was following 
me,  Salt water vegetation appeared to extend inland  

  

[Page 422]  

as far as my eye could reach and I returned to the boat where taking on board the breakfast Mr 
Phibbs had cooked we steered o the North sculling occasionally with an oar in place of the rudder 
which I unshipped   

At length we were favoured with a breeze from the SSE and passing the rocks ahead saw the 
tongue of land called point Dale between which and the Main land appeared an opening said to 
have been discovered by the Macassar trepang fishers  

Our Meridian Altitude was 85
o
 25 height of eye 4 feet horizon 1½ mile low sandy beach and the 

result 11
o
. 39. 30  which placed us according to the chart about three miles into the main land.  

Passing three or four islands on our north we now steered for the opening I   

  

[Page 423]  

 

have mentioned but found so strong an ebb setting from the South East that though the boat was 
going four or five knots we could see by the rocks and branching coral beneath that at times she 
could scarcely hold her own, the passage appeared very shallow and probably is nearly dry at low 
water.  

The Island which we supposed to be point Dale is somewhat higher and more broken than the 
Main land,  Cliffs of dark red and brown stone appeared on the South side pandanus was plentiful 
and I doubt not water might be found.  

The Skeleton of a large whale lay upon the rocks and a native armed with a long spear cooed to us.  

  

[Page 424]  

About 3 pm we cleared the channel having been two hours in sailing less that half a mile, and had 
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the Satisfaction of seeing Wessel Island and knowing that we were in the Gulf of Carpentaria  

The day being fine I had busied myself in making  a drill to bore out the nipple of my rifle which had 
become chocked with damp charge, and having seen the fire arms in order with the exception of a 
broken nipple that I could not extract from Mr Grahams gun, I had the locks wrapped in flannel and 
stowed them in their covers beneath the seat which by experience we found the dryest place  

About Sunset we ran into a small rocky cove with sandy  

  

[Page 425]  

beach thoug on the SW point of South Wessel Island though had it not been for the strong current 
setting us to windward we should have fetched far South and taking my rifle I went to look for 
water.  A small pool lay at the foot of the rocks upon the beach but it was salt  by tracing up a little 
hollow however I soon reached a Clump of Pandanus with black moist earth which also had a saline 
taste but in a few minutes more I found a chain of small pools each containing several gallons of 
fresh water,  A layer of sand stone shelving down on either side so as to form a basin seemed to be 
the cause of this supply as though I traced the Channel higher  

  

[Page 426]  

up I could find nothing but dry sandy holes surrounded by Pandanus.  

I returned to the pool which appeared to have been used as a well by the natives whose camp fire 
still burning as well as the shells of turtle more than three feet in length were not far distant and 
picking up a large shell carried down a sample of the precious fluid to the Mr Phibbs who was 
cooking a tin of preserved beef and some fritters  on the beach and leaving Mr Graham in charge of 
the boat we took up our baling tub canvas bucket and kettle and filled them at the well  After 
returning after supper for another cargo before we hauled out for the night  

  

[Page 427]  

Friday Nov 7
th

  We brought down a third turn of water and taking breakfast into the boat, weighed, 
and with sails and oars endeavoured to make the best of an uncertain wind and unfavourable tide 
we were standing in towards the shore from which and a Rocky islet between it and the 
Cunninghams we were about Equidistant when we saw two canoes coming from the rocks and 
making for the cove that we had left on such a course as to overtake as before we reached it  

They cooed as they passed I ordered the firearms to be got ready but would not allow any 
demonstration of suspicion or hostility to be made.  

They cooed as they passed  

  

[Page 428]  

us and we answered them but not a word of either language was intelligible to the other.  We 
worked short tacks along the shore and saw them transfer the boys into the smaller canoe three 
men entering into the other and taking with them a great quantity of spears, which they soon after 
concealed in the bottom,  They soon after approached us cautiously shouting all the time and for 
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some time appeared to be trying their speed with us till finding that we could paddle faster than 
we could sail they came nearer holding up junks of turtle as if for barter,  

Desirous that no aggression should take place on our side I desired Mr Phibbs to get out some 
biscuit and thinking they might  probably have seen the English flag  

  

[Page 429]  

I set it on the Mizen.  

Mean while the canoe with one surly looking bushy headed fellow standing up in midships 
approached to within sixty or eighty yards and our good friend seeing no weapons in the boat 
shipped a spear that one of the others handed to him and threw it at us, grunting with rage and 
disappointment as it fell about ten yards short and ordering the rest to give him another and 
paddle within range  

A Shot from Mr Phibbs who had been waiting impatiently for leave to fire made him drop his spear 
and throwing stick throw himself with his crew in the bottom of the boat the latter end and heels 
of the bowman appearing most  

  

[Page 430]  

ludicrously above the gunwhale  

They were soon convinced however that this was no sufficient protection and leaping overboard 
began to tow their boat rapidly and as we were standing on the other tack were nearly two 
hundred yards distant when my bullet struck heavily on her side hitting at the same time the man 
who was swimming a midships.  the wounded man scrambled into the boat and the yell of his 
companions was echoed by those in the other canoe and on the beach  

Graham and Phibbs wished to follow and destroy the canoe, but thinking the treacherous attack 
sufficiently punished I refused to do so  

To convince the savages however  

  

[Page 431]  

that they were not yet beyond our reach I fired as they were landing at six hundred yards distance 
and my ball barely passing over the boat splashed up the water just beyond, One of them gaining 
the shore fled like an antelope up the beach but the other remained to assist his wounded 
comrade who staggered as he was led along, and I could not fire on a person so engaged.  

A man shortly afterward came down to the canoe and after a hasty examination retreated to the 
bush another did the same, and great indeed must have been the astonishment which the account 
of the novel terrors they had encountered was received at the Camp fire  

  

[Page 432]  

We picked up the spear, a rude stick eight or nine feet long with two prongs of wood lashed on 
with bark and for a while I felt almost ashamed of having fired in answer to such a miserable 
weapon, but the plan of the blacks was evidently to play round us throwing spears till we were 
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sufficiently disabled to enable them to board and knock us on the head, which had we been 
unarmed they would easily have effected.  

They have however received a lesson that will not be forgotten and some shipwrecked crew 
passing as is not so very uncommon from Torres Strait toward Timor may yet experience the 
benefit of this days action   

In the course of the afternoon the canoes were again manned  

  

[Page 433]  

but they seemed to be rather passing along the island than harbouring any fresh designs against us  

A breeze sprung up from the East and about ten we were nearly as far South as Astells island when 
we tacked to the North East  

Saturday Nov 8
th

  Light winds and Calms the East head of Wessel Island NNE 10 or 12 miles  

Our Meridian Altitude was 85
o
. 3 giving 11

o
. 53 South and a light breeze springing up from the 

WNW we steered ENE for the North point of Cotton’s Island.  

A large turtle appeared on the surface and we caught a small one about 4½ inches in length  

  

[Page 434]  

At Sunset an opening appeared to the ESE and the North point of the land we had seen proved to 
be Wigrams Island, we kept along the shore of the latter steering to the NE all night –   

Sunday Nov 9
th

  At 6 am wore to the SE no land being in sight and shaped our course across 
Melville Bay  At 8 Wigrams Island appeared bearing W and W by N½W five or six miles distant our 

Meridian alt was 84
o
 39 giving lat 11.47  Smoke appeared to the Southward and high land a point 

more Easterly we had fine breezes all night from the WNW and several birds about us of which one 
which appeared from its long red legs and unwebbed feet rather a wading than a true sea bird 
settled on Mr Graham and remained there for more than an  

  

[Page 435]  

hour though I was steering close by him as he slept  

Monday Nov 10
th

  At eight we saw high land supposed to be Mount Alexander W by W far distant 
we set our staysail to the weather side and boomed it out with a bamboo our Meridian Altitude 

was 85.30 giving 12
o
 55

l
 S or 68 minutes of Southing since yesterday the wind hauled more to the 

north at night   

Tuesday Nov 11
th

  At day break finding the sea increasing we altered our course to SW by W to 

close in with Groote Island   At noon our Observation was 86.19 Lat 14
o  

south the central hill 
bearing W by North   

At 4 pm we were abreast of the southern horn of the island the land was low and reefs  
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[Page 436]  

and rocky islands ran out to such a distance that I would not attempt a landing.  Several large 
porpoises were playing about us within a boats length and diving under us though I believe there 
was not two fathoms water,  I got out my rifle and revolver and attempted to fire but neither 
would go off and I was compelled to acknowledge the impossibility of keeping loaded fire arms in 
the boat  

Mr Graham being desirous of having a pot of Coffee I cut holes in a preserved beef tin while he 
thinned off the trail of the bow gun and with the Chips and pieces of Cocoa nut husk steeped in oil 
made a fire in it and in a short time boiled nearly two quarts of water,    Subsequently when ever 
the weather was fine we made either tea or coffee  

  

[Page 437]  

setting our furnace in a tin dish upon the bottom of our baling tub turned up, and occasionally Mr 
Phibbs fried pork and made fritters in the other dish,    An unlucky lurch once capsized our whole 
apparatus over the weather gunwhale but another was soon made and as we now Seldom 
required the baling tub we did not mind its becoming a little Charred and leaky.  

Wednesday the 12
th

   We continued to run with a good breeze from the WNW Shifting to NNE on 
the afternoon about the middle of which we sighted the Pellew Islands to the SW at 8 white clouds 
began rising from the SSE and at 10 we were almost  

  

[Page 438]  

suddenly becalmed.  

Thursday  Our Meridian Altitude was 87.16 giving 15.13.35 South or 73½ miles run during the 
twenty four hours  

Thursday 18
th

  At two we had a light breeze from the SSW and at day break we saw the Mainland 
to the Southward  At 6 the wind was more westerly and we were within 4 or 5 miles of the low 
sandy shores, gliding gently over the bottom on which we could see every alteration of the sand or 
rock or even large shells at a uniform depth of four fathoms  

At noon we saw a depression of the land to the SE by S which we conjectured to be Abel Tasman’s 
River.  

Our Meridian Alt was 81 47  

  

[Page 439]  

giving 16.1.34 but this as the coast trended so nearly East and west was no guide to our longitude 
at noon the wind was north  

In the afternoon we saw heavy thunder clouds over the shore at 8 it was nearly calm and at ten it 
began to blow gently from the E by S.  the boat broke off to the NE to avoid the shore which was 
now not far distant  

Friday 14
th

  At 3 we tacked to the SSE and at 8 made the land not far East of the supposed Van 
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Diemans River having lost four or five miles during the night tacked to the ENE with a strong breeze 
from SE by S.  At Noon our Alt was 87 34 30  

  

[Page 440]  

and lat 15.56.43 showing a loss of 5 miles in southing    tacked to the SSE the wind  gradually 
veering to the East then to North.  at Sunset it was calm and shortly after a breeze came from 
WSW where clouds had been rising all the afternoon and the direction of the coming wind 
indicated by the smoke upon the shore  At 9 after shifting Gradually all the time it blew from the 
South rather freshly  

Saturday 15
th

  After midnight the wind shifted from South to SSE and as the morning advanced 
more to the Eastward  

The westerly wind came late at night and acting in opposition to the other  

  

[Page 441]  

raised a very awkward and irregular sea so that we never knew on which side the water would 
dash over us, it shifted more to the Southward  during the night and the boat now being broadside 
to the waves required great care in steering lest some of them should fill her  

Sunday 16
th

  At 2 Am not knowing how far we were to the Eastward we hauled up to the SE by S to 
close in with the land and avoid running on the shoals marked near Mornington and Forsyth Islands  

At 5 we were so near the low sandy shore that we Mr Graham who was steering  

  

[Page 442]  

heard the natives cooe to us repeatedly.  We saw the Shoals beyond us but thinking to find a 
passage inside stood on till the boats keel began to stir the mud and leave a discoloured wake 
behind her, the Shore was low with Mangroves growing along it and the sand banks sloping 
gradually out for a great distance  

We tacked to the NW by N and again to the ENE but as often as we put the boats head on the 
Eastern tack were met by Shoals and heavy breakers any of which would have filled her  

About 3 we had weathered the line of shoals and though another appeared to seaward we thought 
it safe to continue  

  

[Page 443]  

continue on our course though discoloured and breaking water deterred us from standing as we 
had intended for Point Bayley where a native well is marked  

We therefore directed our course toward the opening between the South and second Forsyth 
Islands and with our lead going ran through narrow Channels of from 3 to ten feet water with 
strong tide ripples and shoals on which the water was now breaking so gently as not to disturb the 
wading birds that ran along them  

The islands were small and sandy with low cliffs here and there and a few trees among which I 
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thought I saw a few pandanus  

  

[Page 444]  

the passage between the islands appearing not quite safe we kept to the South of all and passing 
Point Bayley took the following bearings at Sundown  

Point Parker NW by N 2 Miles   Allen Island NE by N½N to E½S.   the SW Point of Bentinck Island 
being according to the Chart ESE 15 Miles and Fowler Island 7 Miles more to the East.  

Considering it possible that the Messenger might be in Investigator road and that if we steered 
during the night for the Albert we might from currents and the Monotonous character of the 
country be unable to find it till after our Meridian observation we steered ESE and   

  

[Page 447]  

watching as the Moon rose saw trees and low land defined upon her disk, we hauled up to the 
North for five or Six miles the Southerly tide having set us so far off our course and closed in with 
the point we had steered for then keeping to the East we saw the opening between and not being 
able to distinguish Fowler Island, anchored just before day break with Inspection hill bearing North 
half a mile  

Monday Nov 19
th

,  About 6 am we weighed and stood into Investigator Road over a bottom of 
large rocks with Coral, and a few fish darting through the clear water   And about 7 having 
ascertained  

  

[Page 446]  

ascertained that the Messenger was not there Steered S by E with an Easterly wind for the Albert 
River  

At eleven Inspection hill bore N by W½W 12 or 13 miles and At Noon just after I had worked out 
my observation which placed us within a few miles of our destination Mr Phibbs said that he saw 
either the land or the vessel right ahead,  

Standing on the water cask I could see no land but could plainly distinguish two masts with a dark 
object half their height looking like the funnel of a steamer but proving as we got  a better view to 
be the shaded side of the Mainlsail    

Shortly after the fore topsail  

  

[Page 447]  

appeared loose.  the sails were set and the Messenger appeared standing out to meet us with her 
Bargee flying and her guns firing at intervals to welcome us,  We hoisted our flag Red with a White 
triangle which from constant use has become the Symbol of the Expedition and in a short time 
were within haiI and learned that Mr Gregory had reached the Albert after a passage of 60 d about 
two months.  that he had started about the end of August for the Northern districts of the Colony 
with four months full Rations  
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[Page 448]  

and that he had left orders for the vessel to proceed to Sydney  

Also that the Colonial Government Steamer Torch had been at Sweers Island and opened the 
Beagles well for the expedition and had sent a boat up the Albert previous to Mr Gregory’s arrival –  

As we passed under the Messengers stern we saw that her keel was disturbing the mud below and 
leaving a broad discoloured wake  -  Our boat proved no match for her in the Sea that was then 
running and we fell astern   The Captain Shouting that he would  

  

[Page 449]  

pick us up on the other tack we went about directly and as the Schooner again came on saw that it 
was out of our power to over to work up to her, and were had almost determined to bear up for 
the Albert River when we succeeded in catching hold of the Gig which with a long Coir line was 
veered astern for us, the vessel could not heave to without the danger of being drifted ashore and 
it required all our strength to hold on, steer and take in sail but this being accomplished we hauled 
close up and a line being thrown to us I Climbed up followed by Mr Phibbs and Mr Graham who 
however found himself  

  

[Page 450]  

so much weakened that he would have fallen back but for the assistance of the Sailors  

We were most cordially welcomed by Captain Devine the Crew and pr a few of the Expedition Men 
and finding that for the last week they had been drinking water from the Beagles Well so Salt that 
it could not be used except for Soup or Rice, we reported that there was still a little in the bottom 
of our cask  

A Man was immediately sent down and nearly four buckets brought up which after every one had 
taken a good  

  

[Page 451]  

draught was fairly divided fore and aft and Cocoa nuts were served to everyone in the ship –  

I went into the Cabin where I found Mr Wilson and Mr Flood, and from the latter received the 
letters left by Mr Gregory and the Officers and Men of the Expedition At the Albert River. and by 
the Torch at Sweers Island  

By this it appeared that Mr Gregory and party had reached the junction of the upper branches of 

the Albert on the 30
th

 of August the party were in good health but two horses had been lost by 
poison and two had become unserviceable leaving an effective strength of 30 Horses.  His intention 
was to ride down to the Salt Water arm and there mark trees and leave other letters but another 
letter dated  

  

[Page 452]  
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Sept 2
nd

 stated that horses could not be spared for this purpose and that as the Tom Tough had not 
arrived and provisions remained for four months the party would leave on the next day for the 
head of the Lynd and Burdekin on its way to Moreton Bay in hope that it would reach the Settled 
districts about the beginning of next year.  

I was directed to remain in the Albert River till the 29
th

 of September of the present year and on my 
way to Sydney to call in at Port Curtis and Moreton Bay and inform the Government Authorities of 
the intentions and probable position of Mr Gregory  

The “Notice” On Sweers Island buried in a bottle 13 feet south of the centre of the Beagles  

  

[Page 453]  

was to inform the leader of the Expedition that the Torch was sent with provisions and despatches 
and to assist it with and her presence for a few days  

Not having found the Expedition at the Albert the Torch would proceed to the Victoria, where as 
well as on Bountiful Island she would leave a similar notice  

The Torch had cleared out the Beagles well for our use and the letter assured the Expedition of 
Lieutenant Chimmo’s best wishes for its advancement and prosperity.  

  

[Page 454]  

Nov  23th 18
th

  We worked up toward Investigator Road with light breezes from the NNE and when 
about half a mile south of the Locust Rock passed over a shallow patch of between 10 and 11 feet 
water we anchored rather far out the wind and tide being unfavourable for getting in to the 
Roadstead, and in the afternoon the Captain and myself with Mr Phibbs and some of the Crew & 
Expedition men landed at the low sand spit called inscription point, and directing the boat to pull 
farther into the bay went up to the Beagles well this we found in a small hollow about 200 yards 
from the beach and from 15 to 20 feet above low water  

the name of the Torch app  

  

[Page 455]  

and directions for the finding of the letter remained upon the Cross beam of the well which 
seemed about 15 feet in depth  

The water was brackish but so much better that when the Messenger was here last that all were 
able to take a hearty draught of it, still it was not good and we walked over to Flinder’s well which 
we found in a little gully about nearly half a mile farther west East   

A quantity of dry loose soil had fallen down and choked it but this was soon cleared out and 
pannikin after pannikin of muddy water was imbibed, according to the taste of the drinker either 
through his veil as a strainer or in its native impurity  

  

[Page 456]  

and pronounced delicious  
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A few hours sufficed to fill all the breakers we had brought on shore. the water which oozed 
through a layer of loose black soil lying on a rock of sandstone filled with shells becoming clearer as 
we proceeded  

Returning on board I received letters from Mr Flood and Mr Wilson requiring me to remove Mr 
Phibbs from the quarter deck and from the Cabin and reduce him to a level with the men these 
letters with the answers to them will of course be laid before the Commander of the Expedition or 
in his absence before the Governor General, but it is due to myself to say that they were written in  

  

[Page 457]  

an abrupt and threatening manner, that no verbal complaint had ever been made to me upon the 
subject and that the position of Mr Phibbs was not fairly stated in them he being treated by the 
Captain and myself as one of the steerage passengers whom on account of his office we thought it 
right to keep separate from the men and who therefore dined with the Mate at the second table 
had his berth with him in the steerage and in every respect was treated as an officer of inferior 
rank to ourselves –  

  

[Page 458]  

Wednesday 19
th

   Captain Devine and I went on shore to fill water taking with us most of the Crew 
and Expedition Men and leaving Mr Phibbs whose eyes were affected to assist the mate in 
breaking out casks giving chain to the vessel (which had been moved closer in) should wind arise 
and feeding the horses &c  

Our Dinner &c was sent on shore and I remained with my men on the Island     Sleeping in the long 
boat which as the sailors were not sufficient to man her was left on the beach and as there was not 
a stick or stone to moor to except her own oars might easily have drifted away with the rising tide 
but for its direction which being south was directly on the beach  

A heavy squall came from the South during the night with lightening but no rain  

  

[Page 459]  

During the day nearly all the men had carved their names on some smaller trunks of the 
Investigator’s tree and one invading the Main stem had made some unintelligible cuts two or three 
of which came across the name of the Investigator   I gave orders that, this relic of the Adventurous 
old Navigator should be respected and as it was now barely legible I cut the word afresh below it  

The Captain cut his own and vessels name and I carved the Expedition Mark and date  

Thursday 20
th

 Captain Devine was late in coming off having been detained by the squall which had 
obliged him to let go another anchor and veer out more than 50 fathoms of Chain  

  

[Page 460]  

the well was now cleared down to its rocky bed th a triangle of pandanus covered with a top 
gallantsail as an awning had been raised over it poles had been laid across for the men to stand on 
that they might not throw dirt into the water, and the man in the well was able to fill the buckets 
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as fast as they could be handed down to him  

At night we had twelve Casks some of them large ones filled and rolled down to the beach all these 
were becketed to a stout rope till they looked like a great serpent on the sea and the two boats in 
line towed them Captain Devine leading in the Gig and I with the Expedition men next the casks in 
the long boat  

  

[Page 461]  

Dawson enlarged rather upon a hint he had let fall ashore tha to the effect that he was working to 
oblige the Captain and was not sufficiently thanked for it  I told him he was working because I 
ordered him, that the party had been ordered to assist the Monarch in the same manner, that he 
would have to do it if Mr Gregory were here and therefore he should do it for me  

He dropped some expressions about tyranny and said they all wanted to have seen the “Torch and 
I told him either to go on with his work or refuse to do it and I would put him off duty, as having 
already given myself much trouble by being too kind to him I did not intend  

  

[Page 462]  

to play with him any longer.  

Friday 21
st

  Dawson and McDonald complained of illness. Recommended the first to lie upon his 
back, and gave the latter a dose of salts and some quinine pills, Fahey having a swelling on the right 
leg remained on board rubbing it with hartshorn and water  

Went Ashore with Mr Phibbs and the rest of the men and sent off water, Setting them to cut wood 
when not filling Casks –  

At night returned on board leaving Mr Flood ashore with the men, wrote an answer to Mr Wilson & 
Flood Stating that Mr Phibbs was not brought to their table nor into their company that he was 
placed with  

  

[Page 463]  

the Mate, and that  had no other place for him except that occupied by the men among whom I did 
not wish that he should be  

Saturday 22
nd

   Continued fetching off wood and water  

Mr Wilson gave me a letter respecting Mr Phibbs repeating his former demand and stating that he 
had been grossly insulted (referring I believe to the Altercation at the Montoft Hotel) and that he 
had found Mr Phibbs lying on the “poop” near the skylight.  I had already ordered Mr Phibbs to 
keep his bed forward of the companion, and as Mr Wilson said that I should also receive a letter 
from Flood I did not answer at the time.  

  

[Page 464]  

Sunday 23
rd

   put the mast in the long boat and gave the other to the men to go ashore with,  

The Captain Mr Wilson and myself Sailed over to Fowler’s Island where the Captain fired at and I 
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believe wounded a pelican, we found a reef off the South East point with deeper water inside and 
landing on the rocks found that the South End though apparently the highest part of the Island was 
really the lowest the luxuriant growth of the Mangroves giving it an appearance of elevation  

We found one or two planks of no decided nationality and passing round the Mangroves crossed 
the Island by a native path from E to West and Mr Wilson being a little in advance found a native 
well,  

  

[Page 465]  

We made sail touching on the rocks as we went out and remarked that large fissure four to six feet 
wide and running North and south appeared at intervals of 50 to 100 yards  

The wind was foul for Bentinck Island but it appeared to us that between it and the North End of 
Fowler Island there was deep water and that a vessel by judiciously choosing her position might 
shelter herself from any wind that could possibly blow.    

We dined on board the Messenger and in the afternoon working past the wells on Sweers Island 
landed on the shore three quarters of a mile north of them under a cliff which seemed to be 
composed of a material similar  

  

[Page 466]  

to pipe clay with reddish veins   

Captain Devine and I walked some miles to the North passing over plains with silverleafed iron 
bark, Eucalyptus and a long but shallow gully filled with green grass moist soil and Clumps of 
pandanus but we could find no water though we saw Several Cockatoos  

We returned along the beach as my boots had burst and the Captains shoes were so far gone that 
we had to tear up a handkerchief to bind them to our feet.  we picked up a plank carved with 
rosettes and other devices in panels   Also the bowsprit of a Chinese junk with a square balk 6 
inches thick with carved work on its lower side and ornamental cap –  

Mr Wilson had put found near  

  

[Page 467]  

the boat the quarter board of the same vessel which must have been of between 30 and 40 tons 
burden, this also was carved with scrolls and fruit somewhat resembling a pine apple  

Monday 23
rd

  I received a letter from Mr Flood stating that Mr Phibbs had insulted him when 
talking with me about he had been insulted by Mr Phibbs who when talking with me about the 
date of Mr Gregorys arrival said (according to the letter) in support of his own statement “Well I 
dont know but that is what the men say who have read the letters -- and charging me with having 
taken no notice of it  

The meaning Mr Flood seemed  

  

[Page 468]  
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to attach to the words being I suppose – that he had shewn the letters of Mr Gregory to some of 
the men  

The words actually used so far as I remember them were “those who have read the letters”  and as 
I understood them they simply meant that Mr Flood himself had named such a date as Mr Phibbs 
had mentioned  

For greater certainty however I spoke to Mr Phibbs as we were going ashore for wood and he told 
me that he did not use the word “men” nor did he mean to imply that the letters had been shown 
to them  

We kept the long boat going between the vessel and  

  

[Page 469]  

the shore with heavy loads of wood all day  

Tuesday 25
th

  Kept the long boat at work wooding taking ashore McDonald who was better, and 
Fahey  At night I remained and with Selby and McDonald took the gig with water casks &c from the 
wooding place to the wells while Mr Wilson with the rest of the men walked over  

Wednesday 26
th

  We filled three or four casks and the two inflatable bags we had used in the long 
boat and this done I gave the men the rest of the day    In the Afternoon the long boat came on 
shore and Setting up a target  

  

[Page 470]  

we proclaimed two matches the prize for each being a bottle of Spirits one from myself and the 
other from the Captain   Three shots each were fired from a distance of 100 yards and Selby one of 
our men was declared the victor     The next match was also won by Selby.  Showel and John Smith 
one of the sailors being equally second best.  

While the water and other things were being got into the boats, I wrote a statement of our visit 
and attendant circumstances and buried it in a bottle at the foot of the Investigator tree    While 
doing so a man came up to say that in consequence of the heavy surf the boats  

  

[Page 471]  

Could not be kept upon the beach without damage and danger of filling  

We hastened down and Captain Devine requesting me to take the gig I placed my rifle and pistol 
for security from the wet in the long boat and went to launch the other with the assistance of one 
Seaman and two of my own people,  we were obliged to hold the boat end on to the sea while Mr 
Wilson and Fahey who is no Sailor got on board then running her out as far as we could we shipped 
the oars. Mr Wilson steering and reached the vessel only a few minutes after the long boat  

The Cargoes were taken  

  

[Page 472]  

on board  with as little delay as possible. but one of the Sailors in handing up my pistol 
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unfortunately let it drop and lost it  

A heavy squall from the Southward came on at night and the sea rising considerably we were 
obliged to pay out several fathoms more cable –  

A day or two previous to this Mr Flood had given his report of the proceedings of the Party during 
my absence  

It appeared that from the 24
th

 to the 31
st

 October the winds had been from the East varying to 

South South East that on the 1
st

 Nov they were from the SSW and that on the 3
d 

a fresh breeze 
from the NW carried the Messenger  

  

[Page 473]  

round Cape Wessel and into the Gulf of Carpentaria on from the 4
th

 and 5
th

 they were mostly 
Easterly from North East to SSE and at dusk of the latter day the Central bluff (hill?) of Groote 

Island bore west 25 miles,  on the 6
th

 and 7
th

 the wind commenced at south and after veering all 
round the Compass set in from the Eastward  

After this it appears that the day generally commenced with light airs from the West with 
occasional calms followed by strong breezes from the North West at night though being farther 
from the land then we no mention is made of the strong Easterly winds we experienced  

On the Ninth the vessel anchored off Bountiful Island where several snakes were seen and a 

number of large turtle brought off and on the evening of the 10
th

 

  

[Page 475]  

she brought up in Investigator road  On the 11
th

 a party was landed to obtain water but found the 
Beagles well brackish and only a little fresh water in the Investigators they found three native rafts 
with paddles waddies &c on the beach  

On the 12
th

 The vessel ran with a fresh Northerly breeze toward the Albert and at 10
h
  15

m
  

anchored off the Mouth of the river in 2¾ fathoms, the Captain and Mr Flood went in with the gig 
to sound and look for the [indecipherable] which was to have been left by the long boat, they saw 
a number of Natives and returned to the vessel about dusk having been nearly swamped in 
crossing the bar  

13
th

  As soon as the SE wind and sea abated Mr Flood with the Second mate and Showel  

  

[Page 477]  

Selby and McDonald of the Expedition entered the river on the banks of which they again saw 

natives, and on the 16
th

 (15
th

?) reached the junction of the two upper branches having found 
nothing but Salt water from drinking which two of the men were knocked up  

Mr Gregory’s track was found on the plains of promise and his camp at the point between the two 
arms of the river, here also was found a letter and some trees marked by the “Torch” on the 

Western side were no marks but on the Eastern were trees and letters dated Sept 2
nd

,  And the 
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water was less salt than in the other  

17
th

 (16
th

?) Having been greatly annoyed by mosquitoes all night  

  

[Page 476]  

the party started with the first of the ebb tide and on the 18
th

 (17
th

) hauled the boat over the bar 
and reached the vessel, which getting under weigh for Sweers Island met the long boat in the 
afternoon,  

The discrepancy between this account and that of Captain Stokes appears to be accounted for by 
the difference of the Seasons at the time of the respective visits Captain Stokes having been up the 
river shortly after the rains and Mr Flood just before their commencement  

Nov 27
th

  Sent the long boat for the gun and the last load of water  Cleared the Ship for sea hoisted 
and finding one of the horses in poor condition and not worth the water required   

  

[Page 477]  

for his support hoisted him from below where the live stock had been put upon the ballast, put him 
over the side and shot him,  during the day hoisted in the boats hove one anchor to the bows and 
shortened the other cable.  

At breakfast Mr Wilson asked when I intended to answer the letters he and Mr Flood had given me 
I told him I would do so but had not had time hitherto He commenced remarking upon my 
conduct, and I remarked that as he had written to me I supposed he would expect a written 
answer, He continued to remark offensively on the manner in which I had performed my duty 
saying that I had been too much ashore when I had an  

  

[Page 478]  

Overseer whom I ought to have sent, and referring to the Hotel at Sourabaya Said that Mr Phibbs 
had insulted him. I answered that if so, I had checked Mr Phibbs at once and ordered him to desist 
but that instead of being satisfied with this he (Wilson) had continued to Quarrel with him accusing 
him of being my Spy- ,  And that I had a right to demand his reasons for coupling my name with so 
offensive an epithet   I told him that both he and Mr Flood had encouraged insolence toward me 
and insubordination among the men,  On which they Each Said that I was a liar,  Mr Wilson’s 
Position as an officer off duty rendered me averse  

  

[Page 479]  

to proceed to extremities with him but I was about to put Flood out of the Cabin when Captain 
Devine interposed and persuaded me not to do so  

Friday Nov 28
th

  Weighed at daylight with a light breeze from the NW  Stood to the South to clear 
Sweer’s Island then hauled to the East along its shore.  

After we had breakfasted Mr Phibbs and Graham went down as usual but soon after Mr Phibbs 
came up saying that Mr Wilson had presented his rifle at him threatening to shoot him  
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Captain Devine looking down the Skylight said he could not allow such things  

  

[Page 480]  

on board, and going below myself I saw Mr Wilson with a rifle fresh capped and with his right hand 
at the lock pointed across the table at the Cabin doorway  

I placed myself before him demanding what the gun was for and who he intended to shoot with it  
He made evasive answers but said in a threatening manner that as soon as a match he had inserted 
between the hammer and the nipple had burnt out it would go off  

I called Mr Phibbs down that I might see whether violence would be actually be offered and 
Captain Devine passing me at this moment seized the rifle, the muzzle of which I turned upward, 
both  

  

[Page 481]  

to assist him and prevent mischief should Mr Wilson discharge it, but after a short struggle he let it 
go  

On inserting the ramrod it was found to contain a charge which on being drawn was found to 
consist of a moderately thick wad of paper and about the usual quantity of powder, there was no 
ball, but the charge in my opinion was quite sufficient to wound a man severely at close quarters.  

I took charge of the rifle and placed it in my cabin  

I gave my stool to Mr Phibbs directing him to sit down and take his breakfast Mr Wilson snatched it 
from me and sat upon it I took him by the shoulder and put  

  

[Page 482]  

him off into the fore part of the Cabin, he attempted to strike me and once touched my lip when 
Captain Devine put him back upon the stern lockers while the mate kept between him and myself 
although for my own part I had no intention of using force unless obliged by the conduct of Mr 
Wilson  

I now directed Mr Phibbs to sit down and saw him served by the boys, Mr Wilson making no 
further opposition but remarking that though I was an artist I had found one more artful than 
myself  

Mr Flood referred again to the alleged insult but Mr Phibbs denied that he had ever said or 
intended to imply that the letters of Mr Gregory had been  

  

[Page 483]  

shewn to any person not authorised to read them, a statement that was fully borne out by my own 
knowledge of the affair  

Mr Flood insinuated that of course Mr Phibbs would deny it and Mr Wilson objected to my taking 
his word upon the subject, but I told him that unless he could prove to the contrary I considered 
the word of Mr Phibbs as good as his own –  
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During the forenoon I laid on the table the letters I had written, stating that as far as the position of 
Mr Phibbs was concerned my answer had already been given and that after what that he had done 
his duty while both his accusers were encouraging  

  

[Page 484]  

insubordination among the men and that after what had occurred during the morning I should not 
continue the correspondence.  Mr Wilson received his but Mr Flood declined to do so and I told 
him it would be the last he would have an opportunity of receiving from me  

At dinner time Mr Wilson withdrew from the table stating that he did not intend to sit with me, he 
was therefore served afterwards, and Mr Phibbs and Graham when he had finished.  

To dispose at once of this matter I may as well remark that on the next or the succeeding day, 
Captain Devine stated that he had received a letter from  

  

[Page 485]  

Mr Wilson requesting him to put Mr Phibbs forward I said that when the contract was entered into 
I had asked him and Mr Harris to keep Mr Phibbs separate from the men and that I was much 
obliged to them for having done so  

He then offered Mr Wilson his own cabin which was refused, and next suggested that, some other 
place might be provided but this after the violent conduct of Mr Wilson I considered it inadvisable 
to accede to.  

Just before dinner Mr Phibbs spoke to me offering for the sake of peace to take his meals in the   

  

[Page 486]  

pantry, I told him that I could not now order him there, that if violence were offered I would 
defend him at the risk of my own life, but that unless he would ask me to remove him in the 
presence of all who were in the cabin, and thus shew that the offer was perfectly voluntary on his 
part I could not have nothing to do with it.  This he declined and I requested Captain Devine to let 
the arrangements continue as they were  

Nov 29
th

  At noon we were in about 16
o
 30´ S and 140º 25´ East but though standing nearly West 

with the wind slightly to the westward of North the flood tide set us to the SW by W so strongly 
that we passed to leeward of Bountiful Island  

  

[Page 487]  

where we had intended to take in turtle and as it was too dark to work up to the Anchorage we 
tacked and favoured by the ebb. the tide running 12 hours each way made about a NNE course.  

finding ourselves on the 30
th

 in a about 15. 45 S and a few miles farther to the westward than on 
the preceding noon  

In the afternoon we got soundings in 26 fathoms blue mud and at 9 am December 1
st 

in 29 
fathoms.  At noon we were in about 15º. 8’ S & 140º. 5’ E with soundings in 33 fathoms  
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Tuesday December 2
nd 

at 8 am we found 36 fathoms and at noon were in 14º 33’ S and 139 30 E.  

Several large snakes passed close by the ship and I attempted to catch them in a hoop net on a 
long bamboo  

  

[Page 488]  

both the Captain and myself had them repeatedly within the net but their quickness in wriggling 
either a head astern or broadside on as suited their purpose invariably extricated them  

I fished up however several disks for I know not what other name to give them, of all sizes up to an 
inch and a half across and looking more like one of the old shirt buttons formed of which threads 
stretched from the centre over a ring of wire than anything else, they were of a very pale warm 
grey bordered with deep blue and from their edges radiated gelatinous tentacles equal in length to 
the diameter of the disk  

It was very difficult to procure them without  

  

[Page 489]  

injuring these but by turning them into a bucket of salt water and waiting till they had expanded I 
was able to lift a few specimens on blotting paper and drying them in the sun the tentacles dried 
up leaving their outline in red instead of blue and in so thin a film as to shew no more projection 
than the most delicate painting in water colours, the disk at the same time drying to the thickness 
of brown paper.  

We were nearly becalmed just before noon when I heard the usual invocation of “Holy Moses” 
repeated in tones of the utmost astonishment and complete with every other imaginable   

  

[Page 490]  

name both Sacred and profane  

The lee bow was crowded and springing into the fore rigging I saw somewhat ahead of us a 
creature so monstrous that from its bluff head I was inclined to think it a small Sperm whale rather 
than as its vertical tail proved it to be an enormous shark  

What we could see of it was of a blackish brown plentifully speckled with white about the head and 
fore part of the body and its mouth instead of being far beneath a pointed snout as usual was 
plainly visible in front of its broad head being about three feet in width with both jaws equally 
prominent  

Several small sharks from three to six feet long were  

  

[Page 491]  

in his train which was completed by a whole shoal of remorae of all sizes pilot fish &c  

The Sea Monster and his suite passing to leeward rounded to under our stern and while the 
Captain threw overboard a bait. I loaded my rifle with the intention of shooting the creature 
through the head as soon as he should be hooked and thus facilitating his Capture but despising 
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our petty temptations he circled round in indolent enjoyment while we forging slowly to the north 
left him gradually astern, So far as we were able to judge his length must have been about five and 
twenty feet and though I have seen one of more than twenty seven  

  

[Page 492]  

on the beach in Table Bay this with his strange and hideous form and numerous attendants 
appeared by far the most formidable creature I had ever seen actually afloat  

Wednesday 3
d.   

fine breezes from the E by S to ENE. I had made another pole of short bamboos 
fished together with four hooks at the end to grapple any snakes that might float past, but not one 
appeared during the day  

The water also was blue and deep and the ship way giving too fast for to obtain soundings  

A shoal of porpoises played round us, the Captain struck one but not effectively and I chafed the 
young skin off my hand  

  

[Page 493]  

which having been sunburnt and knocked to pieces at Sweer’s Island were just beginning to be 
healed  

Thursday 4
th

  wind about East lat 12º20’ S lon 138º5 5’ East Set the fore topmast studding sail on 
the Starboard side  

Friday 5
th

  Stiff breezes from the East, took in gaff toprail top gallant sail studding sail and flying jib, 
and after breakfast set them again  One of our largest casks of water had been gnawed and 
rendered leaky by the rats that most of the water was lost, and, as the quantity on board seemed 
insufficient for the voyage to Sydney I had the horses, four in number, hoisted up, Shot  

  

[Page 494]  

and dropped over the side thus saving about twelve gallons daily, I cut a steak from one and had it 
dressed for supper, and though a general detestation of horse flesh was expressed it appeared not 
to prevent others from cutting off slices and partaking of them when dressed.  

The Cocoa Nuts beginning to Spoil fast  I had the remainder handed up and equitably divided fore 
and aft – and with the Second Mate and another man Searched the hold for the Cask of Peas but 
could not find them  

At 4pm our reckoning made us about 14 miles E of Cape Wessel and Smoke appearing on the 
horizon we went on  

  

[Page 495]  

the topsail yard and saw the land shewing a succession of bluffs to the SE and following away to 
nothing in the opposite direction,  

Numbers of the purple hoelix of large size were floating past and we caught some the frothy bouy 
of which was four inches in length.  
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Saturday 6
th

  One of the men spoke to Captain Devine respecting the deck which leaked over his 
berth using at the same time some improper and exaggerated expressions about being able to 
shoot pigeons through the holes, which I did not hear though I perfectly coincided with the captain 
in his determination not to submit to the annoyances that had been attempted on Captain   

  

[Page 496]  

Gourlay  

In the Course of the Day, the captain informed me that Mr Flood was in the men’s berth repeating 
the conversation that had passed, I went forward and saw Mr Flood there, the crew confirmed this 
Statement, and Captain Devine when Mr Flood came aft the Captain spoke to him respecting it and 
I informed him that he would have to choose between living aft or forward, as he could not be 
allowed to carry to the men such conversation as he might chance to overhear upon the quarter 
deck.  

Sunday Dec 7
th

  light breezes from the South East, great numbers of purple shells   

  

[Page 497  

called as I found by reference (Janthina communis?) were floating on the surface The bouy or 
tongue of air cells being in some instances seven or eight inches in length, and the fragile shell 
more than an inch in diameter, the appearance of the little creature when floating in its native 
element was extremely curious, at the obtuse end of the long frothy tongue shaped bouy hung the 
violet coloured shell from which the different members of the fish projecting nearly resembled the 
alternately broad and narrow rays with which a star is sometimes drawn  

This exuded when caught a purple liquid partaking in some cases of a crimson and in others more 
of a bluish tint  

Warm and nearly calm weather  

  

[Page 498]  

appears to be the most favourable time for catching them but the Captain procured several 
Specimens during the middle watch a night or two ago  

About noon a stiff breeze with rain came on from the East obliging us to take in the Studding sail 
flying jib & Gaff topsail and run with the top Gallant yard on the cap and the main sail scandalised 
or with the peak lowered and tack hauled up so as to reduce its surface  

The rain continued all the afternoon the wind decreasing and shifting to the south, the west and 
finally to the North  

A large snake passed close to the vessels side, the Mate attempted to catch it in the net but failed  

  

[Page 499]  

I cast loose the bamboo to which the hooks were lashed and succeeded in lifting the reptile to the 
rail but so many people being in the way was afraid to throw him over and he escaped.  
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large flocks of boobys and other birds were seen resting on the water and beyond them a dark 
object that was taken for a tree a boat or a rock but which as it seemed to change its position 
faster than we could sail and rather if anything increased its distance before dark was probably a 
grampus or something of the kind  

We reefed the Mainsail and topsail but the threatening clouds  

  

[Page 500]  

clearing off during the night sail was made again  

Monday Decr 8
th

  Light winds from the North or NNW  detached clouds driving from the same 
quarter or perhaps more Easterly  

Sunday Dec 14
th

  During the week I got up my Easel and oil colours, and commenced a picture of 
our Meeting with the Friendly Natives between the Goulburn Islands, but the unsettled weather 
prevented my working steadily at it  

The squalls came usually from the East working round to the North returning nearly to the East 
next morning  Heavy clouds hung all round and continued rain generally fell at night  

  

[Page 503]  

On Friday, having had no observation and consequently no certainty of our position we observed 
patches of rock and sand beneath us altering the tint of the sea to a lighter or darker blue but not 
changing it as is usually the case to a bright green   We found from 9 to 11 fathoms on this bank 
which appeared to be laid down  

And were about three quarters of an hour in passing over it.  At Night we had a squall from the 
Northward  

  

[Page 504]  

On Saturday  After a morning of drizzling rain the weather cleared a little though the clouds still 
prevented an observation till some time after Noon, this placed us in about 10º 2’ S and it 
appeared that while hither to the Current had set us to the Southward of our course we were now 
Supposing the observation correct somewhat to the North of it  

Porpoises dolphins and a Shark were about about us during the day and the Captain struck one of 
the former but the harpoon line being too short and heavy merely wounded him in the back and as 
usual the shoal deserted us, I cut off about  

  

[Page 505]  

ten fathoms of our small line and brought it up to be kept in readiness for this sole purpose  

The wind on Sunday was light and fair, our observed latitude 10º 55’ S and Lon 127º E   

Monday Decr 15
th

 was ushered in by a smart shower that thoroughly soaked my blankets before it 
wakened me and as I could not improve my condition by moving I lay still till daylight  the wind 
continued fair and northerly to the North of East  
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[Page 506]  

Tuesday 16
th

  at day break a strong squall from the East succeeded by light winds and slight 
showers.  I spent the morning in painting the ship’s figure head (a female bust) and the Captain and 
crew blacked the sides and bulwark, during the morning we saw the land of Timor and at noon had 
a slight squall from the North East  

After dinner I finished my picture of our interview with the Goulburn Islands  

Wind light from the S.W.  

  

[Page 507]  

Wednesday 17
th

  Winds light mostly from the Eastward     Steered for the Strait between Timor and 
Rotti, wind freshening at night and the darkness rendering it difficult to see the land till the moon 
was high above the clouds,  

Thursday 18
th

  Passed over the Shallow Patch observed by HMS Satellite every rock or branch of 
coral as well as shoals of fish being visible in five fathoms.  

This Submarine hill must be exceedingly steep for we lost  

  

[Page 508]  

sight of it very suddenly and 50 to 70 fathoms are marked near it  

This patch appears to have been searched for but not found by the Beagle during her survey of 
australia and Captain Stokes thinks it a mistake   

Sketched Rotti Island as we passed  

Painted a figure of Mercury for the stern having already done two smaller ones for the bow of the 
gig  

Washed down and cleared up the decks for going in,  I gave blankets to each of the men so that 
they might have each a pair, and let the captain have such as I could spare for his crew  

Caught some specimens of fish sea weed &c  

  

[Page 509]  

On Friday December 18
th

 about Sun rise we cleared the Strait of Semao in which we had been 
becalmed and drifted by the current all night and were Standing in for Coepang when a squall of 
wind and rain from the Southward of East Sweeping over the town obliged us to tack off shore and 
Shorten Sail, fortunately it was of short duration as Semao being to leeward and obscured during 
its continuance, contributed the least taste in life of danger to our situation.  

As soon as we could set sail again we worked up to Coepang and had anchored in 7 fathoms off the 
Northern end of the town, when the Customs boat as usual came on board bringing our old friend 
Captain Thedens who informed us that the Torch had put in about a   
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[Page 510]  

month after our departure and notwithstanding my letter pointing out the situation of Mr Gregory 
had followed us to Sourabaya where Mr Watson the Owner or Agent of the Owner had sold her for 
72,000 Rupees twelve of which in Java are equivalent to a sovereign though twelve and a half may 
be some times obtained for gold  

The Torch we understood had been to S the Victoria after leaving Sweer’s Island and had found my 
letters but though these must have acquainted the Commander with the movements of Mr 
Gregory who was most likely to require assistance he seems to have directed his attention chiefly 
to the party on board the vessel and perhaps was not allowed sufficient discretionary power to 
retrace so considerable a portion of his voyage  

  

[Page 511]  

We landed during the forenoon and presenting our papers at the Custom house Met His Excellency 
Mynheer Frankel who had been appointed to the Residency since our last visit,  like his 
predecessor he spoke excellent English and received us courteously promising us any assistance we 
required  

Being now relieved of the necessity of attending to the supplies and the vessel being in such 
condition as hardly to afford ground for a complaint I began to look for opportunities of attending 
to my more peculiar duties and after one or two of the Natives had been roughly sketched I found 
a volunteer in the person of Mohammed Jin Jemain a Native of Batavia and formerly  

  

[Page 512]  

a Djakse or police magistrate in Coepang, he wore a light jacket of blue stuff without a shirt  a 
Sarong of che red cotton checked with blue wrapped like a petticoat about his loins,  European 
Shoes and a small round cap one and a half inch deep with two narrow gold bands around the 
seams.  

His features were regular and not unpleasing his forehead narrow but tolerably high his hair black 
combed backward and cut short his ears large and cheeks just prominent enough to give a slight 
excess of breadth to his face his nose was straight and well formed his lips not small and slightly 
prominent the under one being stained of a vermillion colour  

  

[Page 513]  

with betel by the use of which his teeth were blackened and corroded,  

his height was five feet seven inches his figure slender and his hands and feet small and well made  

He promised to sit on Monday in his best and as I express by stipulated strictly in his Native 
costume, for a fresh portrait  

In the Afternoon Mr Thedens called up a Semao Islander who was carrying palm wine in baskets 
(made by confining the returned ends of the expanded leaf of the fan palm) slung to the ends of a 
split bamboo   After purchasing and tasting the delicious beverage we persuaded him to stand for  
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[Page 514]  

his portrait in which I succeeded tolerably well.  

His features were not equal to those of Jemain  the cheeks and lips being more prominent and the 
nose wider  

His lips were not stained with betel but he held between the upper one and the teeth a plug of 
tobacco which projected from the centre like the stump of a thick cigar it was not lighted or even 
chewed but the flavour appeared to give him a quiet satisfaction  

He seemed to be between 17 and 19 years of age about 5 feet 5 or 6 in height and his only dress 
was a sarong of coloured cotton wrapped round his loins and descending to his knee with a sheath 
knife stuck in the waist  

  

[Page 515]  

The Captain and I slept that night in a new house which Mr Thedens intended when finished to 
open as a hotel with a billiard and a bathing room attached  

On Saturday we went off in the market boat and found the Coolies working well at watering the 
vessel under the direction of a Serang who spoke very good English who although he did not 
profess to be very strong for work seemed to be not a little proud of having two wives each of 
whom had presented him with a couple of children one as he specially informed us within three 
minutes of the other  

The water for the ship was obtained according to the  

  

[Page 516]  

state of the tide either from the pipe above the beach near the Chinese Joss house or when the 
boat could cross the bar from the river above the bridge.  

Several pigs had already been put on board as well as cockatoos and monkeys which last were 
rather distainfully looked down upon by Jacko, the only survivor of our former freight who when as 
usual encouraged to “Cook him” pounced tooth and nail upon an unfortunate green horn and 
seemed infinitely to enjoy a hunt after the parasites not yet killed by sea water  

 Strict orders were given that all these pets  

  

[Page 517]  

whomsoever they might appertain should be kept forward of the break of the quarter deck  

During the morning I took up my Sketches to the House of the Resident who examined them with 
great interest he had himself resided many years in the Cape of which I believe he is a native, and is 
related by marriage to a family I have the pleasure of knowing there  

He had previously held office in Coepang, and seeing a water snake among my sketches told me 
that while at sea North of these Islands where snakes of considerable size are not unfrequent, he 
had seen one which the Captain as well as himself considered  
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[Page 518]  

to be eighty or ninety feet in length and upwards of a foot in thickness. he was not able to describe 
it minutely but had no doubt of its Serpentine character, and though this statement may as usual 
be received with incredulity, I see no reason for disbelieving the positive testimony of an eye 
witness even though a nation who have had no opportunity of judging should take upon 
themselves to ridicule it  

In the afternoon I sketched a boy named Bakko or Badkok a servant of Mr Thedens he was a native 
of Daouw a small Island near Rotti, but beside his Sarong he wore a flannel Shirt of European 
manufacture  

  

[Page 519]  

and a Kerchief Knotted round his head.  He was said to be slightly disordered in his intellects but 
though somewhat extravagant in mirth and mimicry was always willing and ready to perform any 
service required of him.  

Somewhat later Mr Thedens brought in a Semao Islander named Klomon a fine well made man of 
about 5 feet 7   A bamboo comb with the end projecting over his forehead was stuck into his long 
black hair which he wore gathered behind his head and supported by a kind of scarf twisted into a 
loose rope  

He wore the Sarong as usual round his loins   A scarf of white bordered with red was thrown over  

  

[Page 520]  

his right shoulder and on his left, depending in front of his arm he carried a bag of dark blue 
containing what ever the he thought fit to carry while away from home       A small lozenge was 
tattoed upon his breast with molasses and gunpowder  

In the evening I dined at the Residency where I met the Doctor his wife and a Gentleman from 
Atapopa a Dutch Settlement on the North Coast not far from the Portuguese Outpost of Batao 
Gedah (the Great Stone)  

On Sunday morning Mr Thedens gave  

On Sunday morning Mr Thedens gave me such information respecting the Natives of the  

  

[Page 521]  

country as he had collected during his journeys inland the more important points of which I noted 
down a follows  

The Native name of Coepang is not known  that at present in use being merely the name of the 
first man spoken to by Europeans and applied by mistake to the spot on which the town has since 
been built   

Timor means East and Timor Laut North East, Neither of these are native names but being Malay 
words have most probably been obtained by Europeans from the Islanders to the Westward  

The Timorese call themselves Metou or dry in distinction from Europeans who are denominated 
Ooi or wet, and on entering  
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[Page 522]  

the native houses are accommodated with a seat.  Should a chinaman however accompany them 
his claims to be regarded as a man of the sea are not recognised and he is obliged to sit on the 
ground with those belonging to the earth  

The Island of Semao was peopled about 200 years since by the tribe who fled from in consequence 
formerly resided where Coepang now stands and whose Rajah was obliged to fly from some 
political disturbance he has now 500 or 600 people at semao and half that number at Coepang, but 
though there are five Rajahs in the vicinity of the town some of them numbering four or five 
thousand people they still pay him the compliment of  

  

[Page 523]  

asking his permission to occupy the land  

All these acknowledge the Netherlands Government as Supreme, but one old Rajah who like 
Hannibal of old has Sworn inveterate hostility to the intruders has fixed his habitation among the 
mountains to the North answers the peaceful propositions of a former Resident by telling him to 
keep out of his way or he would tan his hide and make a saddle of it  

This irascible old gentleman keeps an extensive seraglio on the mountain top his own house is just 
below and above it no man an any pretence whatever is allowed to shew himself  

The present Resident however  

  

[Page 524]  

intends unless he surrenders himself unconditionally to bring him down from his strong hold as 
soon as the fine weather returns.  

The language of the Timorese varies very much among the different tribes those resident near 
Coepang being hardly able to understand others at a few miles distance  

In Religion the Timorese have no settled creed but some of the richer chose a stone to which they 
pay a daily reverence and Should their wealth increase this is supposed to be the cause and such a 
man is referred to as  

  

[Page 525]  

having a very lucky stone  

When a Man is sick his friends assemble, and one measuring the length of his extended arms upon 
a spear grasps the shaft with the fingers of his left touching the mark and holding it horizontally 
across his breast places the point against the door post  

The assembled friends then ask what spirit afflicts the sufferer naming in succession all his 
deceased relatives until the holder of the spear succeeds in scratching the door post with the 
thumb nail of his right hand, in this case the spirit is supposed to have answered and the 
individuality of the invisible agent being thus established  they next ask  
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[Page 526]  

what sacrifice must be made for the recovery of the patient  

A fowl is first named which if the party be at all numerous fails to elicit a single scratch a goat or pig 
is then proffered and when the size of the animal seems commensurate with the appetites of the 
party the post is touched and the sacrifice proceeds forth with  

It is apparent that in this case the medium holds the answer of the divinity in his own power & 
every thing depends on the liberality of the patient or his friends for a man who would distain to 
chafe his nail for a goat or fowl will stretch his muscles to their utmost tension for a buffalo  

The people themselves know this  

  

[Page 527]  

but when taxed with the absurdity of the ceremony they say it is their custom  

The Savounese have the same ceremonies but have derived Some notion of religion from the 
Balinese, they revere an inspired prophet called Majepai and once a year at the Commencement of 
the rainy season that is in December they sacrifice a red male animal or fowl of any kind they chose 
to the Supreme being –  

Formerly the Timorese used to chose a tree before planting rise rice but and offer pigs fowls &c to 
the spirits for a favourable harvest but since the spread of Christianity this is discontinued  

  

[Page 528]  

In the course of the morning I met Mr Strobie owner of the little craft which had Sailed from 
Coepang for Hobart town shortly after the departure of the Tom Tough and Mr Wells his Sailing 
Master who had embarked himself and property in hope of getting to the Australian Colonies.  

they had gone it seems as far South as the latitude of Swan River when the Native crew terrified at 
the sea and dreading the prospect of cold weather insisted on putting back, the SE winds however 
prevented their fetching Timor and they ran for Sourabaya where it appeared the Tom Tough had 
been Sold for 13000 Rupees to Some Arabs who found when they commenced examining  

  

[Page 529]  

her timbers that she required more repair than they anticipated  

The “Alexander had then made a trip to the North Coast of the Island and arrived yesterday in 
Coepang  

In the Afternoon Mr Thedens kindly furnishing us with horses and a guide we rode out at the back 
of the town and passing several shrubs of a kind of Mimosa with a red flower came out on the 
beach to the Northward not far from a house with the word Solitude written on a board half of 
which was affixed to each pillar of the avenue gate  

In front lay two or three canoes and the wreck of a racing gig.  

A rock projecting into the sea stopped our farther progress  
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[Page 530]  

progress and striking again inland we took the Babao road for about three miles.  

The vegetation was now greatly improved by the rains bush fires no longer ravaged the country 
fresh grass covered the hills and Clumps of Cocoa nuts and other Spreading and Shady trees made 
the land appear like a paradise compared with the Arid plains of Australia  

We met Several Timorese riding toward the town both men and women wearing round Dome 
shaped palm leaf hats and the latter Sitting their horses in the manner of an English lady though in 
some instances they had no horn to their saddles and  

  

[Page 531]  

in others their weight served to equalise that of the packs with which the animals were already 
loaded,  

The saddles consisted of two rolls of palm leaf three inches long thick and fifteen long connected at 
each end by a band of the same just long enough to allow one to lie on each side the back bone a 
cloth or blanket was laid beneath and the whole firmly girthed round the body  

the bags with a hundred to a hundred and fifty pounds of produce, Maize Sugar &c were then 
lashed on and upon the lighter loads a lady was generally mounted or if more perhaps rode behind 
her husband.  

Others we saw afoot carrying bamboos palm leaves &c  

  

[Page 532]  

but their burdens seemed chosen with much greater regard to the capabilities of the bearer than 
those they laid upon their animals  

A Small vessel rigged as a Ketch and carrying Dutch colours was standing into the bay and anchored 
just before we reached the town    She had brought Sandalwood &c from some of the Northern 
ports  

In the evening the Resident held a reception in the portico of his house, but as most of the Crew 
and Expedition men were ashore and the Captain was anxious to get some of them at least on 
board before dark neither of us attended.  

On Monday I went on board and noticed while going off a heavy cloud like smoke hanging over 
Selaurs Moun  

  

[Page 533]  

with occasional sheets of flame rising from its sides, for which as the vegetation was now green I 
could hardly assign a sufficient reason  

Mr Wells had accompanied us on board and the Captain now asked whether I had any objection to 
his giving him a passage on board the Messenger, to Sydney and finding that he was able to do so 
without encroaching on the Accommodation of the other passengers I consented as I could only 
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regard Mr Wells in the light of an Englishmen left in a foreign country from which he might not find 
means of removing for an almost indefinite period  

After much delay Jemain who in common with most persons of his class seemed to think time of no 
value came to sit for his  

  

[Page 534]  

portrait he had replaced his scull cap by a red kerchief striped with yellow his jacket was of light 
yellow woollen stuff his sarong was shortened like a kilt and though he assured me his dress was 
strictly Malay his trowsers were strapped under European shoes, an innovation I have no doubt, 
though it may possibly be a general one in Batavia  

This with the exception of the view painted on board the vessel being the first time I had taken an 
oil pencil in hand for more than twelve months I did not feel so much facility as usual in Sketching 
but in the course of the afternoon I had completed my Sketch so far as I thought necessary at the 
time  

One of his friends who had been looking on for the last hour  

  

[Page 535]  

now volunteered to sit and though it was already late I succeeded much better than with Jemain  

The name of this man was Marpala a native of Macassar he was darker than Jemain and his head 
larger in proportion to his body. his lip was not stained with betel, he wore the same small scull cap 
with two gold bands and a little silver ornament on the top, and his long black hair was allowed to 
flow freely over his shoulders  

His jacket was of white calico his trowsers of red print with a small yellow stripe his scarf of red 
with I think a blue check and his height 5 feet 3 inches  

  

[Page 536]  

On Tuesday I proposed to Daniel a Rottinese in the Service of Mr Thedens to sit for me and with 
much good humour and some little pride he consented wearing at the time a conical palm leaf hat 
he had just made for me but finding that this was not his proper costume I subsequently altered it 

to a Rottinese cap which he had woven of strips of the same 3/4
ths  

of an inch in breadth the ends 
of which were worked into a fantastic wreath and then left spreading out on all sides like drooping 
plumes a foot or more in length  While upon the oblong crown were disposed a number of 
beautifully worked spiral ornaments that nodded with every motion  

  

[Page 537]  

His sarong was of a Greyish tint marked with faint red and blue and learning that the tribes were 
distinguished by this like clans by their tartan I took some pains in copying it  

On Wednesday Captain Drysdale an Englishman resident in Coepang who had just arrived from a 
trading voyage, suggested that I ought to add a few sketches of the fair sex to my collection, and 
soon after brought in his wife a lady of mixed European and Chinese parentage though with a 
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considerable predominance of the former her complexion was slightly dark with a flush of crimson 
on the cheek   

She was dressed as usual in a Sarong of black  

  

[Page 538]  

and orange made in Samarang and a loose flowing jacket of light print with sleeves gradually 
tightening toward the wrist where they were clasped by an ornamental bracelet, her slippers were 
gold and consisted merely of a sole with sufficient front to cover the toes so that it appeared 
difficult to walk without loosing them.  

I was also to have sketched her sister but want of time prevented me, this lady though of a lighter 
complexion wanted the transparency of skin and vivacity of countenance that gave such 
pleasantness to the features of Mrs Drysdale and altogether in dress manners and appearance was 
more unmistakably Chinese  

  

[Page 539]  

Mr Thedens brought in a couple of mountaineers in their native costume their long bushy hair 
standing on end wherever it could escape from the Confining handkerchief, and with pouches of 
rough leather for powder and ball strapped round their waists  

It was too dark however for me to work and I agreed with them to come again for a red 
handkerchief and some charges of ammunition each, but though they readily consented to so 
tempting a proposal I saw no more of them a Chinaman who supposed his market would be 
spoiled having probably dissuaded them  

At night I waited on the Resident who returned my sketches  

  

[Page 540]  

and informed me that two of the men had been to ask him for a copy of the report upon the “Tom 
Tough” with a view of protecting themselves from any consequences that might follow in Sydney, 
he observed that looking over the list of her defects he thought the men were right in refusing to 
go in her, I acknowledged that the men had a legal right to call for a survey if they wished but said 
that if a single generous feeling had existed among them they would have risked something to 
carry assistance to the comrades they had left in the wilderness, and his answer was that though I 
myself might have such  

  

[Page 541]  

feelings I must not look for them among my crew  

He advised me not to stay detain the schooner in Coepang as gales from the WNW might be 
expected with the New Year.  but rather if I wished to stay, to send her over to Pulo Borong (bird 
Island) on the North side of the Bay where the Government Gun boat was lying  

Thursday 25
th

 Christmas day  I accompanied Mr Thedens to the Church a spacious building near the 
Residency where I found a congregation of nearly 200 Natives and perhaps 20 or 30 persons of 
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European or mixed parentage.  Seats were placed for the former in the body of the Church but the 
Resident  

  

[Page 542]  

the Rajah and others were provided with detached pews placed against the wall.  The Male and 
female portions of the congregation were as usual kept separate   

The whole Service was in the Malay language but the Dutch version of the Psalms was sung by the 
Europeans both being conveniently in the same Metre, the “Angels Song” alone being sung in 
Malay only by the Children  

The Mid day was devoted to giving and receiving short visits from friends and relatives.  Mrs 
Drysdale now appearing in an elegant European dress and one excepting Chinamen and heathen in 
full holiday costume  

In the afternoon the Son of the Rajah of Coepang attended  

  

[Page 543]  

by two or three of his fathers principal men called on Mr Thedens, and as our stay was now 
drawing to a close I devoted an hour to sketching his portrait for which he stood in an easy 
unaffected manner smiling sometimes at any remark made during its progress by the men to 
whose care he seemed to have been confined  

He wore an inner and an outer sarong the former of red cotton the latter of white shawl shift with 
a rich border of deep red and one of his attendants arranged his Kerchief as it would be worn in 
paying a visit to another Rajah or to the Resident  

His Name was Paai or as Jamain wrote it  Faai  

  

[Page 544]  

and that his father Klomon residing in Semao.  

Friday 26 27
th

      The blue peter was hoisted & a gun fired at eight o clock but the men whose 
liberty had expired and who had been warned that we should sail indulged the hope of having 
another day on shore and in spite of Mr Theden’s remonstrances stuck to the grog shop  

The clearance having been obtained and the wind fair we were anxious to get to sea and therefore 
went in search of the defaulters but as might naturally be expected without success  

We then applied to the Djakse or police magistrate who sent a couple of peons with their bagge 
and cutlasses to track them up  

  

[Page 545]  

In a short time one of them returned stating that they had found the men, who had refused to 
come away and one of whom had threatened them with a knife as long as the peons arm.  

Taking him as a guide we found all five of the absentees, in the scattered suburb behind the fort, 
excited by liquor but not incapable of mischief --  And the black girl who kept the house getting me 
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aside commenced a detailed and voluble description of all that had taken place in her ho during 
their stay –  

Having ascertained however that the two Expedition men owed her nothing I ordered them down 
to the boat and the Captain succeeded in securing  

  

[Page 546]  

one of his, two others taking an opportunity to escape.  

On reaching Mr Thedens I found that Tom Tough the pet sheep and sole survivor of our Moreton 
Bay flock, as well as a Dielli ewe given by the Captain to his men was missing,  

Mr Thedens had kindly given me leave to let them run in his flock but the men not being satisfied 
had taken them away and were now too drunk to go in search of them  

A message now arriving from the Resident we went up and found him giving orders to the Djakse 
to obtain the assistance of the Military with their Muskets  

He shewed us the clause in a treaty between the Netherlands  

  

[Page 547]  

government and our own obliging him to render us assistance in such cases, and taking his sword 
and a peon with an umbrella accompanied us to the spot, where turning the corner of a small bush 
path we saw the persons and a number of natives taking open order, at the double quick before a 
stout seaman who brandishing a very practical looking shillaleh which being broken by contact with 
a native skull he exchanged for a pointed sheath Knife  

The sight of the Resident with his drawn sword however encouraged them and closing round one 
of the men was overpowered and thrown down the irregulars stamping on him as he fell which  

  

[Page 548]  

of course I endeavoured to prevent and asked the Resident to take his word to go down quietly to 
the boat this however he refused and the sailors hands were bound by the peons.  

I joined the Captain in endeavouring to get the Knife from Tom but this he would not give up and 
became more furious at the sight of Charley in his bonds the latter was cut adrift and led to the 
shore while the Captain and I followed with Tom who would not allow a black fellow to come 
within range of his weapon  

I now turned my attention to my own men both of whom were got into the boat one of them in a 
good condition  

  

[Page 549]  

to serve for ballast and the other so far gone as to be able to protest vehemently against obeying 
any orders but mine and to volunteer whether necessary or not to defend me against the whole 
island and to die wherever I chose to do so  

Meanwhile after another chase Toms Capture had been effected and the boat was shoved off her 
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drunken freight cheering vociferously at their supposed victory over a countless multitude of black 
fellows and we glad enough to get them on board without any serious accident which occurring to 
the crew would have rendered them unfit for duty or to the police would have obliged the 
Resident to detain us for the trial   

  

[Page 550]  

of the offender  

When the boat returned we went off through a heavy surf to our vessel but the wind had veered 
round to the North and west and the sea was setting more heavily into the roadstead  

The day was wet and uncomfortable and at the request of the men I returned the spirits I had 
taken charge of in the Morning, but did not think it prudent to let any of them to go on shore again 
to look after the lost sheep.  

Saturday 28
th

 27
th

 we weighed with a light air from the SW but heavy squalls obliged us to reduce 
our sail while showers and thick clouds obscuring the islands rendered it necessary to keep a   

  

[Page 551]  

sharp look out for their reappearance and spread our canvas the moment the wind was past  

In the afternoon it settled into an increasing gale from the West and West North West with so 
threatening a sky that as we could not weather Samao and the reefs extending to the west of Pulo 
Kera were close under our lee we deemed it best to run, while there was still light for the 
anchorage of Pulo Borong  

Leaving Pulo Kera * (Sandy Island) to our South we steered for Pulo Tikoes (Rat Island) and passing 
close to its Southern shore hauled up for Borong which lies NE E about hardly two miles from it  

Captain Drysdale’s Schooner which  

* Pulo Kera (tortoise island) the Sandy island of Captain Stokes  

  

[Page 552]  

had left the night before was already here and taking up a berth near her we anchored in 14 
fathoms  sheltered from the wind and sea by Pulo Tikoes and the North West point of the Bay the 
reefs of which projected beyond the island –  

Sunday 29
th

 28
th

  the wind still blowing strongly from the WNW rendered it impossible to go out, 
and a small white speck catching my eye among the trees of Pulo Borong I directed the glass that 
way and found it to be the awning of the Dutch gun boat anchored between the island and the 
main land  

In the afternoon the Captain and I with three men took the gig and passing a reef  

  

[Page 553]  

which extends to the SE round the Western end of the island and found the Gun boat a small fore 
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and aft schooner with a long gun amidships and two Swivels abaft, laid up for the west Monsoon in 
a perfectly sheltered strait between it and the Main.  

A Green Knoll of 50 feet in height and as many yards or more in extent afforded ground for three 
or four trees and under one of these was built a hut of Palm leaves for the accommodation of the 
crew  

The Commander a half caste who spoke an unintelligible mixture of Dutch English and Malay told 
us that vessels by keeping outside the pole erected as a beacon  

  

[Page 554]  

might round the western end of the Island in from 7 to 5 fathoms water and anchor in 3 fathoms in 
the Strait, to the East however the water appeared more shallow and I do not think a vessel of any 
burden could run safely through  

He told us that the hill to the N by E was Selamo and the higher one to the ENE Pritie, from this last 
flowed a river of the same name and fill in to the bay a few miles to the East, boats could obtain 
water conveniently but the natives were not to be trusted and a grotesque motion of the hand 
across the throat by a young naked imp of darkness indicated our probable fate should we attempt 
to   

  

[Page 555]  

replenish our casks there  

There was no water on Borong except such as was caught during rain by expanded palm leaves 
pointed into  the bung holes of a row of casks, but a glass of excellent water from Pritie was 
offered us to drink  

Pulo Tikoes he said had water but it was not good and the fishermen who inhabited it drew their 
water from a small river to the WNW of Borong where if we were not otherwise engaged on the 
morrow the Commander offered to conduct us  

On Monday 30
th

 29
th

 the wind prevented  either our sailing or going ashore with the small boat, 
Captain Drysdale’s  

  

  

  

[Page 556]  

Serang and crew were busy stripping the Schooner for the NW Monsoon  

Tuesday 30
th

 weighed at daylight the wind being somewhat to the Northward of NW and worked 
out between Pulo Tikoes and Pulo Kero approaching the latter so closely that we could see the 
white topped breakers rolling in upon the reef in a style that would have made small timber of our 
ship had we got among them.  

In the afternoon we cleared the Bay and were standing SW with Samao gradually drawing astern 
the sea was rolling in heavily from that quarter  
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Wednesday 31
st

  stiff breezes from the NW and heavy sea in the afternoon we saw Pulo Saora to 
windward and   

  

[Page 557]  

had abundant reason to rejoice in being so far from the Australian Coast as to clear us of all chance 
of being entangled by Scotts reef and other dangers along that shore  

Thursday Jany 1
st

 1857  Heavy squalls from the WNW with showers and a sea running as nearly as 
we could calculate from 15 to 18 feet in height, early in the morning we split our jib and at noon 
while the crew were digging away the ballast and to let the bilge water run to the pumps, the 
Staysail burst across the middle and though every thing was settled down the peak halyards broke, 
the gaff and sail sweeping across the quarter deck greatly endangering the Captain as he put  

  

[Page 558]  

the ship before the wind and rendering it impossible for those in the waist or forward to hear his 
orders  for some time we ran to the ESE but when the wind abated brought the vessels head to the 
SW and hove her to under close reefed fore and aft Canvas. in the Afternoon sent down the top 
gallant yard  

Friday Jany 2
nd

  the wind abated and the sea if anything was less but we were unable to look higher 
than SW by S and in the evening SSW. which allowing for lee way marked little better than a South 
Course –  

Saturday Jany 3
d  

wind and Sea moderating   Shook out   

  

[Page 559]  

the reep repaired damages and Sent up the top gallant yard  

Matters in the galley also were much improved and the cook was able to send in breakfast with 
some degree of regularity  

Course SSW wind W fine whole sail breeze moderate sea  

Sunday 4
th

  Course and wind as before, at  night tacked to the NNW to avoid running into too close 
vicinity to the Lively’s reef –  

Monday and Tuesday  

Continued tacking occasionally  our position at the noon of the latter day being 16.38 S.  119.46 E 
by which it appears that we have  

  

[Page 560]  

rather lost ground during the last two days a current having set us to the Eastward  

Wednesday  Still fine position at noon 16.49 S  120.0 E  shewing an actual loss of four miles which 
as the sea is now so smooth that I have been engaged all this week on another oil painting must be 
from a current setting to the E  
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About Noon the wind shifted to to SW but still light   the ship was tacked and headed to the NW  

For the last few days Selby has regularly and taken his trick at the wheel in place of one of the 
seaman of who is sick  

  

[Page 561]  

this is perfectly voluntary and Dawson has since followed his example  

Thursday 8
th

  Having passed to leeward of the Lively’s reef during the night. breakers were 
discovered ahead. and before noon we could see large streaks of light green water which from the 
mast head took the form of a crescent with its convexity to the NW. its Northern point being in 
some places dry with the sea breaking heavily on it somewhat nearer to us and to the SE of the 
outer reef was another shallow patch with deep water between them and an entrance to the E 
forming apparently a secure harbour in almost any wind the Shallow water seemed to extend 
about 6 6 or 8 miles north and south and at noon bore as follows North point NW by W. entrance 
W  

  

[Page 562]  

South point S by W. distant about 3 miles  In Shape it was nearly as follows its appearance to the 
eye from the topsail yard being as under   

                                 (SKETCH OF SHOAL)  

It is laid down as the Mermaid Shoal in latitude 17.3 to 17.12 and Longitude 119.35 our own 
Latitude at noon being 17°. 6’  

Our course was now SSE and as we passed to leeward of the shoals the water was sensibly 
smoother for the rest of the day  

Friday continued standing to the SSE and at night tacked the vessel lying NW by W which by four or 
five o clock on Saturday Afternoon brought the same ref to bear NE by E four or five miles  the 
adverse current  

  

[Page 563]  

having as nearly as possible neutralised our work for the last two or three days We tacked to the 
South and during the night were obliged to double reef our mainsail and topsail and split our jib 
from the foot to the head  

Sunday Jany 11
th

 The upper strata of clouds had been driving from the South all night, and about 6 
Am we experienced a calm followed by a light breeze from the South with a little rain, it soon 
veered to the Northward and finally settled into a steady wholesail breeze from the W   the vessel 
lying SSW our jib was got in and repaired the stranded gear replaced and sail made    our position 
at noon was 17 55 S  119 50 E or about a hundred miles from Redoubt Island.                                                                                       
T. Baines.  

 [Page 564]  
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[Blank page] 
  

[Page 565]  

M
r
 Baines.  

 12
th

 January   3
d 

April    1857.  

  

[Page 566]  

[Blank page] 
  

[Page 567]  

 1857  

Monday Jany 12  continued tacking and at night by the dark green appearance of the water were 
probably in soundings  Several jelly fish of a pink colour passed us  

The vessel at dark was lying SW  the wind being WNW indeed we generally remarked that when we 
drew near the land the wind came more from the North than in the offing where it was frequently 
to the southward of west, the fear however of getting down upon a lee shore prevented our taking 
advantage of this change and we stood off till morning  

Tuesday 13
th

 at noon tacked to the SW by S having made about 4 miles of westing since yesterday  
wind light at midday and fresh toward evening.  

  

[Page 568]  

Wednesday 14
th

  The upper stratum of clouds had been driving from the SE for some time and 
about 9 am thick rain clouds seemed approaching from that quarter, The vessel then standing 
about south with a westerly wind was put about and almost immediately becalmed  

In  few minutes more a squall came on from the SE obliging us to reduce our sail and scud until it 
moderated when it gradually worked round by East and North to West North West.  

Some rain fell but the seams of the quarter deck having been lately filled with Chunam made it 
greasy and unfit for drinking  

We had no noon observation but in the afternoon were in longitude 118. 54 and by account 20 
miles North of   

  

[Page 569]  

Redoubt Island  

Thursday 15  we had light airs from the north for a few hours and as usual when nearly calm a 
shark and dolphins were about us  

Friday 16
th

  In the evening tacked to the NW and finding the vessel lie sometimes even to the 
westward of this we [indecipherable] on with a fresh breeze  
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Finished my picture of the Java fishing boats  

Saturday 17
th

   Still standing to the NW commenced a view of Coepang Bay.  

Position at noon 18°.10´ S  118°.35´ E  

At night tacked to the SSW  

  

[Page 570]  

Sunday 18
th

.  At noon tacked to the NW.  position 18° 27´ S 118°.17´ E at 5pm our longitude was 
118° 13´ having gained about four miles, sky clouded moderate breezes, shook the reef out of the 
topsail, tacked to the SSW.  

Monday 19
th

  Light winds from the SW working as usual to west as the breeze freshened and a little 
to the North of west in the afternoon continued making tacks all day and tacked to SW by S and 
SSW at night  

Position at noon 18° 69´ S 118°.5´ E  

Tuesday 20
th

  At Sunrise tacked to the NW by W wind light from SW   position at noon 19° 4´ S 
117°.53´ E   

tacked to SW by S wind more west  

  

[Page 571]  

and freshening toward evening, at midnight tacked to NW,  

During this day or one near it got up a case of lime juice and distributed a portion  

Wednesday 21  At sunrise tacked to SW fresh breeze from WNW   position at noon 19° 40´ S 
117°.30´ E at 5 pm 117°.20´ E  wind N by W ship lying West, large streaks of sandy coloured 
particles called whale feed on the surface of the sea and many jelly fish a little to North, sea very 
luminous  

Thursday  22
nd

  Tacked again to SW, at sunrise the wind veered to NNE tolerably fresh, the ships 
course WNW    during the morning we saw a barque on our weather  

  

[Page 572]  

beam three or four miles distant and holding nearly the same course as ourselves, with Royals and 
flying jib and showing French colours she seemed gradually edging down to us but dropped astern 
and was out of sight by dusk.  

Position at noon 19° 57´ S 116°.35´ E   

The wind died away in the afternoon and shortly after sunset the captain caught a snake in the 
hoop net and threw him upon deck,  I put the bight of a piece of string round his neck and holding 
the two ends fastened them to the rail till the bottle and Arrack were prepared  

The snake was about two feet long the head small  the body compressed laterally so as to  
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[Page 573]  

be in the middle about two inches deep and not more than three quarters in thickness diminishing 
toward the tail which was an inch and a quarter deep and as thin as a ribbon  

The colour was very pale yellow or nearly white specked with light greyish brown.  

In consequence of the formation of the body the lateral motion seems more easy than the vertical 
and all the snakes of this kind though they swim in an upright position turn upon their side when 
they go down  

During the night we had light winds from the Northward of east  

  

[Page 574]  

Friday 23
d
  Light winds from ENE Set the lower studding sail on the starboard side course to NW   

Position at noon 20° 1´ S 115°.35´ E  

The sun has passed to the North of us but is still nearly vertical  

Saturday 24
th

  wind light from East working to the Southward,  shifted the Studding sails to the 
larboard side     afternoon calm  

position at noon 20° 1´ S 114°.51´ E    

5pm wind SW at night nearly W fresh breeze, hauled to the wind under plain canvas, At ten tacked 
to SSW  

Sunday 25
th

  Wind  West course South South West, longitude as before   at sunset tacked in 21° 10´ 
S  

  

[Page 575]  

Monday 26  light airs from East and calms  lat at noon 21°. 55´  

Fresh breeze from E hauling to the North, Sunset calm, with Thunder and threatening clouds after 
which the wind came from the west, Stood to the North and at eight tacked to S by W    longitude 
at 4 pm 114°.21´ E  at 5 pm 114°.15´ 30" E    

Tuesday 27  Nearly calm with light airs from the North  

position at noon 21° 27´ S 114° 0´ E  Afternoon wind changing to NW                                                                                    

Position at 5 pm  21°.37´ S 113° 48´ E  wind changing to west, at midnight tacked to the Northward  

Wednesday 28
th

  Course West    wind fresh SSW but during the   

  

[Page 576]  

morning shifting to SSE allowing us to lie sometimes nearly SW with a heavy irregular sea from the 
South West meeting the ship and making her plunge violently  

This morning the fid of the fore top mast was found to be broken  A heel rope was rove and hove 
taut and a lashing passed under the heel of the mast  
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The foremast head shewing signs of weakness and being apparently cut into by the shrouds on 
either side a spar was passed up through the after part of the top and lashed to the mast to 
strengthen it  

In the afternoon the wind came again from the south   

position at noon 22° 1´ S 113° 0´ E    

  

[Page 577]  

Thursday 29
th

  wind S by E sea moderating, set the jib top gallant sail and gaff topsail  

position at noon 22° 18´ S 111° 6´ E  at 5 pm  110° 56´ E  course WSW.  

Friday 30
th

  position at noon 22  38 S 109. 24  E    

Wind about South varying a little   

Mr Phibbs and people employed in getting up our bread, spreading it to air and throwing away the 
damaged portion which from damp and loss by rats eating the bags was considerable  

Found some of our rice bags leaky from holes gnawed in them by rats, and put the remainder of 
the contents into sounder bags  

Moved different things out of  

  

[Page 578]  

the wings where they were liable to get wet by the water blown up through the skin, to drier 
places  

Found our horse rugs wet and as there were seven in the bale I lent one to each of the men,  The 
weather for some time past has been too rough to go on painting and at every lurch the water in 
the vessel spirts in little fountains through the inner sheathing terrifying some of the men who 
think it is actually running in from the sea and are now ready to declare that the Tom Tough never 
was half so bad  

Saturday 31
st

  wind South varying a point each way  Sea smoother.  Sky clouded  

  

[Page 579]  

position at noon 22° 58´ S 107° 50´ E    

Men employed in shifting rice from bags into the only cask we have empty, Ships crew cleaning the 
boats  

Sunday Feby 1
st

  At 6 am tacked to the SE at 8 tacked to SW at noon tacked to SW the wind being 
more favourable on the Eastern tack in the morning and on the western at night  

Position at noon 23° 28´ S 106° 53´ E  approximate  

Monday 2nd  Heavy swell from the South, clouds thick to the SW  split the top gallantsail and sent 
up a new one, Afternoon took in the top gallantsail and reefed the top sail, Served lime juice to the 
men  
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[Page 580]  

Position at noon 25° 10´ S 104° 19´ E    

Monday 2
nd

  Course SW   wind SSE fresh, Sea moderate, sky tolerably clear  The vessel makes her 
course nearly good shewing little or no current  

Position at noon 24° 12´ S 105° 56´ E    

Tuesday 3
d   

A heavy Sea from the South, clouds thick to SW, Split the topgallantsail and sent up 
another  

Position at noon 25° 10´ S 104° 19 E  

took in the topgallantsail and at night reefed the topsail Served lime juice to the men for the 
ensuing week.  

Wednesday 4
th

   Shook the reef out of the topsail & set the topgsallantsail,  
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a very disagreeable and confused sea making the ship jump and diminishing her speed, wind from 
SE to SSE, course from SSW to SW by S  

Lat at noon 26° 2´ S  

Thursday 5
th

  Light breezes and more moderate sea, Got up my painting materials, and set Phibbs 
and Macdonald to overhaul and clean the saddles and harness, and Fahy to cast some bullets  

Lat 26° 42´ S  

Course SW by S and SSW, at sunset broke off to, W.  at night came up to S by W and S by E  

Friday 6  Light breezes moderate sea   wind SE   course SSW, Cool and clouded  

Position at noon 27° 30´ S 100° 50´ E    

  

 [Page 582]  

Saturday 7
th

  Light breeze smooth sea, wind SE varying a point either way  Sky clouded  

position at noon 28° 30´ S  Lon by aoc 100° 10´ E    

wind freshening a little at night course SW by S  

Sunday 8
th

  Pleasant wholesail breeze, sky clear with detached fleecy clouds  

position at noon 30.3 S  98 52 E    

Sky completely overcast with a thin stratum of clouds which broke up during the afternoon, wind 
ESE  course S and S by E  

Monday 9
th

  About Midnight the wind failed and a light breeze came from the NW but scarcely 
enough to give the ship steerage way, during the day it freshened a little and the studding sails 
were set on the Starboard side  
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Position at noon 30.35 S  99° 6´ E    

  

[Page 583]  

Morning clouded noon clear  

People employed in the hold, sent up my case of frames and began stretching and packing up my 
pictures as the unsettled state of the weather will most likely soon preclude my working any more 
on deck, found that the cockroaches had eaten the corks out of my oil bottles and the contents of 
some were completely lost  

Tuesday 10
th

 Light breezes from North varying four points each way   course about SE  Morning 
clouded  Midday clear  

Lat at noon 30° 57´ S    

Evening calm, night wind from N and NNE  

  

[Page 584]  

Wednesday 11
th

  clouded and calm,  Forenoon light breezes from NW  Midday clear and warm  

position at noon 31 21   100 40   Evening calm  

Thursday 12
th

 Morning Sky covered with a thin general stratum of cloud  light airs from N to NW 
and calms  

After breakfast we sighted a bark steering toward us or about SE but as she came near enough for 
us to see her hull she hauled to the North East and from the appearance of men at the mast heads 
and the little canvas she displayed was supposed to be a whaler or at all events not a ship in a great 
hurry to make a passage,  

  

[Page 585]  

After a time she tacked and steered toward us, and hoping to avoid the necessity of putting in to 
any intermediate port for water we tacked to meet her.  

About noon a boat was seen to leave her under canvas, and in about an hour was close enough for 
the Cognoscente to determine that she was a Yankee whaler, which was soon after confirmed by 
the officer in charge  

The barque proved to be the “Mechanic of Newport RI.”  Sixty days from Geographe Bay in the 
vicinity of Cape Leewin   With her casks as usual filled with fresh water for the double purpose of 
serving a ballast to the ship and keeping them in good order for the reception of   

  

[Page 586]  

oil,  

Captain Devine went on board and in a short time the boat came back for four empty casks and a 
couple of pigs that had been littered a month or two since on board the Messenger, to this I added 
about 50 lbs of tamarind and went with the boat on board the whaler       
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She appeared a fine roomy barque of between 200 and 300 tons, with four boats on davits and two 
more upon the beams, and as usual with the South Sea Ships a regular brick built furnace before 
the main hatch supported the copper in which the oil was tried  

The Captain was a middle aged man of pleasant unassuming manners, and with the greatest  

  

[Page 587]  

kindness not only gave us the water but with his own boat and crew received the casks from our 
vessel filled them and brought them along side again  A Service we should have been ashamed to 
accept had not his boats been so much more conveniently hoisted or lowered and his crew so 
much better able to handle them than ours,  

He gave us several newspapers   Some of the them the Illustrated London others American pictorial 
papers of rather inferior style and  Many of them rather periodical broad sheets filled with Such 
tales as “The Queen of the Sea chapter XXXVII, to be continued   and some of a more serious 
character  

  

[Page 588]  

as “The Sunday School Advocate” & the last it may be remarked was on better paper, was superior 
in its wood cuts and general getting up, and apparently had been much less handled than the rest, 
though in character it coincided with many of the volumes in the Captains library –  

We Sent back a few of our own well thumbed volumes and at the pressing request of the cabin boy 
a monkey, and parting with mutual good wishes kept our course again  

Friday 13
th

  Wind Southerly   fresh breezes  Morning and evening clouded  Midday tolerably clear  

Position at noon 31° 57´ S  101° 8´ E    
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Saturday 14
th

  Wind SSE course E  sky clouded, Single reefed topsail and took in gaff topsail at night  

Sunday 15
th

  Wind SE by S  course E½S to ENE  Saw a barque bearing SE by S standing to SW  At 
nine tacked to SW, set gaff topsail and topgallantsail   

Lat at noon 31° 5´ S    

Monday 16  Wind SSE fresh  course SW  The chain bobstay parted near the stem, kept the ship 
away about an hour to allow of its being repaired  

32 4 S  102° 8´ E    

Sky clouded Sea strong but regular  

Tuesday 17  course SSW breaking off SW by S wind not quite so strong Sky clouded   Albatross seen  

Lat at noon 38° 16´ S    

  

[Page 590]  
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Wednesday 18  At 6 p a m tacked to the SE  Wind SSW but hauling again to the E of S at 8 tacked to 
the SW the wind died away but the Ship was kept SE  

Lat at noon 34° 9´ S    

Breeze freshening toward evening and coming from South and SSE  course E to ESE  

Thursday 19
th

  Wind S to SSE  course E to ESE   few detatched clouds fresh breezes regular sea  8 
tacked to the WSW, 10 tacked to ESE  

Lat at noon 33 59  

At 3 p m   Squalls with rain from the S, wore ship to the SW,  Double reefed the topsail and mainsail 
and took in all else except the foretopmast staysail  

  

[Page 591]  

the ship making little better than a west course during the violence of the squalls  

Friday 20
th

  Wind Strong from the SE and ESE the ship lying some times nearly south but of course 
making lee way to the westward  the Sea rising,  

Some of our large cases got adrift in the hold  people employed in replacing them, Captain 
employed all day in mending the foresail  

Approx lat at noon 34 31  

At 5pm reefed the foresail and set it  

Saturday 21  wind rather more moderate   Sea not so strong   Set the whole topsail and single 
reefed Mainsail  

Lat at noon 35° 30´ S    

  

[Page 592]  

Sunday 22  Wind SE light with heavy swell  course from SSW to SW by S   Set all plain sails  

A few Albatrosses have been flying round the ship for some days past and the Southerly winds 
bringing cold and damp mists, render it no longer comfortable to work or sleep on deck  

Monday 23
d
   Light variable airs from South and South west increasing into a steady wholesail 

breeze from WSW    Sky clear few clouds  tolerably strong sea,  Set the Starboard top mast 
studdingsail and kept the vessel SE  

36° 51´ S   101 0 E  

  

[Page 593]  

A few days since Dawson asked me to give or sell him some of the pork belonging to the Expedition 
as he had had nothing but beef since the last pig was killed   I  ascertained from the Captain that 
preserved beef was given the men three times a week and flour every other day which I considered 
a sufficient change of diet.  

This morning Dawson brought me a letter repeating his request and stating that he was existing on 
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soaked tea and biscuit    I told him that I considered him liberally supplied by the ship and so long 
as fresh meat and flour were given him once every week I should not interfere with the 
arrangement.  I may remark that three tins containing  

  

[Page 592]  

containing 18 lbs of preserved beef were given out to day in addition to salt beef for 18 persons 
and the like number last Saturday.  

Tuesday 24
th

  wind to WSW fresh  made all sails  

Lat 37 33  Lon 104 0.  

Evening rather les wind and heavy sea.  

Wednesday 25
th

  wind NW  Course SE by S  At noon jibed the Mainsail and kept ESE  

38 45 S  106 50 E  

At two p m a large vessel was seen astern and in about an hour she was on our weather beam, we 
Shewed our colours and she proved to be an American, Clipper built and with the New double 
yarded topsails  

  

[Page 593]  

As she healed towards us we could plainly see her decks and when she rolled the other way her 
bright copper and beautifully symmetrical lines appeared, In less than two hours she was out of 
sight ahead although we were going about eight knots  

Thursday 26  wind WNW  course ESE   Sky tolerably clear, weather rather warmer  

Position at noon 39° 4´ S  109° 55´ E    

Some altercation had taken place among the men respecting a ring that had been sold in Coepang 
and after tea Selby informed me that “Jack (one of the sailors) had said that he (Selby) was present 
in a grog  
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shop when Macdonald offered the ring for Sale, and requested me to give him an opportunity of 
denying it  

I spoke to the Captain and Jack was called aft,   He Stated that he had seen Macdonald looking at a 
ring belonging to Adam (another Seaman) Shortly before the decease of the latter and that when in 
Coepang he had seen Macdonald with the same ring in his hand bargaining with the Keeper of the 
Grog Shop  He believed he saw Selby there but was not quite certain and Selby positively denied it  

I have only to remark at present  

  

[Page 595]  

that I have found Selby a well conducted man and that I quite approved of his taking this mode of 
clearing himself from the information  
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I told the Captain that as the effects of the deceased were of course in his charge I would if he 
wished it, call up Macdonald and interrogate him but he declined it as nothing could be done in the 
matter till we reached Sydney. -------  

Friday Feby 27  wind S by W  course ESE  clear and fine,  strong sea  

Lat as before Lon  112. 55 E  

  

[Page 596]  

Saturday Feby 28
th

  wind SSE variable not so strong and less sea, course from E by N to NE by N.  

                              37  54 S  115 E  

At night reefed the mainsail and close reefed the topsail.  

About the time of our rounding the NW Cape our allowance of water was reduced from three 
quarts per day to two, and during the past week it has been reduced to three pints, as both the 
Captain and myself wishes to avoid going out of our course to procure any  

The wind is now however so far to the East of South that the ship will not lie higher than sufficient 
to enable her to reach King George’s Sound, and unless a renewal of our fair wind be granted us we 
shall probably be obliged to put  
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in as we have not above 150 gallons of water on board exclusive of the little saved by individuals 
from their ration  

Sunday march 1
st

  Wind East, heavy Sea.  Course North.  

                 36°.8´    115° 10´   

Thin Stratiform clouds broken into cirrus, in the evening, like what is called at home a mackerel sky.  

Monday March 2
nd

 About 4 am the Easterly wind ceased and our interval of calm was succeeded by 
a light Northerly breeze and a drizzling rain  

Dull undefined heavy clouds hung around us and on each mast head appeared a pale electric light 
of Globular  

  

[Page 598]  

form and six or eight inches in diameter Such as are known in the Mediterranean as Corpo Santos 
or Saint Elmo’s fire  

Their disappearance was followed by flashes of vivid lighting accompanied by rattling peals of 
thunder and a transient shower  

At daylight we had a breeze from the NNW and the vessel was kept East with the top mast 
studdingsail set on the port side.  

       Position at noon  35°.15´    115° 29´  

At 3 pm we saw the land and between 4 and 5 made out Cape Chatham bearing NE15 or 20 miles  
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the Ships longitude being 116° 9´   At 7 we  
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passed Nuyts point distant 8 miles –  

Tuesday 3
d 

  passing between Eclipse Island and the Main, Peaked Hill appeared ahead its rocky 
front presenting a singular resemblance to the profile of a human face (sketch of Peaked Hill) but 
as we drew to the Eastward the outline changed and Bald head, a rounded mass of Sandstone with 
a few scanty patches of vegetation on its top was seen beyond,  

The cliffs between these two were either bare or thinly covered with sand on which were scattered 
patches of stunted bush and herbage  

Nearly opposite this head was a mass of Stone called Vancouvers reef and we were steering with a 
fair breeze to the South of  
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this when the wind shifted and blew directly upon it the current at the same time setting us in the 
same direction    We might by keeping away have gone clear of the reef but this would only have 
placed us in an equally dangerous position with regard to Bald head and the ship was kept to her 
course  

As we drew gradually past within a hundred yards of the black rock over which the foaming sea 
was rushing and the breakers spouting high into the air we watched with intense anxiety the effect 
of the swell upon our course and to our great relief found that she was at length passing clear of 
the danger.  

A fresh breeze carried us past  
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Bald head when on looking back we saw that peaked hill was resuming the outline of a face and 
directing the glass toward the harbour made out three masts at such a distance from each other as 
to indicate either separate vessels or one of immense proportions.  

The pilot boarded us in a Whale boat Manned by Natives One of whom was clothed in Shirt 
trowsers and cap, while the rest rejoiced in their Native costume of Grease, red ochre and 
Kangaroo skin  Their hair was parted down the middle, confined by a band of bark or cotton, and 
liberally besmeared with the unctuous compound, their faces were painted with the same and  
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one more tasteful than the rest had marked the prominences of his cheeks by a line of charcoal     
Most of them spoke English, One called himself Jem Browne and another wearing a red shirt was 
dignified with the name of Pannikin  

The Entrance of Princes Royal harbour is narrowed by a strip of low land projecting from the main 
and terminating in a high rounded rock, so that not having room to work against a foul wind we 
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were obliged to run out and anchor  

The gig was manned and entering the harbour we passed the Oneida Steam Ship with two full 
rigged vessels of above 700 tons lying along side their united lengths not Equalling that of the 
gigantic  
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gigantic steamer  

She was we learned the first ship of the New Australian Company line and leaving Sydney 
Melbourne and King George’s Sound on her homeward bound passage had gone far beyond Cape 
Leeuwin when a forelock of one of her engines gave way and finally the foundation plate being 
broken and the vessel leaky she was obliged to put back, unfortunately reaching King George’s 
Sound a few hours after the Second vessel had left it –  

The captain had engaged rooms at all the available houses for his passengers but they preferred 
the accommodation of the vessel and she is now staying for the arrival of the third homeward 
bound Steamer when she will proceed to Sydney  
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for such repairs as will enable her to reach England  

The harbour is a nearly circular basin shoaling very gradually, with no river of any consequence 
flowing in and from the drift of the surrounding sand hills is said to be filling up  

The town is situated on the right of the entrance and Sandy lanes cut through the bush lead to the 
principle buildings  

On landing we received the welcome intelligence that Mr Gregory had arrived in Sydney with all his 
party except his brother who had stayed in Moreton Bay, and were promised that a letter from the 
latter should be shown us  
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We went to the house of Mr McCale with whom the captain made arrangements for supplying the 
vessel, and returned on board laden with vegetables, fresh mutton, bread, butter and fine grapes –  

Wednesday 4
th

  As soon as the pilot came on board we weighed and sailed in with  fair breeze and 
passing close by the Coal hulk, and old Indiaman of 900 or 1000 tons burden anchored opposite the 
jetty  

An old flour cask had been broken up by the cook for firewood and several pounds of damaged 
flour were readily accepted by our friend Pannikin who afterward sat for his likeness –  

Captain Hyde of the Oneida came on board and having asked when  
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we intended to sail and whether a mail would be sent by us invited us to come on board his vessel 
and in the name of the lady passengers requested me to bring my sketches of the country.  
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At the Custom house I met Mr Camfield, the Resident who invited me to his house and kept me in 
conversation respecting the expedition till four o clock when I went on board the Messenger and 
thinking I should be late for dinner sent the boat with Mr Wilson and Mr Flood, the Captain  Mr 
Wells and myself joining the part in the evening.  

The greatest possible interest was evinced by every one in the operations of the Expedition  
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and after my sketches had been examined the captain shewed me some beautiful photographs of 
Sebastopol and its vicinity  

The saloon was the most spacious and splendidly fitted apartment of the kind I had ever seen, the 
after part being unencumbered by sleeping cabins so that the whole breadth of the vessel was 
thrown into it and the panels were tastefully decorated with views of different localities enclosed 
in scroll work of various colours touched with gold  

The vessel I understand was 370 feet long and one of the ships alongside being leaky was 
discharging sugar into her to be conveyed to Sydney  
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Wednesday Thursday 5
th

  After breakfast I left the steamer and going to the Customs house I saw a 

letter from Mr Henry Gregory Stating that the party had reached Moreton Bay on the 15
th

 of 
December and that he had stayed behind with a view of settling in some of the country in the rear 
of that district  

I called on the Resident in the Afternoon and after spending the evening with Mr Mc Cale and 
family went on board the Messenger where I found the water filled and the deck occupied by a 
small flock of homely looking sheep and sundry bags of turnips and potatoes  

Friday 6
th

  Mr Wells who had met with an engagement on board the sugar ship took leave of us, 
and as we passed beneath  
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the Steamer stern we saw the captain and passengers assembled on the poop, Her Ensign was 
dipped caps and handkerchiefs were waved and three cheers were given,  A compliment which was 
of course duly acknowledged by ourselves.  

Keeping more away we now ran out of the harbour and hove to for the gig which having been 
carelessly set adrift was being brought after us by the pilots boat  

We had a fair wind out but gradually it came more from the south and we had to brace up upon 
the Starboard tack  

Friday  Saturday 7
th

  we tacked to the south west till noon when we stood East till 4 pm and tacked 
again, an Easterly current having aided us  

  

[Page 610]  
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to make nearly two degrees of longitude since yesterday though it prevented our getting to the 
South.  

Sunday 8
th

  stood to the East with a breeze from the East of South all day  At five pm were in 
longitude 121  

Monday 9
th

 Nearly calm in the morning, the Captain busied in mending sails, Mr Phibbs and 
expedition men in stowing and taking account of various small stores and preparing them for 
landing  

Stood to the southward during the day  

Tuesday 10
th

  tacked to the East   Received the guns from the men and had them stowed away    

Mr Phibbs and people employed in the hold, at night  
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tacked to the South South west  

Wednesday 11
th

,  tacked to ESE, at noon tacked to SSW breaking off to SW     winds light  

Approximate position 35 48 S  121. 20 E  

Heavy swell from the South in the evening and fresh breeze from ESE with a little rain  

Thursday 12  course South with a light ESE breeze latitude about 37 South  

Friday 13
th

 wind north East, fresh Course SE½ S, at noon hauled up to SE½ E  

                                       123° E  

Saturday 14  Found some of our casks in the water that had accumulated in the forepeak and in 
consequence of the sand ballast choking the limbers could not run to the   
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pump, they appeared to be mostly pork casks and I lifted such things as were moveable to a dryer 
place  

A bronze winged pigeon was seen flying round the ship much exhausted, it made its way up under 
the lee quarter and attempted to get on board but the eddy wind out of the mainsail beat it down 
and it fell into the sea,  It rose two or three times in our wake but at length dropped upon the 
surface where it lay with albatrosses sweeping round as long as we could see it  

Wind N NNW changing to N course ESE after noon E by S   

lat  39 13  
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Sunday 15  course E wind NW   position at noon 39 38 S  127. 32 E  

At 4 pm the wind changed to W and to SW blowing strong with rain and rising sea, reduced our sail 
to foresail and topsail during the squall  
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Monday 16  course E½S wind SW, strong with nearly clear sky  

Position at noon 39°.44´ S   131° 12´ E  

Ship running about 9 knots so that by 10 pm we were in 133° E  

Tuesday 17  Strong breeze heavy seas   

     Latitude 39 35  

At night the wind lessened a little and hauled to the South, rain at intervals,  

Wednesday 18
th

  Light breezes from S by E varying and coming from SW during the day  

     Lat 40.3  Lon 137 25  
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fine weather less sea detached clouds  

Thursday 19
th

 Calms afternoon and light breeze from NNE  

     Lat 40 10  

Friday 20
th

  Calms and thick weather   

Afternoon a light breeze from NNW with drizzling rain  

Saturday 21
st

  calms and thick weather  

     Lat 39 58  

About 4 a light air and swell from the SSW.  

Many jelly fish of circular cup like form with recurved edges of a pink colour were along side they 
were from 4 to 8 inches in diameter but two larger and almost shapeless masses of an opaque 
cream  
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colour were seen they were hollow in the centre but the outline was jagged and almost shapeless 
and long semi transparent filaments streamed from them the nearest was about three feet long 
and two in diameter                                                               I sketched them from memory in the 
evening.  

We steered to the North with a light breeze and about 8 were supposed to be about 95 miles west 
of Kings Island.  

Sunday 22
nd

  a light air from the west which after an interval of calm changed to NW and blew 
gently all day  the clouds opened a little  
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Monday 23
d
  A fair wind from the west changing gradually to SW  At 9 am we were nearly midway 

between Cape Otway and King’s Island but rather closer in with the former  
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As the breeze freshened the Barracouta which like Mackerel bite best when the vessel is going 
about 4 knots through the water, began to dash at the red rags with which our hooks were baited                                                        
A plentiful breakfast was caught for all hands, and fifty more were secured before dinner  

One of average size measured 2 feet 7½ inches in length 9 inches in girth and weighed 3¼ lbs. the 
dorsal fin was deep blue inclining to purple with a stripe of green about ¾ inch broad along the 
back on each side of it the rest was silvery grey shaded here and there  
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with blue or purple and catching varied tints of lake and yellow  

Tuesday 24
th

  At 6 am we were off the small peaked Island of Rodondo which I sketched, with 
Wilson’s Promontory overhung by clouds behind it  

During the morning I obtained sketches of Curtis Island, the Devil’s tower the Moncur Islands 
Hogan’s Group and different portions of the main land near Wilson’s Promontory.  

At 8 pm the light house on Kents group bore S by E and the breeze hauled a little to the East of 
South.  

Wednesday 25
th

  a fresh steady breeze from NE to NNE.  course E by S all sail set but Royal  
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and flying jib   Day clear sea smooth at 8 pm tacked to the North West  

Thursday 26
th

  wind NE shifting to NNW light airs and calms  a brig to leeward close hauled 
standing to the northward of East  At noon we tacked to the North East and by four pm though we 
forereached upon the brig she had weathered on us so much that we could plainly see her hull.  

In the morning I painted the Figure head, the Captain and Crew painting the Ship outside.  

Very few light stratiform clouds to the North.  Weather fine & warm.  

Friday 27  at 8 am the wind having shifted to NNE we tacked to the NW by W with a steadily 
increasing breeze   Cape Howe bearing N by  
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E 95 miles  at 8 pm reefed the mainsail and double reefed the foretopsail,  Clouds and lightening to 
the West,  at 10 pm wore ship to the Eastward.  

Saturday 28
th

 at 8 am wore ship to the NW,  During one of the passing showers the cook had 
thrown some sheep skins over the Baracouta that were spread out to dry, and when the weather 
cleared he told the Timorese boy to “take the skins off the fish”  

Young Kakapoetie set to work according to his interpretation of the order and before any one 
thought of looking after him had divested three or four fine Baracouta of their scaly integuments.  

At noon we tacked to the North  
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[Page 620]  

East having made sail as the weather moderated and between one and two were obliged to reduce 
it as quickly as possible by a heavy squall which settled into a gale from the west with a heavy sea, 
we close reefed our topsail and mainsail and kept the ship NNE to close as soon as possible with 
the land which was distant about 60 miles  

In the Afternoon the wind moderated but squalls came on occasionally during the night,  A large 
brown Albatross and a partially white one sailed round us for some hours.  

Sunday 29
th

  Wind WNW strong and steady   Set the single reefed mainsail and topsail  
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At 7 am the high land in the vicinity of Cape Howe bore NW to NW¾W distant nearly 30 miles –  

Sky clear low clouds on the Southern and western horizon – and a very heavy cross sea that shook 
the foremast head greatly, at night close reefed the topsail and reefed the Mainsail.  

Monday 30
th

 wind to SW   course NNW to close in with the land,  At noon Mt Dromedary bore W 
by S½S 20 miles  

Set all plain sail and top mast studding sail                                                              

Saw two vessels in shore                                                                                                

Sky clear weather warm and sea much smoother  

Afternoon calm Evening  
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light variable airs from South and West and strong breezes with squalls at night  

Tuesday March 31
st

  strong breeze from the South with heavy sea   course NW the current having 
set us off shore close reefed the topsail and double reefed the mainsail  

Made land in the vicinity of Jervis Bay and Shoalhaven  

Lat at noon 34 44  

About 2 pm passed red point  Saw the high land sloping gradually downward till at Sunset  we 
made out the low shores of Botany  
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Bay,  we now steered for the light on Sydney south head and when near it fired rockets and blue 
lights for a pilot, but none came off, and with a good look out aloft we rounded the South head and 
passing close to windward of the light ship on the Sow and Pigs anchored in Port Jackson about 9 
pm.  

April 1
st

  at daylight we found ourselves nearly abreast of Watson’s Bay  A pilot came on board and 
one of the two boats taking our line we   
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[Page 624]  

were towed up to abreast of Sydney Cove,  I sent the remainder of our gunpowder rockets &c to 
the Magazine and on landing, called at the Commissariat office and was conducted by Mr Price to 
the residence of Mr Gregory, who after receiving a verbal report of my proceedings went with me 
to Sir William Denison the Governor General of the Colony.  

Thursday April 2
nd

  The berth opposite the Commissariat stores  
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being particularly clear the Messenger was hauled in and commenced discharging the remainder of 
our Stores.  Two porters were employed to work with our men in conveying them into the 
commissariat store  

Friday April 3
d
   Being desirous of completing the clearance of the Messenger I engaged seven 

porters at 10/- per diem each to work with our men                             

In the afternoon the work was completed and The Messenger was discharged from the service of 
the   
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the Expedition  

T Baines  

officer in Charge of detatchment  

 

[Transcribed by Peter Mayo and John Stephenson for the State Library of New South Wales] 
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